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About the FoTRRIS project
FoTRRIS develops and introduces new governance practices to foster Responsible Research and Innovation
(RRI) policies and methods in Research and Innovation (R&I) systems.
FoTRRIS stresses that RRI is a collaborative activity from the very beginning. Therefore, FoTRRIS adds the
prefix ‘co’ to the acronym RRI. Important present-day challenges are of a global nature but manifest
themselves in ways that are influenced by local conditions. Thus, FoTRRIS focusses on glocal challenges, i.e.
local or regional manifestations of global challenges and on local opportunities for solving them.
FoTRRIS performs a transition experiment, i.e. an experiment to support the transformation of present-day
research and innovation strategies into co-RRI-strategies. It designs, tests and validates the organisation,
operation and funding of co-RRI competence cells. A competence cell is conceived as a small organisational
unit, which functions as a local one-stop innovation platform that encourages various knowledge actors
from science, policy, industry and civil society to co-design, -perform, and -monitor co-RRI-projects that are
attuned to local manifestations of global sustainability challenges.
Since research and innovation systems and practices in EU member states and within different research
performing organisations vary, FoTRRIS experiments the implementation of new governance practices in
five member states. These five experiments are evaluated, validated and constitute the basis for FoTRRIS
policy recommendations towards EU and member states policy-makers in order to enforce co-RRI into the
national and EU R&I systems. Training is dispensed to various stakeholders, so as to form them to establish
other co-RRI competence cells.
For more information see http://www.fotrris-h2020.eu

Coordinator contact:
Dr. Nele D’Haese / Unit Sustainable Materials Management / VITO NV / Boeretang 200, 2400 MOL,
Belgium.
t: +32/14 33 59 70 | e: nele.dhaese@vito.be | w: www.vito.be/english
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1. Documentation – The national reports
FoTRRIS – Fostering the Transition towards RRI Systems aimed to develop a concept of RRI
based on a critical review of extant literature, interviews of selected experts, and survey the
opinion of RRI quadruple helix stakeholders in WP1. The FoTRRIS concept of RRI has been
named as co-created RRI or, briefly, co-RRI in order to highlight the primary requirement
towards responsible research and innovation (RRI) as realising co-creation of multiple actors
regarding the whole research and innovation process (from issues through process till
outcomes/outputs). WP2 has developed a web-based platform to support co-creation and peerto-peer interaction on developing and carrying out co-RRI projects.
WP3 aimed for putting the concept of co-RRI into practice through the implementation of
transition experiments (TEs). Six transition experiments were carried out in five countries of
FoTRRIS partners. In Austria, the TE addressed the topic of sustainable food systems in the
greater Graz region. In Belgium, the TE was initiated around the topic of circular economy
regarding waste from housing construction and electric/electronic equipments. In Hungary, a
transition town community, Transition Wekerle was collaborated with in order to co-design
sustainable local economic development for this garden city neighbourhood in Budapest. The
Italian TE, in connection with ongoing policy initiatives, co-designed a LivingLab for supporting
renewable energy development in the Madonie Region, Sicily. The Spanish FoTRRIS research
team has executed two TEs, one on the issue of refugees, the other on the concern of women
with disability.
All TEs, while received space for flexible adaptation to the characteristics of the substantive
issue addressed and the context it is embedded, followed the “Mapping Innovations on the
Sustainability Curve” (MISC) approach developed by Anne Snick.1 This approach provides a
conceptualisation of sustainability and a guidance of carrying out a process of systems mapping,
visioning, and action design based on the collaboration and consensus-seeking of the multiple
actors involved. It assumes a co-creation process in a constructive fashion. The MISC approach
was operationalised into a guide and template to report which this deliverable is based upon.
This deliverable aims to provide a detailed description of all six TEs in a similar structure in
order to allow deeper understanding of how co-RRI was attempted to put into practice and
provide transparency. Evaluation of TEs was built into the process and reported in D3.2. The
national reports below document the three workshops of systems mapping, visioning, and
project concept design as the MISC approach was operationalised. Evaluative judgements or
critical reflections are shared in some of the sections, most prominently that of lessons learnt,
in each national report. However, no comprehensive evaluation or comparison is aimed for by
this deliverable.
It should be noted that a fourth workshop was designed in all TEs aiming for outreach and
validation. This fourth workshop intended to make relevant external stakeholders in each
Snick, Anne (n.d.): MISC: Mapping Innovations on the Sustainability Curve – A methodological framework to
accelerate the transition. Available at: http://www.slideshare.net/AnneSnick/misc-full-paper-as
1
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country familiar with the FoTRRIS TE process as an operationalisation of RRI. Beyond
broadening the outreach of the FoTRRIS TE process, it also aimed to initiate a dialogue between
relevant experts and other stakeholders, on the one hand, and all types of participants of
FoTRRIS TE, on the other hand. This way, critical reflection on the experience of co-created RRI
is expected to be gained. D3.3 reports on this outreach/validation exercise.
In sum, D3.1 aims to inform readers about the details of operationalising RRI in a co-creative
way and read together with D3.2 and D3.3 aims to provide a more comprehensive picture
(description, evaluation, critical reflection) on the FoTRRIS transition experiments. Next, in
alphabetical order of the countries, the national reports can be read, altogether on six transition
experiments.
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2. Austrian report on co-RRI transition experiment2
2.1 General summary
The IFZ team chose the topic of sustainable food systems for the workshop series of the
transition experiment (TE). The idea behind was to elaborate ideas for projects on the topic of
“Sustainable and social just food supply within the region of Graz” (funding levels were not
specified in the beginning). These project ideas should be developed with local stakeholders
who have different backgrounds, but are all related to the topic of food from diverse angles production, distribution, consumption or education (food activists, CSAs – community
supported agricultures, authorities from the city of Graz, advocacy groups like the chamber of
agriculture, biological farming or responsible people from e.g. large-scale kitchens and people
with an educational focus, farmers). It was intended to include a broad variety of people in the
process. The expertise on the topic of food within the team of the IFZ (represented by Sandra
Karner) was a good starting point in selecting and inviting people because with her
longstanding experience in the topic it was easy to map who are the important people on a local
level (Graz-Umgebung).
Food production and consumption are neither (socially) fair nor sustainable. To open up the
process it was intended to go from a mapping of the system (niches and regime) over a problem
definition to precise actions and to define project ideas together with the different actors within
the process.
To foster a transformative change within the current food system in terms of sustainability,
food sovereignty and social fairness, it is necessary to work with a broad range of people on
actions that are also of their (personal and professional) interest. The concept of a sustainable
food system was defined as an interaction between different system components (actors,
institutions and sectors).
Special about the Austrian case was that there were four workshops held within the series of
the Transition Experiment (TE). This was not intended from the very beginning, but turned out
to be the best solution because of two reasons. Firstly, the idea emerged between the second
and the third workshop (and was affirmed through the process of the third workshop) that
another meeting amongst the TE participants would be necessary in order to get a more
concrete output and to explicitly work on a concrete project concept for the future. Secondly,
the setting of the validation workshop was not seen as an appropriate setting to invite the TE
participants, because it was intended to validate the TE with experts from academia and other
stakeholders. Therefore, the CC members decided to ask one of the TE participants if he was
willing to work on one of his project ideas in a more concrete way (one of the CC members is
and was in closer cooperation with the participant in other projects related to the topic of
sustainable food).

2

Magdalena Wicher, Sandra Karner, Anita Thaler (IFZ)
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The fourth workshop can be seen as a follow-up activity because there, a concrete project idea
from one of the TE participants was taken up, discussed and explicitly worked on. Therefore,
the CC members were preparing for the workshop with the person concerned (between
workshop 3 and 4) to elaborate the idea and take steps for further collaboration with the other
participants.

2.2 Workshop content
2.2.1 Workshop 1: systems mapping
The first workshop was held at the IFZ on 15th February 2017 with the aim to get a common
understanding of sustainability and systemic transformation in relation to the actual food
system and to define measures to change the current system. The workshop started presenting
definitions about food justice, food sovereignty and sustainability to give a clear understanding
and common meaning about the terminologies we wanted to work with. The definitions and
shortcomings within the current food system were put on the table in order to give a framing
to the workshop series. This normative bottom-line and the goals were discussed and agreed
on amongst the competence cell members, but were not co-defined and discussed with the
participants. After the presentation of the definitions, participants were asked if they had
further questions or remarks to add, but no objections were mentioned. The topic of food
sovereignty was presented as an option to have a reference and a goal, but was handled with
caution because it is a concept that comes from the alternative food networks and may have
caused rejection amongst those participants who are more from the conventional side of the
current food system. Nevertheless, particularly this concept of food sovereignty (and not food
security) was the subject of discussion very often (also in the following workshops), also
brought in by the representatives of the conventional food system.
We used the sustainability curve to map the current system (with actors and initiatives who
characterize the system) after niches and mainstream, but slightly adapted the curve by
changing the axis of “resilience” and “efficacy” to “system characteristics” with the
manifestations of “marginalized/ high diversification” and “established/ high homogeneity”
system. Participants criticized the duality approach because they agreed that the system could
not only be described by two poles (e.g. it would be too simple to say that the one is less
mainstream but more sustainable and the other one is more mainstream and less sustainable).
They indicated that the food system is more diverse and the duality would limit the depiction,
a black-and-white conceptualisation would not reflect the reality. The food system is hybrid,
there are several aspects that are all linked to each together, where more and less sustainable
aspects are closely linked to each other.
It is one curve, but the concept of sustainability alone has three dimensions, the relevance of
the weighting is different, depending on where the focus is set. For example, there exist product
lines that are very sustainable in the production, but socially unjust, i.e. not socially sustainable.
The governance system is very much working on power hierarchies which are, for example,
also relevant for pricing and dependencies (e.g. between supermarkets and producers). There
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was not enough time to discuss these aspects in depth or to make a depiction and definition
that would fit all participants and that would display the system in a satisfying way.

high
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In the next step, the participants identified measures and enabling factors to change the current
system and further on ranked them according to their feasibility (how likely and how fast the
measures could be taken and implemented). From a high number of identified measures, it was
apparent that strategies that were evaluated easy and fast to implement were those mainly
targeted at awareness-raising and educational measures. Those measures that would transform
the system more sustainably and for the long-term are building upon cooperation,
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institutionalizing of strategies and evidence-based implementations – they need more time and
are hard to implement.

Based on the information that was produced in the workshop, a presentation of the current
food system was elaborated by the competence cell members after conducting the workshop.
After giving a picture about the current supply structure, it was intended to elaborate with the
participants, which measures would be necessary to reach the optimum of the sustainability
curve and which fostering and hindering mechanism should be taken into account and tackled.
The use of arrows to show these mechanisms and especially also the directions (hindering,
fostering, feedback-loops) should have helped to get a complete picture of the system. It turned
out that, one the one hand, there was not enough time within the first workshop to do all these
tasks and, on the other hand, the conceptual frame was also too complex in order to discuss it
within the workshop-setting. Finally, the CC decided to compile all produced information by the
participants and merge it with the theoretical framework of the MISC between the first and
second workshop.
The graph shows how the fostering and hindering factors become effective on niches and
mainstream within the system. This illustration shows how governance mechanisms interact
with political and legal frameworks, the production of knowledge, norms and the current value
system as well as economic and innovation models and how these hinder the establishment of
niche-innovations. The graph was further presented and used in the following workshops, but
to time-related reasons it was not discussed in depth with the participants.
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2.2.2 Workshop 2: visioning
The goal of the second workshop (16th March 2017 at IFZ) was to define and prioritize four
concrete project ideas from the whole bunch of measures that were identified in the first
workshop. The decision to strive for four ideas was made by the CC because it was discussed
that four would be a good and effective number of ideas/projects to further work with. But the
process was held open in order to have room for further ideas, if more than four would come
up.
To make the goal clearer we elaborated a common vision for the realization of the projects.
First, within the plenum, a timeframe for the vision was defined. In line with other food
strategies, participants decided that 2022 was a reasonable time frame. The vision then was
discussed in regard of the following factors and aspects:







Networking/cooperation
Educational work
Knowledge & evidence
Legal framework
Governance
Economic models

 Production and processing
 Use of ressources
 Transport
 Forms of cooperation
 Marketing and commercialization
 Catering in public amenity
 Access to food
 Private consumer behaviour

Figure 1. Framework for visioning – workshop 2
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These factors and aspects resulted from workshop 1 and the brainstorming about the measures
to change the current food system. The ideas – that contained not only measures, but also
shortcomings, problem definitions – were clustered within the first workshop and
complemented by the CC. Between WS1 and WS2 the members of the CC discussed the results
and tried to summarize them in a logical way and focus on aspects that tackle the key elements
that are essential for changing the system. On the one hand, there are thematic fields (in blue)
and, on the other hand, there are areas (green) that should be tackled through the measures to
be taken.

The measures identified in workshop 1 and classified as highly relevant (based on the ranking
about how fast – from slow to fast – and how likely – from hard to easy – the measures could be
implemented) to achieve the vision were then again discussed in small groups in order to clarify
and specify them. Next, using a structured prioritisation method (“The wheel”3), the measures
were prioritized and clustered and finally ended in four main topics: educational/training
measures, food incubator, food strategy and innovative marketing channels.
The next step was to do a stakeholder mapping in line with the four topics in order to be able
to include relevant people (beyond the already invited ones for WS1 and WS2) in the next
workshop. Finally, the question which contribution research could do in order to implement
the identified measures was discussed with the participants.
2.2.3 Workshop 3: project concept design
The goal for the third workshop (7th April 2017, facilities next to IFZ, rented a group room from
the Evangelic church) was to elaborate the already identified measures (four topics) from
workshop 2. There were 14 participants who already attended at least one former workshop
and 6 participants who took part for the first time. To specifically define the problems behind
The method was adapted from the FOODLINKS project, where it was also implemented; see Smith, J. & Barling,
D. (2013). Deliverable D: 4.1 Final Report Work Package 4 – Re-valuing Public Sector Food Procurement (RPP)
Community of Practice (CoP). Public report.
http://www.foodlinkscommunity.net/fileadmin/documents_organicresearch/foodlinks/publications/smithbarling-d-4-1.pdf
3
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the measures, it was necessary to go one step back: participants worked in small groups on the
question which problems should be exactly solved with a particular measure – always in
relation to sustainability and social justice. The procedure to go back one step was not based
upon the fact that there were new participants, but that it was the intention to let all the
participants again reflect and think about the problems behind the identified measures in order
to get clearer results.
After, a definition of goals that should be reached by the four measures was conducted on two
levels: on the one hand, activity oriented goals and, on the other hand, specific sub-goals and
activities to reach these goals were specified. Furthermore, participants should indicate needed
and available expertise and resources to achieve these goals and activities (see template). Thus,
a target oriented collaboration should be reached for the implementation of the measures and
activities.

Figure 2. Template for activity mapping – Workshop 3

2.2.4 Workshop 4: status quo
IFZ did a fourth “Status-quo” workshop on the 7th June 2017 where the same participants as in
workshops 1-3 were invited. We decided to make another workshop for different reasons: first,
because we thought that it would not be expedient to invite participants of the transition
experiment to the outreach workshop and, secondly, it was necessary to elaborate the ideas the
participants gained in the first workshops to get a more precise concept.
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We also wanted to use the workshop as a possibility to get an update about things that had been
going on within the weeks following our workshop series. Thus, we started with an
introductory round and a status-quo update about activities that had been going on in the
meanwhile.
Another goal of the workshop was to introduce the web-based platform to the participants.
Therefore, we registered the participants beforehand (with their email-addresses and a
common password) and made a short introduction.
Next, Sandra gave an input about the framework that a possible proposal within a European
funding (Horizon 2020) could have and combined it with the input of one of the participants
about a pilot project with the focus on “food sovereignty” that is currently going on in Graz.
The idea of the workshop was to define specific actions together with the participants within
the framework of Horizon 2020 calls (e.g. different geographical levels – local and
global/international, open innovation, European cooperation, co-creation, cooperation
between different groups – Quadruple Helix) in order to get a more precise project idea. There
were a lot of ideas and activities named by the participants, but due to their broadness, it was
not possible to define a common project concept. At the end of the workshop, participants
expressed their desire for having a format (e.g. a regulars´ table) for networking and exchange
in the near future, because they highly valued the possibility that was given within the TE
workshop series.
After the workshop series, there were a couple of concrete steps for further cooperation and
collaborations: IFZ was involved in a proposal for Horizon 2020 with a case study that included
an initiative with educational work and cooperative activities in community centres in two
districts of Graz about food security, with special regard to the inclusion of disadvantaged
people. Then, the CC was invited to hold two workshops (together with one of the TE
participants) within the Austrian-wide Nyéléni meeting about food sovereignty. A vision for
sustainable food supply in the district of Jakomini (Graz) was elaborated with a group of about
30 stakeholders (local politics, food activist, representatives of civil society, etc.). The focus was
to create a vision, plan steps and work on focal points like a farmers’ market, food-coop and
community gardening. The second workshop was about food councils in cities and had a focus
on networking amongst Austrian initiatives.
Additionally, one of the participants submitted his project idea (that was also presented within
the 4th workshop and supported by one of the CC members) at different offices at the provincial
government of Styria (Austria) in order to get funding for this idea. Complementary there were
explorations for an accompanying master thesis for this project with one of the STS (Science
and Technology Studies) master students from the University of Klagenfurt, who also attended
the fourth workshop.
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2.3 Workshop process
2.3.1 Preparation process
2.3.1.1 Defining the systems goal
In Austria the definition of the case and the system goal was inspired by different discussions.
It was the intention to build upon expertise that lies within the team of the IFZ so to have a
content relation to already existing work and networks. First, it was the idea to connect the case
to another project about energy transition (energy independence of a certain region in Austria
and how to reach this by using sustainable energy systems). Because the project development
did not work out as intended, we came back to the original idea to take the topic of sustainable
food systems, which is a topic there had been work on for over a decade at IFZ. In order to give
the very broad and comprehensive topic a good framework to work with, the decision was
made to have a closer look at the situation in Graz (Sustainable urban food system in the region
of Graz).
The idea was to elaborate a project, taking into account the principles of RRI, on the topic of
food together with stakeholders from very different backgrounds. The very difference to a usual
approach was that only the topic itself was given and – of course – a certain normative frame
(sustainability, food sovereignty, socially just food system), but no other contents and activities.
At the beginning, the funding possibilities to target were not totally clear (small projects could
have been tried to be funded on a local or national level, bigger projects on European level), but
within the process it was decided to define actions that fit within the framework of Horizon
2020 calls.
2.3.1.2 Selecting and inviting TE participants
The first mapping of possible participants took place on different levels: first, one member of
IFZ who is an expert within the topic of sustainable food systems for several years, made a list
of possible and important stakeholders to address. Second, within the multidisciplinary team
of IFZ, respectively the members of the CC, a mapping was done together, complementing the
list. Third, desk research was done about the topic of sustainable food and who is working on
the topic (from whatever angle) in Austria. Fourth, personal contacts were addressed who are
working in the field of sustainability and social justice and asked who could be invited for a
workshop series alike.
For all workshops, participants were invited via email and/or telephone. For the first
workshop, all selected participants were invited to indicate their availability in a doodle poll.
Due to illness of the IFZ team, the workshop had to be postponed. Thus, the same people were
invited for another date (which was prescribed by the IFZ team members). For the second
workshop, the same people who participated in the first workshop and all the others from the
defined list were invited again. The dates for the second and third workshop were fixed at the
first workshop so to make it more predictable for the participants. For the third workshop, the
same people were invited plus experts, who were added in the expert mapping that was
conducted in the second workshop together with the participants. For the fourth workshop,
only those people who attended the third workshop were invited.
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2.3.1.3 Selecting and inviting competence cell members
The competence cell in Austria consisted of the team members from the IFZ-FoTRRIS team. This
decision was made upon a reflection within the core of the Austrian FoTRRIS team. In terms of
expertise about the topic of food we felt well equipped as one of the team members has a longlasting expertise within the topic of sustainable food systems (e.g. the projects: Foodlinks –
Knowledge brokerage to promote sustainable food consumption and production: linking
scientists, policymakers and civil society organisations4 and FAAN – Facilitating Alternative
Agro-Food Networks: Stakeholder Perspectives on Research Needs5) and thus holds many
contacts and networks as well. As we are also experienced in process management and the
implementation of workshops (conceptual elaboration, organisation and moderation), we
decided to not include any other person for this task.
2.3.1.4 Web-based platform used
The web-based platform was only used at the fourth workshop (where an introduction to the
platform was given). There the participants were introduced to the idea behind the platform
and “parenthoods” for certain topics (that had been elaborated within the workshops) were
assigned to have responsible people who should keep topics updated and alive after the
workshops and after FoTRRIS.
2.3.2 Post-workshop process
2.3.2.1 Outputs and outcomes
Within the workshop series, a strong network was built up for all the participants. People were
brought together who work on same/similar projects and ideas and had the opportunity to get
to know and learn from each other and to build bonds for future work.
The atmosphere was always good and people were very enthusiastic about implementing their
ideas – also beyond the transition experiment.
During the workshop process, three thematic foci emerged with a bundle of definite activities
(some very elaborated, some less elaborated). It is intended that the participants use the webbased platform to collaborate on these activities and to launch actions to implement them.
The IFZ will now decide on an appropriate Horizon 2020 call and search for opportunities to
involve as many of the stakeholders from the workshops to get the ideas and concepts that were
produced, implemented. For further details about the outcomes after the workshops also see
below.
2.3.2.2 Communication and outreach plans
At the end of the fourth workshop, it was made clear that the next steps for further elaboration
of the project ideas would need the commitment and dedication of all the participants. People
made bonds and were intensively talking about how to work together and how to implement
projects and ideas.
4
5

http://www.foodlinkscommunity.net/foodlinks-home.html
http://www.genewatch.org/uploads/f03c6d66a9b354535738483c1c3d49e4/FAAN_Booklet_PRINT.pdf
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IFZ will take over the lead to elaborate a project proposal (on European level), in which a
compound of different ideas will be put together. Therefore – when the thematic calls will open
and it is clear where to put the focus – designated people will be contacted to take part in the
proposal. All people will be informed about project proposals that are based on the ideas
produced within the workshops.
One topic, namely to elaborate an urban food strategy for Graz, is going to be followed
intensively because currently there are similar projects going on in different Austrian counties.
Therefore, networking activities with the initiatives from Vienna and Innsbruck already started
and are planned in the future (where participants from the workshops, who were interested in
this topic, will also be informed).
IFZ also offered participants of the workshops to use the facilities (rooms, etc.) for activities
that follow the transition experiment.
2.3.2.3 Signs of and plan for continuity
Besides an elaboration of concrete projects ideas/proposals, it is the idea to invite the
participants for a regulars´ table in the near future (with offering the facilities and e.g. drinks).
This would be the opportunity to keep people updated about the activities, to stay tuned and
linked.
2.3.2.4 Web-based platform used
The web-based platform will be used to further elaborate the project ideas that had been
gathered throughout the workshop series. Therefore, the 3 main topics that had been worked
on were set up as three different working sheets within the project of sustainable food systems
on the platform. Those people who assigned themselves as “parents” for the respective topic
(at the last workshop) should take care to keep the content updated and vivid. One team
member of IFZ will also take care of the elaboration and updating of the contents within the
platform.
At least it is intended to use the platform as a repository for the participants to share
documents, ideas and activities they are doing – so to have a place for networking after the
workshop series.

2.4 Learning and adaption during the process
We (IFZ researchers) tried to simplify things; not talking about RRI, using a terminology the
participants are used to and to reflect a lot about our rationale and to take over the perspective
of “outside the research thinking”. The MISC as a framework was only partly suitable for our
purpose. There were long discussions within the competence cell (within the team of IFZ) how
to make the method suitable for our ideas. Finally, we adapted the terminologies, but still the
method was quite complex and people did not really know how to integrate their knowledge
into our framework. E.g. the dichotomy-model (niche – mainstream) caused resistance, because
the participants are very familiar with the topic (of sustainable food) and did not want to
squeeze the system into this two-sided view. In addition, the lock-ins and feedback-loops could
not be discussed because all participants of our workshops were aware of these problems and
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thus it would – from our perspective – have felt like a “waste of time” to discuss this and not to
work on concrete actions and solutions.
A very learning was that every participant is so deeply involved in her/his thinking and wants
to implement his/her ideas, that it is hard to define common goals and measures and very
specific action for everybody to follow. Our conclusion was that if we want to elaborate a project
proposal it would need us to make the lead (based on the ideas that were produced within the
workshop process) and then get back and invite the participants again to participate (either for
elaboration of a concrete concept or for implementation of a project or projects).
We experienced that our feeling about our working time frame differs very much from those of
our participants. We had the feeling that we were good on track and doing a good job on how
to work on from idea to the project concept and concrete actions. The feedback from the
participants differed very much from our perspective. They (or at least some of them) had the
feeling that the process was too slow, that we were lacking concrete planning, actions and
activities. They wanted to do something and go into action.
One of the biggest challenges we faced within the transition experiment was the competition
with other research organizations that are working on the same topic(s) (of sustainable food
system). There is a high competitiveness about networks and funding (who is getting the
money, who is able to involve whom in projects, etc.).
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Annex 2: Workshops 1-4
Workshop 1
13:0013:20

Outline of WS1, 15.02.2017, 13.00-17.00
Welcome, introduction to the background of the FoTRRIS project, organizational
stuff (participants list, etc.)

13:2014:10

Introductory round: participants introduce themselves within 3 minutes

14:1014:40

Input: Presentation of the project „Graz ernährt sich“ (“Graz feeds itself”)

14:4014:55

Break

14:5515:25

Introduction to and formulation of the intended goal of a systemic transformation

15:2515:40

Mapping 1st step: regime and niche initiatives

15:4016:15

Mapping 2nd & 3rd step:

16:1516:45

Concretization of measures for transformation (“ecosystem of solutions“);
definition of how fast/slow and with which level of probability (low/high)
measures/activities could be implemented

16:4517:00

Wrapping up and next steps towards the 2nd workshop

From
17:00 -

Conclusion of the evening with food and drinks

Definition of terms like sustainability, food sovereignty, social just food supply

Fostering measures and facilitating factors for a sustainable food system on the
example of Graz

Facilitation
The first workshop took place at the premises of the IFZ, where one office room is equipped
with a large table and is also used for meetings. There is enough place for 15 people and thus
fit well for the invited group. We decided to hold the workshop here because it seemed to be a
more subliminal surrounding for different kind of people/stakeholders than renting some
facilities. Moreover, in these premises it was also easier to convey our expertise towards the
participants.
All needed materials (flipchart, projector, pin boards, post-its, etc.) were used from IFZ. One
table was prepared for dissemination material from the IFZ (from FoTRRIS and other food-
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related projects done by IFZ) as well as for the participants (they were informed in the
reminder email that they could bring their material).
The preparation of the content and agenda – in line with the MISC and the given framework for
the workshops – was done by the three IFZ team members (in several meetings, phone calls
and emails). For the implementation of the workshops, work was distributed amongst us three:
Magdalena did the moderation together with Sandra, Sandra did inputs related to the content
of food, Anita did the minutes and pictures.
Role of participants
The participants were asked to introduce themselves and their relation to the topic of
sustainable food systems. One participant gave an input (presentation of results) about a
project he did. All participants took part in all of the activities (plenary discussions and group
works).
Role of competence cell members
The preparation and implementation of the workshop was done by the IFZ team members (see
also 2.3.2.2.). Within the workshops, the moderation took care of the process and the
timeframe, the other two members also took part in group activities and content related
discussions.
Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
It can be said for all workshops, that the communication and the process was very harmonious
even though those people who participated had very different worldviews and opinions. The
process was designed to have a lot of small group work in order to give all people the same
possibility to bring in their expertise and voice. The atmosphere was always very good and
respectful, people listened to each other and gave others the possibility to speak out.
There were moments when others did just not take up topics (due to reasons that were not
entirely obvious). For example, one participant brought up the topic of agricultural aid in
relation to workforce two times (in two different workshops), but this was simply ignored by
the others and thus not further pursued. There were ideas that were followed by many people
and consequently elaborated further on and other ideas, in contrast, which did not arise much
interest. It was decided to not intervene and leave the process open to this development.
Another interesting process was that ideas or measures that became more concrete,
immediately caused ownership claims amongst the participants (e.g. the topic of food councils)
or were simply not further discussed because it was clear that the topic was already within the
hand of another research institution (e.g. the topic of food incubator).
Web-based platform used
The web-based platform was not used during the first workshop.
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Workshop 2
13:0013:45

Outline of WS2, 16.03.2017, 13.00-17.30
Welcome, wrapping up of the 1st workshop, goals for today
Introductory round by all participants

13:45 – Visioning: common development of a vision, based on the framework
14:45
(sustainable food system in Graz) and the measures identified in WS1;
defining a common temporal frame for the vision
14:4515:15

Break

15:1515:30

Discussion of the prepared graphics with lock-ins and systemic loops

15:3016:30

Concretization and prioritisation of the measures from WS1 (Using the
method “the wheel”)

16:30 – Role of science regarding the measures that were finally identified as most
17:00
relevant
17:00 – Mapping of expertise and actors
17.30
From
17:00 -

Conclusion of the evening with food and drinks

Role of participants
The participants were asked to introduce themselves and their relation to the topic of
sustainable food systems. All participants took part in all of the activities (plenary discussions
and group works).
Workshop 3
13:0014:00

Outline of WS3, 07.04.2017, 13.00-17.30
Welcome, wrapping up of the first two workshops; giving a clear definition of
the goals for today (concrete elaboration of the 4 topics/measures identified
in WS2)
Introductory round by all participants (every participant stated 10 terms
describing his/herself)

14:0014:20

Problem outline: Why are these measures so important to reach the vision?
Group work: participants assign themselves for one of the four topics

14:20 – Reporting back
14:55
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14:55 – Goal definition: Group work on what should be reached by the measures
15:15
15:1515:35

Break

15:35 – Activity planning: group work on how these measures can be implemented
16:20
16:20 - Market place: one person is hosting one topic, the others move around and ad
17:15
their expertise to all measures/activities
15:1517:30

Wrapping up and forecast for next steps

From
17:30 -

Conclusion of the evening with food and drinks

Facilitation
The premises for the third workshop were different to the first two because we learned in the
second workshop, that the maximum amount of people for our own premises was 15, especially
when doing interactive parts, group work, etc. Therefore, we rented a room from the Evangelic
church, which is next door (the facilities of the IFZ also belong to the church) and offers space
for about 25 people. We arranged the tables from the beginning for the group work. The room
was adequate for the purpose (right size, everything needed was there), but the atmosphere
was not too good (a bit run-down, bad air quality).
All needed materials (flipchart, pin boards, post-its, etc.) were used from IFZ. One table was
prepared for dissemination material from the IFZ (from FoTRRIS and other food-related
projects done by IFZ) as well as for the participants (they were informed in the reminder email
that they could bring their material). The workshop was prepared and implemented by the IFZ
team members (see also 2.3.2.2).
Role of participants
As the third workshop was the one with the most attendees and there were some new people
within the group, we did a very short introductory round at the beginning of the workshop.
All participants were actively taking part in all tasks of the workshop and the discussions were
vivid. None of the participants had a special role, all activities were targeted at all people taking
part at the workshop.
Workshop 4 (extra workshop in Austria)
Outline of WS4
13:0014:00

Welcome
Status quo report by all participants (about activities that had been
implemented in regard to the workshops)
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14:0014:20

Introduction to the web-based platform

14:20 – Input about food sovereignty and framework for a project proposal at
14:50
European level
14:5015:05

Break

15:05 – Workshop on food sovereignty
17: 00
 Brainstorming
 Group work on activities
 Reporting back
17:00 – Mapping of expertise and assigning of “parenthoods” for topics/measures
17:10
17:10 – Conclusion, wrapping up and forecast how to proceed on the elaboration and
17:30
implementation of the defined measures
From
17:30 -

Conclusion of the evening with food and drinks

Facilitation
The workshop was done in the same premises as the third workshop (see 2.3.4.2). The
competence cell members (thus the FoTRRIS team members from IFZ) prepared and
implemented the workshop. One of the participants (who already did an input for the first
workshop) was asked to give an input about a current project on food sovereignty which was
thought to be the basis for the further elaboration of a project concept. Moderation, content
guidance and notes were made by IFZ.
Role of participants
One participant gave an input together with Sandra about a current project. All other
participants had the same role, namely being invited to actively taking part in all tasks (plenary
discussions and group works).
At the end of the workshop, people were asked to take over content related “parenthoods” for
the elaborated measures/topics (to have an eye on the development of the topic in the platform,
to inform people about new activities, etc.). Nobody was forced to do so, but there were some
people who already had been involved in the discussions on certain topics very intensively, so
it was intended to try to give those some responsibility.
Web-based platform used
We made a short introduction and how-to-do about the web-based platform to the participants.
Therefore, we registered the participants beforehand (with their email-addresses and a
common password) and made a short presentation with screenshots to show them the first
steps. Content related “parenthoods” were assigned to some participants, so they were asked
to keep an eye on the contents also in the platform after the workshop.
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3. Belgian report on co-RRI transition experiment6
3.1 General summary
‘Materials’ were the central point of focus during the Flemish transition experiment. Prior to
the workshops this theme was narrowed down to ‘building and demolition waste and building
materials’ (case 1), on the one hand, and ‘materials composing electric and electronic devices’
(case 2), on the other hand. In Chapter 3.3.1.1 can be read more about the process that led to
this decision. Here, a description can be found of each of these two cases, as presented at the
beginning of the first workshop, addressing, from a societal point of view, the challenges one is
confronted with in these contexts. Also, a typology is given of the people being part of the
transdisciplinary team working on these cases.
3.1.2 Case 1
3.1.2.1 Case presentation
As can be read below, the Flemish case selection depended in the first place on the fact whether
we could find a ‘problem owner’ who was also willing to participate in the workshops. For
‘building and demolition waste and building materials’ this problem owner was the City of
Antwerp. The latter attracted our attention because the city is a test case in Flanders to develop
‘circular cities’, a concept that had been launched in relation to ‘Vision 2050’, a long-term
strategy for Flanders. In relation to this, a research consortium is currently rolling out a project
called ‘Metabolism of Antwerp, city of flows’. By means of this project an answer is sought to
the following question: How do flows such as energy, water, waste or materials affect the
quality of life of Antwerp’s citizens and what kind of spatial relationships exist between these
flows, directly as well as indirectly? The underlying idea is that a city can be considered an
ecosystem: a complex, vast and interactive metabolism providing services for and maintaining
its inhabitants. In a circular city this metabolism has been made more resilient and sustainable
by, amongst others, closing material loops.
A meeting with the manager of this metabolism project learned that building and demolition
waste was defined as one of the most important flows for further investigation. Yet, they didn’t
know, at the time of meeting, how to deal exactly with concepts such as the ‘sustainable
management of building and demolition waste’ or ‘closing the loop of building materials’. There
were also hanging questions related to the logistics of building and demolition waste and how
the renovation and redevelopment of Antwerp’s 19th and early 20th century neighbourhoods
could be linked to this metabolism story.
We therefore took the opportunity to link the FoTRRIS experiment with these ongoing
developments at city level and positioned the experiment as an exploratory track. This meant
that the manager of the metabolism project attended our workshops together with, at least, one
other person involved in this project. They contributed to the discussions and worked, being

6

Nele D’Haese (VITO)
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experts in the field, on the project proposal. In exchange, we could give them free room for
thinking, high-level discussions among experts and interesting contacts.
As a result, it was clear to us that we should focus during our experiment on building and
demolition waste and building materials in Antwerp. However, defined this way, it still
appeared to be a rather abstract case. We wanted to make it more real, concrete and tangible
and therefore decided to geographically link this theme with one of the more challenging
neighbourhoods of Antwerp: Kiel.
The following figures give an impression of the challenges one has to deal with when trying to
make the housing stock in this neighbourhood more sustainable. These figures were provided
by the city of Antwerp and were also presented during the workshops (see pictures below).
-

A big majority of the people in this neighbourhood live in apartments.
Only 31.6% of the properties is occupied by the owner.
The neighbourhood is one of the most densely populated areas in Antwerp (3,709
persons/km2).
67.7% of the inhabitants have a migration background.
The neighbourhood is one of the ‘arrival neighbourhoods’ of Antwerp, meaning that a
lot of people live there for only a few months and then move on.
There are some green spaces. Apart from this, the neighbourhood is densely built as a
result of which there is no open space left.
A significant part of the building stock comprises run-down houses.
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3.1.2.2 Transdisciplinary team
The team working on this case during the experiment consisted of people with the following
backgrounds:
-

-

Research profiles: people from the Free University of Brussels, the University of
Antwerp and VITO working in the field of urban development and on transformable
building principles leading to demountable, reusable and multifunctional buildings and
therefore a more sustainable management of building materials.
Business profiles: people representing companies developing and applying innovative
building concepts and recycled building materials
People from non-governmental organisations and citizens involved in projects about
responsible property development
People from governmental bodies responsible for waste and materials management,
spatial planning and sustainable building.

3.1.3 Case 2
3.1.3.1 Case presentation
The case on ‘materials composing electric and electronic devices’ had a more diffuse ownership,
as those material cycles consists of various ‘loops’ (repair, reuse refurbish, recycle...) which can
be organised by cities or provinces as well as at regional (Flemish) and national (Belgian) level.
Moreover, the (urban) mining of these materials is connected to an international and even
intercontinental context, since e.g. most used mobile phones disappear towards Africa or Asia.
The basic assumption in presenting the case was that actors at various levels have a stake in
‘keeping as many materials as possible into their loop’ and in creating as little loss (waste,
entropy) as possible. In preparing the Transition Experiment, we had individual meetings with
each participant to explore what their interest or sense of ownership could be, and how they
complemented each other.
In Flanders there is a strong tradition of selective waste collection (paper, organic, electronics,
glass, PMD, batteries, etc.) and waste disposal sites (“container parks”) are available at
community or intercommunal level. Flemish households are doing very well in sorting their
trash and depositing it via specialised sites or channels. Yet, in spite of all these efforts, the total
amount of ‘residual waste’ keeps growing. Representatives from waste collection by cities,
intercommunal services or provinces were contacted; although not all of them could
participate, they all expressed their interest in a transdisciplinary approach of ‘waste
reduction’.
In Flanders, there is also a strong policy support for the circular economy, as well as a network
of ‘second-hand shops’ in the social economy. Civil society organisations organise Repair Cafés
and makerspaces, and promote sustainable production and consumption. The preliminary
meetings revealed that these organisations supported the purpose of the transition experiment,
even though for some of them it was too difficult to find the time for participating in three
workshops.
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Moreover, Umicore, a company that is a world leader in recycling metals (mainly from laptops
and mobile phones), is based in Flanders. In September 2016, at the occasion of the RRI-focus
organised by the Flemish Government Department of Economics, Science and Innovation, the
methodology of the Co-RRI cells was presented on a ‘case’ offered by Umicore: even though they
have the technology for recycling mobile phones and laptops, only a small percentage of these
devices find their way to Umicore. That workshop demonstrated that solutions to ‘materials
scarcity’ require more than just technology, but mainly depend on social, cultural and
institutional factors that are beyond the capacities of the company. Umicore therefore was
strongly motivated to participate in the Transition Experiment.
3.1.3.2 Transdisciplinary team
The team working on this case during the experiment consisted of people with the following
backgrounds:
-

-

Research profiles: people from the University of Antwerp and the KU Leuven, working
in the field of ‘Environment and Society’ respectively of ‘Industrial Policy’.
Business profiles: people representing companies specialised in recycling metals from
mobile phones and laptops and developing materials for innovative technologies or in
innovative living concepts.
People from non-governmental organisations and citizens involved in projects about
repair and recycling of electric and electronic devices and in a maker space/time lab.
People from governmental bodies responsible for waste management at city and
regional level.

3.2 Workshop content
3.2.1 Workshop 1
Introductory plenary exercise: MISC (method 1)
The MISC curve was used during the first workshop in an introductory exercise. This exercise
was meant to get people acquainted with the organisations represented in the workshop. The
participants were therefore asked to answer the following two questions after they positioned
their organisation with post-its on the curve (see also chapter 3.3.2.1. Outline of WS1, time
frame 13:30 – 14:15):
-

Where would you position your organisation on the curve today? Why?
Where should your organisation be positioned according to you? What would your
organisation then be doing differently compared to its current functioning?
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After this plenary phase, the workshop’s participants worked in two separate groups: one
discussing sustainable housing and one working on sustainable electric and electronic devices.
A detailed overview of the different exercises done within these groups can be found in chapter
3.2.2. Here these exercises, and their output, can be summarized under the following titles:
‘envisioning’, ‘actor mapping’ and ‘mapping barriers’.7
When reporting about the content of the Flemish workshops, it is necessary to make a
distinction between the content of the discussions during the workshops, hence the direct input
given by the participants, and this input once processed by the competence cell members. Due
to the intensity and richness of the discussions, it was often impossible to structure their
content. From time to time it was even difficult to follow the discussions’ pace while only
writing down simple catchwords on post-its (see also the pictures below). Therefore, we
decided to process all the workshop’s material afterwards and to present this output in a more
structured way at the beginning of the next workshop. This way, we could also evaluate if we
interpreted the discussions correctly.
Envisioning (method 2)
In the picture below, one can see the outcome of the visioning exercise executed during the first
workshop by the people working on sustainable housing (see also time frame 14:35 – 14:50 –
Discussing the system’s function in chapter 3.3.2.1).

These titles and numbers (e.g. MISC (method 1)) are used throughout this report and the other deliverables in
which we report about the Flemish experiment.
7
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Although this exercise was meant to give all participants an idea about the richness of a concept
such as ‘sustainable housing’ and, as a consequence, not to come to a shared vision, the final
result appeared to contain no contradictory elements. All interpretations written down by the
participants could therefore be seen as complementary criteria composing a vision on
sustainable housing. These criteria were structured along the following embedded systems:
building materials > house > neighbourhood.
(see also: https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0H1Iag=/).
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Also, in the working group on sustainable electric and electronic devices the participants did a
visioning exercise. The participants were asked to put different elements (interpretations,
remarks, ideas, etc.) on every word of the central question “How can we ensure access to
domestic comfort for everybody living in Flanders given the scarcity of materials?”
(see also: https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0GnU3Q=/).
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This vision could be visualised by the competence cell (see picture below), integrating the
output of the discussions from the actor mapping exercise as well. This visualisation was
presented and discussed again in the second workshop.
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Actor mapping (method 3)
More information about this exercise can be found in time frame ‘15:00 – 15:15 – Mapping
actors’ in chapter 3.3.2.1.
A picture of the outcome of this exercise, executed by the group working on sustainable
housing, can be seen here:
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These actors were further processed and integrated in a schematic overview of the life cycle
of a building (Debacker, W. 2009: Structural design and environmental load assessment of
multi-use construction kits for temporary applications based on 4Dimensional Design. PhDthesis, Free University of Brussels, Faculty of Engineering; (see also at
https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0H1Iag=/).

The outcome of this actor mapping exercise for the sustainable electric and electronic devices
working group is shown below. This group managed to group these actors already a bit during
the exercise.
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The competence cell’s members processed these data and sorted the actors along the four
pillars of the quadruple helix: policy, science and education, business and civil society
organisations. Within ‘business’ a distinction was made between regime players, social/new
economy and actors already involved in responsible recycling and creative re-use, but using
present economic models.
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Mapping barriers (Method 4) – part 1
More information about this exercise can be found in time frame ‘15:15 – 15:45 – Mapping
barriers’ in chapter 3.3.2.1. The following is a picture of the barriers identified by the people
working on sustainable housing:
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These barriers were categorised afterwards and complemented with insights from recent
reports on building and demolition waste and building materials in a circular economy.
(see also: https://realtimeboard.com/app/board/o9J_k0H1Iag=/)

Given the content of the discussions during the workshop and the topics dealt with in these
reports, it was useful to define the following nine categories of barriers:
-

-

-

-

Norms and certification: Barriers linked to the compulsory technical requirements
imposed on products, the process through which is decided on these technical
specifications and the practicalities of the certification process itself.
Legislation and policies: Barriers created by current legislative frameworks, the
preceding law-making processes and the resulting executive policies.
Judicial frameworks: Barriers related to rent law, commercial law, liability law,
copyricht and other relevant rules of law regulating and directing the interactions
between people.
Education and research: Barriers hampering the transfer of knowledge during
educational trajectories and other knowledge creating processes.
Finances: Barriers coming from the monetary resources and affairs from a state,
organization or person.
Economy: Barriers resulting from the logical basis currently determining the
functioning of economic markets.
Organisation of production and consumption networks: Barriers following from the way
the network is organised, and hence functions, containing actors involved in the life
cycle of products, such as the exploitation of raw materials, product design,
manufacturing, the use of products, repair, the processing of waste, etc.
Culture: Barriers related to non-tangible factors shaping people’s actions, such as
norms, language, habits, paradigms and culturally determined practices.
Geographical factors: Barriers emerging from tangible, spatial elements moulding
human activities, such as infrastructures, houses, roads, rivers, etc.
Others

It is certainly worth mentioning here that none of the workshop’s participants saw the current
state of technology as a limiting factor. Consequently, there were no technological elements
among the barriers mapped during this exercise.
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Also, the group working on ‘sustainable electric and electronic devices’ did a barrier mapping
exercise. Independent of each other, the outcomes of both groups showed that the workshop’s
participants don’t experience technological barriers. As a result, it was possible to categorize
the barriers defined in this group using the same framework as the ones related to sustainable
housing.
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‘

3.2.2 Workshop 2
In the second workshop, the facilitators of the group working on domestic comfort started with
explaining how all the definitions, remarks and ideas collected during the envisioning exercise
were interpreted. This way we could check whether our visualization was in line with the vision
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the participants had in mind (time slot 13:15 – 13:25). The most important result was that extra
items were added so that the visualisation could be optimized (an extra circle on sustainable
production was added).

Mapping barriers (Method 4) – part 2
After having checked the vision, also the diagram with barriers was presented to the ‘domestic
comfort’ group. As a consequence of the adaptations in the visualization of the vision, extra
barriers were included in this diagram referring to the points of discussion in the former step.
(More information about this exercise can be found in time frame ‘14:00 – 14:40 – Mapping
barriers (part 2)’ in chapter 3.3.3.1.)
In a following exercise, each of the participants was asked to link his/her organization with the
barriers that stop their organization from moving up the MISC curve to the preferred location
(see also the first exercise of workshop 1). By doing this, we could visualize the complexity of
the challenges ahead of us (see also the picture below). Moreover, it made people realize that
only a set of intertwined solutions can solve the identified barriers.
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The same exercises were also done by the group working on sustainable housing. The picture
below shows the final outcome.
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Mapping leverages (method 5)
More information about this exercise can be found in time frame ‘14:50 – 15:50 – Mapping
leverages)’ in chapter 3.3.3.1.). The result is shown in the picture below.
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As can be read below in Chapter 3.3.3.5, the group working on sustainable housing decided to
change course during the second halve of the workshop. As a result, this group did not define
any leverages. Instead, they immediately began developing a project concept. The first outlines
are presented below. After the workshop, the competence cell translated these comments and
factual information into a more elaborate project proposal (also shown in the pictures below).
This draft was mailed to all the participants some days before the third workshop took place.
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3.2.3 Workshop 3
Due to the different approaches during the second workshop, the two groups had to follow a
different program in the last workshop. For the group working on sustainable housing this
program consisted of two core elements: evaluating the project proposal (method 6) they got
by mail and formulating alternative proposals (method 7). (More information about these tasks
can be found in time slot ‘14:05 – 14:40 – Evaluation of project proposal’ and time slot ‘14:50 –
15:40 – Defining alternative project proposals’ in Chapter 3.3.4.1.)
In this first task, people were asked to evaluate the proposal along seven axes:
-

-

When I look at the proposal something is missing. <-> When I look at the proposal, it
comes up to my expectations.
We don’t show enough ambition with this proposal. <-> We do show enough ambition
with this proposal.
I don’t think this project can contribute to a more sustainable waste and materials
management. <-> I do believe this project could contribute to a more sustainable waste
and materials management.
I don’t think that through this project qualitatively high-standard houses can be created.
<-> I do think that through this project qualitatively high-standard houses can be
created.
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-

Our organisation can execute this project alone. <-> We do need other actors to
successfully execute this project.
I don’t want to contribute to this project. <-> I do want to be involved in this project.
This project proposal is not enough to the point. <-> This project proposal is enough to
the point.

Each time they were asked:
-

Why they already scored this proposal x and not 0?
What they would add to improve the proposal?
Which elements they would delete in the proposal?

Overall this meant that each person had to fill in seven pages. The image below is a digitalized
version of one such a page. (Each of these evaluation forms can be consulted in RealtimeBoard.)
After this individual exercise, the participants were divided in smaller groups of 2-3 people.
Having just thoroughly criticized the draft proposal, they were asked now to jointly define
alternatives that would improve it. In the template they got for this exercise, they could:
-

Write down a working title
Describe the objectives
Say which actors should be involved
Describe the overall approach
Define the strengths of the proposal

Finally, they had to present these to the other participants in order to have a discussion on the
strengths and weaknesses of each of these alternatives. (In the picture below an overview is
given of such an alternative proposal.)
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As the group working on electric and electronic devices had been working more on a general
vision of making home comfort accessible for everyone, taking into account the scarcity of
materials, compared to the group working on sustainable housing, it was not possible to come
to a project concept right away (see also 3.3.1.3). Therefore, this group started in the third
workshop with a scenario exercise (method 8). In this exercise they were asked to dream a
future in which the barriers they had defined in the previous workshops had been overcome
and in which their vision had become reality. The group was split up for this exercise according
to gender, hence men and women worked on it separately. This showed that, apparently, men
and women dream of a similar future. Only, men see high-tech pathways leading towards this
future while women appear to take more low-tech roads.
Having dreamed this future, the participants were asked in a next step to rate on a scale from 1
to 10 where we are standing nowadays. A second question was what kind of realizations would
bring us one step further on this rating scale.
After this discussion the group was again divided in two for a last exercise. During this exercise
the participants had to define research questions. Apparently, the group, as a whole, was on the
same wavelength as these questions showed to have so many similarities that they could be
combined into one compromise. The competence cell has promised to work further on this and
to translate this research question into a project concept later on.
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3.3 Workshop process
3.3.1 Preparation process
3.3.1.1 Defining the systems goal
‘Materials’ is a broad concept. At first, it seems to be clear what falls under it, but a closer look
reveals the many interpretations characterizing this concept. Raw materials such as crude oil,
rare earths or sand are ‘materials’. Also, processed resources such as polyethylene, a sheet of
steel or bricks are ‘materials’. In addition to this, there can be made a distinction between
‘renewables’ and ‘non-renewables’ and one can discern differences between the geographical
patterns underlying the use of distinctive types of resources. Building materials such as
concrete, bricks or gravel, for instance, are more likely to be locally produced and used than
rare earths disappearing worldwide in all kinds of electronic appliances.
It was therefore necessary to make choices: What type of materials would be subject of the
Flemish transition experiment? To get an answer to this question, the competence cell
members decided to only look at materials which could be connected with one or more of the
organizations participating in the workshops, meaning that 1) a better overall management of
these materials would be in their interest and 2) these organisations already formulated some
research questions on the management of these materials.
These criteria made us choose the following two groups of materials: building and demolition
waste and building materials, on the one hand, and the materials composing electric and
electronic appliances, on the other hand. A major advantage of this choice was, from the point
of view of the competence cell, that it gave us the opportunity to investigate how the local
embedding of materials management and the geographical proximity of different players in the
materials’ value chain would affect the outcomes of the workshops. Obviously, the local
embeddedness is much greater in the case of building and demolition waste and building
materials than in the case of the materials composing electric and electronic devices. The fact
that Flemish actors have de facto no decision power over the material composition of, for
instance, smart phones illustrates this very well.
Defining the types of materials we would focus on during the three workshops was a first step
in the process of defining the systems goal. Secondly, the competence cell had to decide on the
demarcation of the societal systems linked to these streams of resources. After all, materials an
sich are of no use. The product in which these materials are used, on the other hand, serve a
certain function. Sand, for instance, is used by children to play in or used by construction
companies to make concrete. In our opinion it was therefore not very meaningful to look at the
materials management system itself. Instead, we wanted to investigate the management of
materials in relation to certain fields of application. As a result, we decided to link building and
demolition waste and building materials with dwellings for living (houses, flats, student rooms,
co-housing spaces, etc.) and the materials composing electric and electronic devices with all
kinds of household appliances providing domestic comfort (computer, toaster, coffee-maker,
dishwasher, etc.).
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Finally, the systems’ functions were described through a more general question, which we used
as a starting point, and the following system-specific sub-questions. These questions were also
presented to the workshops’ participants.
How should sustainable materials management in Flanders look like if we want to
improve the well-being of our planet and the people living on this planet?
How can we ensure access to good dwellings for everybody living in Flanders given the
scarcity of materials?
How can we ensure access to domestic comfort for everybody living in Flanders given
the scarcity of materials?
3.3.1.2 Selecting and inviting TE participants
Earlier on in the FoTRRIS project, after a presentation of the project, one person already
expressed his interest to participate in the workshops. This person is affiliated to a Belgian
company which has as one of its core activities recovering scarce metals from, amongst others,
laptops and mobile phones. As has been explained above, the choice to focus in the workshops
on the materials composing electric and electronic devices has been made in an iterative
process based on the connection between these materials and certain participants in the
workshops. The competence cell members therefore took this person as a starting point and
contacted additional people of whom was known that they were also experienced in this field.
The ambition was to have a balanced representation of the four pillars of the quadruple helix
around the table in the workshops.
A similar approach was followed for the case on sustainable housing. Our starting point there
was someone from the City of Antwerp who had made clear that the city wants to invest in a
more sustainable way of managing building and demolition waste, but that there were still
many questions about the ‘do’s’ and ‘don’ts’.
All potential participants were then contacted by mail, often followed by a small telephone call.
After a brief introduction of the FoTRRIS project and the overall outline of the workshops, we
asked them if they were interested in a face-to-face meeting. During this meeting the project
and its workshops could be explained in more detail and people were given ample opportunity
to ask questions. Most of the participants picked up this opportunity and met one of the VITO
researchers during the month prior to the first workshop. In general, these discussions lasted
one hour to one hour and a half and covered a whole range of subjects related to the fields of,
on the one hand, research and innovation and, on the other hand, sustainable waste and
materials management. Finally, one week before the first workshop had to take place, the
participants received a reminder listing all relevant practical information.
3.3.1.3 Selecting and inviting competence cell members
The competence cell consisted of five members: three VITO researchers working on the
FoTRRIS project and two facilitators. The latter ones, who are presented in more detail below
(see also Chapter 3.3.2.2), were recruited following an official tendering procedure. The criteria
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used in the final selection of candidates were based on the suitability of their approach to
transdisciplinary settings, their knowledge of systems thinking and price.
3.3.1.4 Web-based platform used
After having listed all the advantages and disadvantages of the web-based platform, the Flemish
competence cell decided not to use this platform. Instead we used RealtimeBoard (see pictures
above), and this for the following reasons:
-

-

-

-

Not based on a folder structure: RealtimeBoard allows to display your content in a wellorganized but visually attractive way (‘you see what you get’). Because of this, it’s more
inviting to people to explore the board and to discover what’s placed on it, which makes
the content more accessible and allows to break down typical user barriers one is
confronted with when using a folder structure. In addition, RealtimeBoard also allows
you to arrange content in a hierarchical as well as an associative way. Contrary to a
folder structure, which forces the user to arrange everything hierarchically, this gives
more flexibility to let the board mirror the knowledge creation process one went
through in a transdisciplinary trajectory.
Provides a tool to make photos of post-its using, for instance, a tablet, and to upload
these in the board. Afterwards these post-its can be further processed (see pictures
above).
Allows to insert all kinds of sources of information and to visually link these: Books,
reports, photos, movies, links to websites… All sorts of information that has been
digitalized can be placed on the board and can be easily consulted.
It is possible to export (part of) the board: As can also be seen above, it is possible to
export parts of the board or the entire board in low as well as high resolution.

3.3.2 Post-workshop process
3.3.2.1 Signs of and plan for continuity
Within the group working on sustainable housing not one of the participants answered negative
to the question if they could be contacted again after the summer holidays to further elaborate
on the project proposal. The most concrete plan on the table for the moment is to develop with
this group of people, under the leadership of VITO, a H2020 project out of the current proposal.
Another element that may contribute to the continuity of this sustainable housing project is the
preliminary collaboration that has been set up with the Antwerp City Lab 2050, an innovation
lab that could accelerate a further uptake of this initiative within relevant Antwerp and Flemish
communities.
With regard to the outcomes of the group working on sustainable electric and electronic
devices, there is more uncertainty about how and when these could be picked up again. The
main reason for this is that they are not very concrete yet. At the moment of writing, it is
therefore not possible to give more information about the continuation of this track of the
experiment.
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3.4 Learning and adaption during the process
See D3.2 for an elaborate overview of all learnings.

Annex 3: Workshop 1-3
Workshop 1
Outline of WS1
The following tables are a translation of the scenario used by the competence cell members
during the first workshop. They give a schematic overview of the workshop. As could already
be noticed in the preceding chapters, this overview functions as a basis for reporting and is
therefore used as a reference when more detailed information about the applied methodologies
or the role of the competence cell members could be useful for the reader.
13:00 – 13:05 – Welcome
What?
Brief introduction
facilitator:
-

-

Desired effect

Method used

by

the Workshop
participants
feel Presentation
comfortable, feel welcome and
know what to expect during the
Presents himself;
following minutes.
Thanks all people present;
Gives practical information
(coffee breaks, telephones,
using the bathroom, etc.);
Introduces the next
presentation about FoTRRIS
and the workshops.

13:05 – 13:15 – FoTRRIS: (theoretical) background
What?

Desired effect

Presentation by researcher - Workshop participants
understand that there are
based on the following questions:
good reasons for setting up a
- Who are we? (researchers and
project such as FoTRRIS.
facilitators)
- Workshop participants
- Why are we here today?
understand the difference
- What were the reasons to
between regular research and
develop the FoTRRIS project?
innovation (R&I) and
- What do we want to achieve
responsible research and
with FoTRRIS (that does not
innovation (RRI).
exist yet)?
- Workshop participants know
- What is Co-RRI and, most
exactly where the ‘Co’ and the
important of all, how could Co‘R’ in Co-RRI stand for.
RRI make a difference
compared to regular R&I?

Method used
Presentation

Facilitator
asking questions
if
more
clarification
is
needed.
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- Workshop participants have
seen the curve from the MISC
methodology for the first time.
13:15 – 13:25 – FoTRRIS: framing the workshops
What?

Desired effect

Presentation by researcher - Workshop participants
understand in what way the
based on the following questions:
workshops contribute to the
- How do these workshops fit
overall success of the FoTRRIS
into the overall project? (pilot
project.
project > testing > What do we - Workshop participants know
want to learn?)
what to expect in the
- What do we aim for during
remainder of this workshop.
these three workshops?
- Workshop participants know
(project concept)
what is expected from them
- Which criteria will we use to
and understand how they can
judge whether these
contribute to this workshop in
workshops were successful or
a constructive way.
not?
- What do we expect from the
participants during these
workshops? How can we help
them?
- What kind of added value do
we hope these workshops will
have for the participants?

Method used
- Presentations
- Notes on flip
charts
- Post-its

Presentation
by
facilitator
explaining the approach, in
general, based on the following
questions:
- What are essential parts in
this series of workshops?
 System analysis (actors, lockins > black spots)
 Envisioning > looking for
leverages
 Project concept > sharing
insights and knowledge
 Reflection: How can doing
things together make that 1+1
becomes 3?
- Why do we do it like this?
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Researchers give additional
information when needed.

Participants are given the
opportunity throughout the
workshop to debrief, using postits, on three flip charts:
- Flip 1: informative questions
(Are there things you want to
know? Did we forget to tell
something?)
- Flip 2: appreciation (What do
you like in the story we just
told you?)
- Flip 3: ideas and suggestions
(Do you have ideas or
suggestions to improve the
project?)
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13:25 – 13:30 – Workshop 1: program
What?

Desired effect

Presentation by the facilitator - Participants understand the
function of this first workshop
based on the following questions:
given the result we are aiming
- What are the objectives of
for at the end of the whole
today?
trajectory.
- What methods will we use?
- Participants see how the
- What is expected from the
different parts of the
participants?
workshop relate to each other.
- Participants know what is
expected from them and how
Researchers add information
they can constructively
when this is needed.
contribute to the workshop.

Method used
Presentation

Notes
chart

on

flip

After his presentation the
facilitator checks if there are still
points
that
need
further
clarification.

13:30 – 14:15 – getting to know each other
What?

Desired effect

The participants write down the - Participants know each other
and know more about the link
name of their organisation on a
between the daily activities of
yellow and a red post-it. They are
each of the people around the
asked by the facilitator to stick
table and the topics dealt with
these post-its on the MISC- curve:
in the workshops.
Participants have seen the
- Where would you position
curve for the first time and
your organisation on the curve
have thought about the
today? Why? (yellow post-it)
position of their organisation
- Where should your
given the complex story of
organisation be positioned
sustainable material
according to you? (red post-it)
management.
What would your organisation
- Participants acknowledge
then be doing differently
being co-experts given the
compared to its current
topics discussed today.
functioning?

Method used
Red and yellow
post-its

Big flip with the
curve from the
MISC
methodology on
it.

After this plenary exercise the
participants are split up in two
groups and are asked by the
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facilitators to answer
following questions:

the

- Who are you? Which
organisation are you
representing?
- What elements in your work
give you satisfaction? Give an
example.
- What did you recently learn
concerning sustainable
development?
- What do you hope to learn
during these workshops?
14:15 – 14:35 – Coffee Break
14:35 – 14:50 – Discussing the system’s function
What?

Desired effect

Method used

Step 1: Exploring the common All participants see the richness Big flip and feltgoal
of interpretations resulting from tip pens
a system’s goal defined in this
way.
A brief introduction is given by
the facilitator to the system’s
function as defined by the
competence cell members:
- For the group working on
sustainable housing: How can
we ensure access to good
dwellings for everybody living
in Flanders given the scarcity
of materials?
- For the group working on
sustainable electric and
electronic devices: How can
we ensure access to domestic
comfort for everybody living in
Flanders given the scarcity of
materials?
These two questions are printed
on big flips. The participants are
asked to freely associate and to
write down everything they think
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about when reading the words in
these questions.

Exercise guided by facilitators
and researchers.

14:50 – 15:00 – Exploring today’s challenges
What?

Desired effect

Method used

Step 2: Exploring the challenges

All participants have a more clear Flips,
felt-tip
view on the challenges we are pens and post-its
facing today if we want to evolve
Exercise taking the following towards
more
sustainably
question as a starting point for functioning societal systems.
discussion: What makes that it
will become a huge challenge to
evolve
towards
systems
functioning
in
this
more
sustainable way (as defined in the
previous step)? (externalities,
mega-trends, lock-ins, etc.)

Participants are asked to write
these reasons down on post-its
and to stick them on the flip used
in step 1.

Exercise guided by facilitators
and researchers.
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15:00 – 15:15 – Mapping actors
What?

Desired effect

Method used

Step 3: Mapping actors

Participants have an overview of White stickers
the most important players in
Which organisations and other
Flanders with regard to housing
actors in Flanders are essential
and electric and electronic Flip with system
for the system’s functioning?
function written
devices.
down on it.
The
facilitator
asks
the
participants to write down the
names on white stickers and to
stick these on the flip.

Exercise guided by facilitators
and researchers.

15:15 – 15:45 – Mapping barriers
What?

Desired effect

Method used

Step 4: Mapping barriers

All participants have a more clear Red post-its
view on the most important
What prevents your organisation
barriers we are facing today if we
from contributing to a more
want to evolve towards more Flips from step 3
sustainably functioning system?
sustainably functioning societal
What keeps them doing what systems.
they are doing?

Write down these barriers on red
post-its and stick them on the flip
close to the name of your
organisation.

Exercise guided by facilitators
and researchers.

15:45 – 16:15 – Sharing insights and knowledge
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What?

Desired effect

Step 5

Participants share insights and Group discussion
knowledge.

Group discussions in which
participants share results and
insights lead by the facilitators.

Method used

16:15 – 17:00 – Debriefing
What?

Desired effect

Each of the participants gets - Researchers get a first
impression of the impact of
forms to evaluate the workshop
the workshop.
and the workshop’s facilitation,
- Facilitators get a first
and is asked to fill these in.
impression of the way their
approach affects the
workshop’s course.
The facilitator gives already - Participants are invited to
some preliminary feedback to the
share elements of their
learning process.
group about the results.

Method used
Evaluation form
FoTRRIS

Facilitation
The workshops were developed, facilitated and moderated by a team of five people: three VITO
researchers and two facilitators from Superbly Human (http://www.superblyhuman.be). The
latter is a small organisation founded by Hannes Couvreur, who presents his area of expertise
as follows:
“I provide solution focused conversations that help organisations and their stakeholders to
turn difficulties into possibilities right away. For over 15 years now I have been studying and
working on how people, projects and organisations can benefit more from the conversations
that shape them. And to optimise the effectiveness of these conversations I use a solution
focused approach.
I mainly provide solution focused conversations in the context of organisational
development or in projects related to spatial planning and urban development.
Why are solution focused conversations so effective? Because they stimulate you to focus
exclusively on the information that helps you and your organization make progress right
away. In a solution focused conversation people spend more time talking about what is
wanted, what is better, what is already working, what is already changing, what is already
there that is helpful, what is already possible.
People who have solution focused conversations on a regular basis consistently report that
— not only it increases their effectiveness — but it also improves co-operation and it
increases confidence, motivation, hope and resilience.
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Applications? Personal development, team development, organizational development,
conflict resolution, platform building, change management, project management,
leadership, education, training, coaching ... In short, everything which involves
conversations and co-operation.”

Hannes Couvreur asked Adriaan Debruyne to join his team for this project. Adriaan is co-owner
of Saflot (http://www.saflot.be), a multidisciplinary innovation and design agency. They create
inspiring brands, brand identities and beautiful products that “communicate with user and
environment”.
Within this team of five tasks were taken up as follows:
-

-

-

Developing the workshops: facilitators and researchers together. The latter were
responsible for the content of the workshop, while the facilitators kept an eye on the
process design and decided on the exact methods to be used. Given their background and
track record, they also brought in a lot of expertise in managing group dynamics and
problem solving.
Facilitation of the workshops: facilitators. ‘Facilitation’ is defined here as the act of helping
workshop participants by making them feel comfortable, giving an overview of and
introducing the different parts composing the workshop, explaining what is expected from
them, managing group dynamics and respecting the timeframes agreed on in the scenario.
Moderation: facilitators and researchers. With ‘moderation’ we mean here ‘making sure
that everybody participating in a discussion has the chance to give his opinion’ and
‘directing the discussion when needed’. Most of the moderation was done by the
facilitators. Researchers came into the picture when discussions and processes needed
further clarification content-wise, or when the expertise of the researchers could improve
the discussions qualitatively.

A more detailed overview of the tasks taken up by researchers and facilitators can be found in
the previous section.
Role of participants
In the presentation introducing the workshops (see also ‘13:15 – 13:25 – FoTRRIS: framing the
workshops’ in section 3.3.2.1) the participants were asked to:
-

Contribute to the discussions as a co-expert and to enrich these discussions by sharing
experiences and knowledge.
Give feedback about the effectiveness of the methods applied during the workshops.
Say the competence cell which actors should be invited and should join the groups in the
next workshop.

Role of competence cell members
The competence cell is the same team of five people as described in section 3.3.2.2. Please read
this chapter to know more about the tasks these people executed during the workshops.
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In addition to the tasks described in this chapter, it is also worth knowing that the competence
cell members processed the output of the workshops afterwards. To be more precisely: all
information given by the participants during the workshops was:
Structured and visualized;
Complemented with information coming from recent reports and other up-to-date
literature;
Placed on RealtimeBoard.

-

Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
Group working on sustainable housing:
In general, there was a good equilibrium in the group working on sustainable housing. There
were no dominant people or people actively taking the lead. During the discussions they
listened to each other and gave each other enough time to express ideas and experiences.
Based on the evaluation afterwards, we can conclude that not everybody did have the
experience of ‘being heard’ enough. Most probably, time constraints are at the basis of this
problem. In group discussions there was not always the time to give the floor to each of the
participants. Moreover, when interesting subjects were broached, some discussions deepened
and it was not always possible to broaden these discussions again by giving people room to add
new elements.
Group working on sustainable electric and electronic devices:
In general, we experienced also in this group a good equilibrium. The participants listened to
each other and respected one another’s opinions. From the start, it was clear to them that they
were seen as co-experts and that their expertise was equally valued. The workshop’s process
only showed ripples when discussions flowed into smaller groups of people and the facilitator
needed to interfere to bring these people back to the larger group.
Workshop 2
Outline of WS2
13:00 – 13:05 – Welcome
What?
Brief introduction
facilitator:
-

-

Desired effect

Method used

by

the Workshop
participants
feel Presentation
comfortable, feel welcome and
know what to expect during the
Presents himself;
following minutes.
Thanks all people present;
Gives practical information
(coffee breaks, telephones,
using the bathroom, etc.);
Introduces the next
presentation about FoTRRIS
and the workshops.
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13:05 – 13:15 – Framing Co-RRI, FoTRRIS, the experiment and today’s workshop
What?

Desired effect

Presentation by facilitator and - Workshop participants
understand that there are
researcher based on the
good reasons for setting up a
following questions:
project such as FoTRRIS.
- Who are we? (researchers and - Workshop participants
facilitators)
understand the difference
- Why are we here today?
between regular research and
- Why do we go for responsible
innovation (R&I) and
research and innovation?
responsible research and
- Where stands the ‘Co’ for in
innovation (RRI).
Co-RRI?
- Workshop participants know
- What do we want to achieve
exactly where the ‘Co’ and the
with FoTRRIS?
‘R’ in Co-RRI stand for.
- What do we want to achieve
- Workshop participants
with this experiment?
understand what the results
- How are these workshops
are, in general, we’re aiming
conceptualized?
for in this experiment.
- How does this second
- Workshop participants
workshop fit into the whole
understand how this second
series of workshops?
workshop builds further upon
- What are the objectives of
the results of the first
today?
workshop and prepares for
the last workshop.
- Workshop participants know
Participants are given the
what is expected from them.
opportunity throughout the
workshop to debrief, using postits, on three flip charts:

Method used
Presentation

Facilitator
asking questions
if
more
clarification
is
needed.

Debriefing on 3
flips attached to
the wall of the
meeting room.

- Flip 1: informative questions
(Are there things you want to
know? Did we forget to tell
something?)
- Flip 2: appreciation (What do
you like in the story we just
told you?)
- Flip 3: ideas and suggestions
(Do you have ideas or
suggestions to improve the
project?)
13:15 – 13:25 – What did you learn from the previous workshop?
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What?

Desired effect

Method used

In two groups: The facilitator
and researcher report about the
feedback they received during
and after the previous workshop,
for
instance
through
the
evaluation forms. In a next step
they explain which points of
feedback will be taken into
account during this second
workshop and in what way.

The participants feel…

Group discussion

… respected;
… that their expertise is valued;
… that they have contributed and
cooperated
to
make
the
workshop a success.

13:25 – 14:00 – Brief individual exercise and exchange of learnings and desires
What?

Desired effect

Method used

The
facilitator
asks
the
participants to fill in a form which
prepares them for the next
discussion structured along the
questions:

The participants express their
desires, their learnings and share
experiences
related
to
sustainability, in general, and the
themes that are part of the
experiment. After this exercise,
the participants are more
acquainted with each other and
with the topics that are subject to
the workshop’s discussions.

Individual
exercise (filling
in the form) and
group
discussions.

- Who are you?
- Which organization do you
represent?
- Who was your mentor or who
did function as an example for
you in relation to
sustainability?
- What did you learn since the
previous session? Are there
things that have become more
clear since we spoke each
other last time?
- What are you looking forward
to today?

14:00 – 14:40 – Mapping barriers (part 2)
What?

Desired effect

Method used

The researcher gives an
overview of the main results of
the barrier mapping exercise at
the end of the first workshop.

The participants recognize the
output from the barrier mapping
exercise in the first workshop
and are able to recapitulate their

Elastic strings,
pins,
post-its,
felt-tip
pens,
boards
with
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After this, the facilitator asks the position and arguments within categorized
participants to:
this field.
barriers
- Explore the board
- Add barriers when they notice
that important barriers are
missing (stick post-it on the
board)
- Indicate which barriers are
hampering them most. Which
five barriers are interfering
most with their work?
With regard to the latter:

The participants have an idea
about the type of barriers the
others are confronted with and
the type of barriers that are
interfering with their daily
activities.

The
facilitator
asks
the
participants to write down these
barriers on a sheet of paper. After
they have done this, they receive
a sticker to write the name on of
their organization. These stickers
are then positioned in the middle
of the board. In a next step, the
participants get five elastic
strings and pins to connect their
sticker with the barriers they
listed. When they have less than
five barriers, the strings can be
divided among their barriers
giving them more or less weight.

The facilitator probes
participants’ impressions.

the

14:40 – 14:50 – Coffee break
14:50 – 15:50 – Mapping leverages
What?

Desired effect

Method used

PART 1 – already existing The participants are aware of Felt-tip pens and
leverages
already existing leverages.
post-its.
The
facilitator
asks
the
participants who or what helps
them (or other organisations

Board with the
same categories
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with a similar profile) to have a
positive
impact
on
the
functioning of the system.

printed on it as
used for the
barrier exercise.

- Individual exercise:
participants are asked to
reflect on this from the point
of view of their own
organisation.
- Write down the identified
leverages on green post-its
and stick them on the board.
- Group discussion: Are there
leverages missing? Are there
leverages on the board that
need some explanation?
Note: Leverages and solutions are
not the same.
What?

Desired effect

Method used

PART 2 – future leverages?

The participants are aware of Felt-tip pens and
leverages that doesn’t exist yet post-its
The
facilitator
asks
the
but could be helpful.
participants what additional
factors would help them to
Board from part
contribute even more to a
1.
sustainably functioning system.
- Individual exercise:
participants are asked to
reflect on this from the point
of view of their own
organisation.
- Write down the identified
leverages on pink post-its and
stick them on the board.
- Group discussion: Are there
leverages missing? Are there
leverages on the board that
need some explanation?
Note: Leverages and solutions are
not the same.

15:50 – 16:00 – Coffee break
16:00 – 16:40 – First selection of leverages
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What?

Desired effect

The
facilitator
asks
the The participants see which
participants to use the form to leverages are thought to be
select the leverages which:
interesting to work on in the third
workshop.
- Would have the most impact
(max. 3): According to you,
which of the listed leverages
would help you most to affect
the system’s functioning in a
positive way?
- Are the most realistic (max. 3):
According to you, which of the
listed leverages are most easy
to realize?

Method used
Predefined
selection form,
pins and elastic
strings.

Board
with
leverages from
the
previous
exercise.

Each of the participants receives
six elastic strings and is asked by
the facilitator to connect the
name of their organisation with
the leverages that they listed as
most impactful. The most
important leverages get more
strings than the other ones.

Discussion
about
first
impressions and conclusions
headed by the facilitator.

16:40 – 17:00 – Debriefing
What?

Desired effect

Each of the participants gets - Researchers get a first
impression of the impact of
forms to evaluate the workshop
the workshop.
and the workshop’s facilitation,
- Facilitators get a first
and is asked to fill these in.
impression of the way their
approach affects the
workshop’s course.
The facilitator gives already - Participants are invited to
some preliminary feedback to the
share elements of their
learning process.
group about the results.

Method used
Evaluation form
FoTRRIS
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Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
Group working on sustainable housing:
The second workshop was characterized by smooth discussions at the beginning. However,
during the barrier exercise, meant to recapitulate the main findings from the first workshop
(see also time slot ‘14:00 – 14:40 – Mapping barriers (part 2)’), one of the participants started
questioning the usefulness of an approach which placed the mapping of barriers at the
beginning. This person thought it was more appropriate to develop a systemic approach based
on solutions. Systemic change, this person argued, will come from solution-oriented actions,
not from thorough analyses of what is going wrong in the current functioning of societal
systems. In addition, this person also said that ‘this kind of workshops’ is overvalued.
Apparently, nothing significant had been done with the output of the many workshops this
person attended over the years. Indirectly, this person therefore called for proof that it would
be different this time and that concrete action will follow after these FoTRRIS workshops.
For the team taking care of the facilitation, this ‘attack’ came out of the blue. This person just
joined the group and none of the other participants expressed any disapproval in this direction
during or after the first workshop. Nevertheless, a majority of them endorsed these criticisms.
This made us decide to set the following consecutive steps:
-

-

-

We asked the group if they wanted to continue with the barrier exercise. A majority of them
said ‘no’.
We decided to take a coffee break. This gave the facilitating team the time to talk with the
participants who visibly showed to have another opinion but were not able to get a word in
during the discussion.
Based on what these people told, the decision was made to continue with the barrier
exercise and to finalize it conform the initial scenario.
After this, a blank board was placed on the table and pictures of the neighbourhood Kiel
were pinned on it. This to visualise and concretize the challenges related to sustainable
living. The facilitator asked the members of the group to take this case in mind and to come
forward with ideas for concrete projects that would help this neighbourhood. He also asked
them to make clear what the criteria are, according to them, to judge whether a project is
meaningful or not.
From this point on the discussions were going again. The remaining two hours were
characterized by constructive discussions. Worth knowing: the barriers one will be
confronted with when trying to develop sustainable dwellings in a neighbourhood such as
Kiel were still dominating these discussions…

Group working on sustainable electric and electronic devices:
-

According to the scenario of the second workshop, the participants should have reflected
for themselves first at the beginning of each exercise before going into a group discussion.
As it was only a small group, people tended to start up the group discussion immediately, so
we decided to leave these individual moments. People who stayed consciously or
unconsciously out of these discussions were directly asked to share their opinion.
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The exercises in which people had to map barriers and leverages were uncoupled, which
confused the participants a bit. Nevertheless, the enthusiasm to participate stayed.
Some frontrunners frequently participating in similar workshops clearly expected more
from these series of workshops. They said to hear nothing new. On the other hand, for
other people this was a whole new experience. We therefore tried to explain these
pioneers why these exercises are still relevant and certainly within the goals of FoTRRIS.

-

Workshop 3
Outline of WS3
During the third workshop the group working on sustainable housing followed a different
program from the one working on sustainable electric and electronic devices. Consequently,
this chapter contains two scenarios. First, the scenario used for the facilitation of the
sustainable housing group. Next, the scenario used for the group working on sustainable
electric and electronic devices can be found.
13:00 – 13:15 – Welcome
What?
Brief introduction
facilitator:
-

-

Desired effect

Method used

by

the Workshop
participants
feel Presentation
comfortable, feel welcome and
know what to expect during the
Presents himself;
Debriefing on 3
following minutes.
Thanks all people present;
flips:
Gives practical information
(coffee breaks, telephones,
participants
using the bathroom, etc.);
write down
Introduces the workshop:
questions, their
 intended results
appreciation and
 subsequent parts of the
ideas on post-its
workshop
participants
 explaining the 3 flips on the
stick these post-its
wall: questions, ideas and
to one of the 3
appreciation
flips: flip 1
(questions) “What
makes you
curious?” “Is there
something you
want to ask?”, flip
2 (appreciation)
“What do you
value most with
regard to what
you’ve heard
during this
workshop?”, and
flip 3 (ideas) “Do
you have ideas or
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suggestions to
improve this
project?”
13:15 – 13:25 – What did you learn from the previous workshop?
What?

Desired effect

Method used

The facilitator and researcher
report about the feedback they
received during and after the
second workshop, for instance
through the evaluation forms. In
a next step they explain which
points of feedback will be taken
into account during this third
workshop and in what way.

The participants feel…

Plenary
discussion

… respected;
… that their expertise is valued;
… that they have contributed and
cooperated
to
make
the
workshop a success.

13:25 – 14:00 – Brief individual exercise and exchange of learnings and desires
What?

Desired effect

Method used

The
facilitator
asks
the
participants to fill in a form which
prepares them for the next
plenary discussion structured
along the questions:

The participants express their
desires, their learnings and share
experiences
related
to
sustainability, in general, and the
themes that are part of the
experiment. After this exercise,
the participants are more
acquainted with each other.

Individual
exercise (filling
in the form) and
plenary
discussion

- Who are you?
- For which organisation do you
work?
- At this point in your life, what
are you learning on
sustainability?
- What did you learn since the
previous session? Are there
things that have become more
clear since we spoke each
other last time?
- What are you looking forward
to today?
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14:00 – 14:05 – Explaining the intended results
What?

Desired effect

Method used

The facilitator goes back to the The participants know what is Presentation
system functions presented at the expected from them during this
beginning of this series of third workshop.
workshops and explains how the
participants in a step-wise
approach are working towards a
project concept.

14:05 – 14:40 – Evaluation of project proposal
What?

Desired effect

The
facilitator
asks
the
participants to evaluate the
project proposal, which was
written by the researchers
based on the output of the
previous two workshops. This
proposal was sent by mail to each
of the workshop’s participants
beforehand.

An overview of the strengths of Predefined
the project proposal.
evaluation forms
Suggestions to improve
project proposal.

Method used

the

14:40 – 14:50 – Coffee break
14:50 – 15:40 – Defining alternative project proposals
What?

Desired effect

Method used

The facilitator and researcher Improving parts of the presented Predefined
split up the group in smaller project proposal.
project form
groups of three persons at the
most making sure that each of
these groups consists of people
with different backgrounds.
The
facilitator
asks
the
participants to elaborate on the
project proposal they had to
evaluate by using the most
important and striking elements
from their evaluation.
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15:40 – 15:50 – Coffee break
15:50 – 16:40 – Refining proposals by pitting them against each other
What?

Desired effect

The participants present their - The participants become
familiar with each other’s
alternative project proposals.
ideas of preferred directions
The others ask questions and do
to improve the project
suggestions to improve them. The
proposal.
facilitator steers the discussions - A collection of various ideas to
in the right direction.
improve the project proposal,
which are also relevant for the
participants contributing to
the workshops.

Method used
Plenary
discussion

16:40 – 17:00 – Debriefing
What?

Desired effect

Method used

Each participant gets forms and is - Researchers get an impression Evaluation form
of the impact of the workshop. FoTRRIS
asked by the facilitator to
evaluate the workshop and the - Facilitators get an impression
of the way their approach
workshop’s facilitation.
affects the workshop’s course.
- Participants are invited to
share elements of their
Brief feedback to the group about
learning process.
the results.

Sustainable electric and electronic devices (accessible home comfort)
13:00 – 13:15 – Welcome
What?
Brief introduction
facilitator:
-

-

Desired effect

Method used

by

the Workshop
participants
feel Presentation
comfortable, feel welcome and
know what to expect during the
Presents himself;
Debriefing on 3
following minutes.
Thanks all people present;
flips:
Gives practical information
(coffee breaks, telephones,
participants
using the bathroom, etc.);
write down
Introduces the workshop:
questions, their
 intended results
appreciation and
 subsequent parts of the
ideas on post-its
workshop
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 explaining the 3 flips on the
wall: questions, ideas and
appreciation

participants
stick these post-its
to one of the 3
flips: flip 1
(questions) “What
makes you
curious?” “Is there
something you
want to ask?”, flip
2 (appreciation)
“What do you
value most with
regard to what
you’ve heard
during this
workshop?”, and
flip 3 (ideas) “Do
you have ideas or
suggestions to
improve this
project?”

13:15 – 13:30 – What did you learn from the previous workshop?
What?

Desired effect

Method used

The facilitator and researcher
report about the feedback they
received during and after the
second workshop, for instance
through the evaluation forms. In
a next step they explain which
points of feedback will be taken
into account during this third
workshop and in what way.

The participants feel…

Plenary
discussion

… respected;
… that their expertise is valued;
… that they have contributed and
cooperated
to
make
the
workshop a success.

13:30-14:00 – getting to know each other
What?

Desired effect

The participants are asked to Participants reflect
write down what inspired them lessons learned.
last time by the facilitator.

Method used
on

the Each participant
shares
his/her
thoughts.
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14:00 – 15:00 – Scenario exercise
What?

Desired effect

Method used

Envisioning the future: in 2030 Participants reflect on how - Group
we see home comfort for society looks like in 2030 if
discussion
everyone
without
spoiling barriers are taken.
(max.
3
resources and maybe even with a
persons):
positive social and ecological
making kind of
impact. How does this world look
documentary
like? What role did you play?
- Plenary:
Which role other partners
Sharing
played? What helped them?
documentary
15:20 – 15:30 Resource mapping
What?

Desired effect

Method used

The
facilitator
asks
the Participants reflect on the Resource
participants to map where we are distance to the goal.
mapping
today against the vision of step 1
They know each other’s
on a scale from 1 to 10.
perspective on where we stand
today.
Discussion
facilitator.

headed

by

the

15:30 – 16:50 – Project ideas
What?

Desired effect

Method used

The facilitator initiates a - Mindset of the participants to - Group
discussion based on the following
a more concrete, near future.
discussion in
questions:
small groups
- A range of project ideas
- Given the point where we stand - Come to a concept proposal
- Sharing ideas
now, what is needed to get one
plenary
and
point further on the scale? Who
work out one
is involved?
research
question
- Imagine that you have a budget
for 5 years research and a
mandate of your organization
to work on a research and
innovation project with this
team. What would you like to
do, => research and innovation
ideas
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- Project idea to project concept:
who is involved? Impact on
bigger
vision?
Existing
elements to start from.
16:50 – 17:00 – Debriefing
What?

Desired effect

Method used

Each participant gets forms and is - Researchers get an impression Evaluation form
of the impact of the workshop. FoTRRIS
asked by the facilitator to
evaluate the workshop and the - Facilitators get an impression
of the way their approach
workshop’s facilitation.
affects the workshop’s course.
- Participants are invited to
share elements of their
Brief feedback to the group about
learning process.
the results.
Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
Group working on sustainable housing:
The person who had set the cat among the pigeons during the second workshop also attended
this last workshop and even cancelled another meeting for it. Although we thought this person
would not be motivated anymore to meet us a second time. The reason for this change is most
probably the ‘proof’ we sent of our willingness to exceed the conceptual by means of a project
proposal mailed to all the participants.
Notwithstanding this positive sign, this person did not show a cooperative attitude in this third
workshop either. We dealt with this in the following way:
-

We made sure that everyone got the same amount of speaking time.
When this person was attracting attention in a negative way, the facilitator made sure that
he only paid attention to people who were at that time contributing to the discussion in a
constructive way.

Group working on sustainable electric and electronic devices:
Some of the participants were more acquainted with this kind of workshops. These people
wanted to have more concrete elements after workshop 2 as a result of which workshop 3 could
then be fully used to develop a project proposal. The competence cell therefore decided to let
the group envision a specific future. This created a kind of tangible world which provided them
with enough elements to hold on to. However, further on in the workshop the concern was
raised again that it would be difficult to come up with concrete project ideas. At that point the
facilitators decided to speed up the process and to go immediately for research questions.
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4. Hungarian report on co-RRI transition experiment8
4.1 General summary
Transition Wekerle follows the idea of the global Transition Movement that has an aim to
transform everyday life in urban and rural settings of the so-called developed North towards
global ecological sustainability and social justice. It believes in local autonomous action in
addressing global challenges of climate change, peak oil, biodiversity decline, and unequal
access to resources. Transition Wekerle, the Hungarian case partner in FoTRRIS is a bottom-up
initiative by local residents of Wekerle, Budapest that embraces a variety of transformative
activities regarding energy use, food consumption, use of public spaces, community building
and solidarity. ESSRG and Transition Wekerle has a history of collaboration to build upon the
co-RRI project of FoTRRIS. The substantive issue, the co-RRI project focuses upon, was
discussed and decided together by the leader of Transition Wekerle and the lead researcher of
ESSRG. Local economic development has been chosen in order to assist current bottom-up
transformative activities to rethink their economic aspects and co-develop an overarching
economic concept for strengthening the economic autonomy of the activities carried out by
Transiton Wekerle. Based upon the strong culture of participatory planning being practised by
Transition Wekerle, the FoTRRIS project aimed for a wider engagement by involving, in
addition to local citizen activists, local entrepreneurs and representatives of local public
administration (incl. local government officials, elected local councillors, and local public
service providers).
ESSRG is an independent research and development company that has committed itself to a
participative worldview and a mission to pursue research for and with the people (primarily
local communities). ESSRG has introduced the idea and practice of science shops to the
Hungarian academic context and built connection to international and Hungarian research on
sustainability transformation. In order to pursue participatory research with positive social
and policy impacts, changes are needed to the Hungarian research and innovation system (RIS).
ESSRG has attempted to use the opportunity provided by FoTRRIS to experiment with
practising responsible research and innovation (co-RRI) together with a local community in
order to learn about the different roles and processes this type of research may require. An
invitation was issued to a variety of actors considered having a significant role in developing a
local economic development plan in order to embrace multiple knowledge forms and
experience. The process was open to all local actors to join in any phases or to visit any events
organised in Wekerle under FoTRRIS. In addition to ESSRG research capacities, a competence
cell of nine members was also invited and established involving expertise believed to be of high
relevance to local economic development planning (incl., among others, community
development, social business development, and urban development expertise). While making
all events organised open to all interested local actors, they were carefully designed to be
György Pataki and Zoltán Bajmócy, with contribution by Bálint Balázs, Györgyi Bela, Janka Horváth, Eszter
Kelemen, Erzsébet Lengyel, Réka Matolay, Szimonetta Veres (ESSRG)
8
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deliberative, dialogue-based, and run in a language that avoids scientific jargon as much as
possible and make active participation accessible to all participants. Ways, tools, and substance
of communication were co-designed and co-produced together with local actors and
competence cell members (through a facebook group and an e-newsletter).
The FoTRRIS transition experiment (TE) in Wekerle has clearly achieved the involvement of a
wide variety of actors who previously not practised joint planning together. The diversity of
expertise represented in the competence cell has turned out to be useful due to the plurality of
perspectives, knowledge and skills the engaged experts have brought into the process. It turned
out to be particularly useful to arrange beyond-workshop events responding to the emerging
needs of local participants engaged in the FoTRRIS TE process. The process, however, has
created a challenge to role expectations conventionally formulated with regard to experts,
community members and researchers: all actors were expected to be pro-actively and flexibly
find and adapt their own role(s) during the process. Some ideas for new community-based
economic activities (incl. co-working office, local tourism services, etc.) could benefit directly
from the expertise (competence cell) brought in by the FoTRRIS process, but the three-month
long workshop-based period turned out to be shorter than might be needed in order to reap
more collective benefits. In this sense, one should emphasise the experiential nature of the
FoTRRIS TE process. FoTRRIS competence cell contribution can be detected to be most
impactful with regard to assisting some active local citizens to design social business ideas and
build a network that contributes to the realisation of those ideas. Achievements and
continuation of FoTRRIS TE process can clearly be detected in the social businesses started
their operation and new collaborations formed between local citizen groups and external
experts/researchers.
The Hungarian report will summarise the three-workshop regarding content and process. The
preparatory phase for the workshops was carried out in October-December 2016. The
workshops were held in January, February, March 2017, respectively. In-between workshops
other events were organised responding to the emerging needs of local participants, incl. two
events for discussing social entrepreneurship and another two on community financing options
and practices in Hungary. There was a walking tour in Wekerle exploring empty spaces
potentially useful for community initiatives and social businesses. An art-based event was also
organised, called drink and draw, that produced a stylised map of Wekerle showing spaces and
initiatives of economic significance. The fourth workshop aiming for outreach to external
stakeholders as a validity check exercise was organised in June 2017, not reported here but in
D3.3.

4.2 Workshop content
Three workshops were planned in the FoTRRIS transition experiment according to the MISC
approach applied: systems mapping, visioning, project concept design. However, the process in
Wekerle, Hungary was designed in a way to be responsive to emerging needs during the
process. Each workshop has provided space for participants to make explicit what type of
events and what type of knowledge needs they think should be added beyond the workshops.
It is, thus, important to note that four other events were also organised within the FoTRRIS
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process, all based on the immediate needs and ideas of participants. These events were coorganised by locals and competence cell members and addressed topics, such as social
entrepreneurship and community financing. In addition to competence cell members with
relevant expertise, other external experts/practitioners were invited to these four workshops
that provided space for exchange of ideas and experience in a friendly, informal setting. It is
clear that responding to emerging knowledge needs this way has contributed to the benefits
participants could directly gain from FoTRRIS TE process and provided space for engaging a
wider circle of local residents (note that these beyond-workshop events attracted new
participants who were not attending the three workshops). The description of the FoTRRIS TE
process below will focus on the three-workshop process in more details.
4.2.1 Workshop 1: systems mapping
One of the main objectives of the first workshop was to co-define the aim and function of local
economic development in Wekerle. The main message participants co-produced may be
summarised as follows:
Local economic development in Wekerle should benefit the local community of Wekerle by
strengthening community ties through economic activities. It is about establishing economic
foundations for a community that is an attractive place to live to current and future members,
dynamic, integrated, open and solidarity-based. Local economic development brings new
meaning to resource use, work and entrepreneurship, needs and services. It is based on a better
use of local resources of diverse kinds compared to a situation without local economic
development: brings opportunities to the youth and the marginalised; provides local
employment possibilities; connects local entrepreneurs and local services with local needs and
wants. Local entrepreneurs co-operate with each other, operate short supply chains, receive
support from local government, while they provide goods and services affordable to and
needed by local residents. Relatedly, local residents prefer to spend their money and use their
resources in a way that contributes to an increase in local community well-being. Local
residents both as consumers and producers/service-providers make decisions in a way that is
responsible to and based on solidarity for enhancing the well-being of all community members
in Wekerle. A shared community economic interest will be born and provide space for new
community enterprises, social businesses and innovative solutions to community issues. The
local government will take its part by supporting bottom-up (citizens-based) creative
experimentation and the active use of current and the establishment of new community spaces
by and for local citizens.
It is clear that a major emphasis is placed on the social-spatial aspect, i.e. the locality, local
community, in addition to the empowerment or capability expansion aspect implied by
employment and consumption opportunities accessible to all residents in Wekerle. While
ecological sustainability is taken for granted by the participants (due to the history of Transition
Wekerle movement), social justice also appears in their interpretation of local economic
development.
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The other collective task was to collect the actors of the local economy in Wekerle and, at the
same time, classify them as either regime or niche actors. Regime actors were understood as
those well integrated in the current economic system, i.e. market economy, and enhancing
efficiency with regard to resource use. In contrast, niche actors are embodying a variety of
alternatives to the current institutional logic and, thus, provide resilience to the system in terms
of adaptation options available to multiple actors. The logic of the MISC approach posits that
both actors, regime and niche, are necessary to find viable options on the sustainability curve.
Participants have drawn the actors of local economic development as follows:
Regime actors representing the operative logic of efficiency include the local government and
its public service providing organisations. Big business of all kinds and all business-as-usual
enterprises were also classified as regime actors. If sustainability is aimed for, these regime
actors are expected to move along the sustainability curve towards resilience. They are
expected to move away from their exclusive efficiency-orientation and balance it with the logic
of flexible adaptation. The other end of the sustainability spectrum is populated by typically
small-scale economic initiatives – they are the niche actors. Niche actors are considered flexible
to adapt to changing circumstances and adaptation while they are searching for ways of
innovation for sustainability. In Wekerle, one could find a number of such initiatives due to the
strong civic ethos and practices of transition movement already in operation. There are
initiatives to create (or occupy) community spaces, a well-functioning alternative food system
is in place (incl. collective composting, farmers’ market, informal seed exchange, organic
vegetable box scheme, specialty retail shop, etc.), a number of local entrepreneurs provide their
services primarily to local residents (e.g. bakery, shoe-maker and repairman, coffee and cake
shop, healthy cooking and dietary consultancy, co-working office, etc.), citizen solidarity
initiatives are being formed and expanding (incl. food sharing and afternoon school targeting
very poor families in the neighbourhood). However, these niche actors still have some space for
expansion in order to reach out to all households of Wekerle (incl. approx. eleven thousand
residents). Awareness of innovative sustainable services of niche actors can well be improved
as participants agreed upon. If achieved, it will constitute a movement along the sustainability
curve towards the efficiency-dominated spectrum and, by implication, a scaling up of the social
impact of niche actors.
Regarding the multiple actors collected, it is clear that Wekerle is rich in niche actors who are
aware of each other and occasionally cooperate with other. Regime actors are not yet involved in
sustainability initiatives, or only to a very limited extent. Thus, the MISC approach highlighted the
lack of links between the actors at the two ends of the sustainability spectrum and, partly relatedly,
no actors operating yet on the viability part of the sustainability curve.
Next exercises covered a joint effort to collect and discuss the barriers and leverages regime
and niche actors face when attempting to work towards sustainability. Let’s see first the
barriers as participants think regime actors experience while trying to enact a more sustainable
operation: regulation strictly constrain sustainability options, vested interests, money- and
wealth-focused mind-set, lack of developmental spirit and motivation to learn and change
accordingly, imprinted routines and defensiveness towards change, fear to social status loss,
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risk averse approach, silo perspective and sectoral division, lack of a complexity approach in
contrast to a reductionist one, lack of trust in bottom-up citizen initiatives, underdeveloped
culture of cooperation and partnership.
Next, here is the picture co-created by participants regarding barriers to niche actors: Wekerle
neighbourhood shows the characteristics of a sleeping town, lack of physical space for
community and entrepreneurial initiatives, uncertain and unpredictable regulatory
environment, lack of policy support schemes, resource-constrained local enterprises (lack of
capital to invest), low consumer awareness regarding locally available alternatives, lifestyle
routines, apolitical and passive residents, relatively limited range of locally available and
accessible products and services, vulnerability of sustainability initiatives due to dependence
on a very limited group of citizens (in some cases, dependence on exclusively one person).
Attention was drawn to some particular barriers, such as those stemming from a rigid approach
to cultural heritage conservation (constituting a barrier to household renewable energy use),
or barriers to cooperation and partnership due to a cultural tension between so-called
indigenous residents and those moved-in more recently (note, however, that “indigenous”
means nothing else but a family able to trace its origin back to the history of the establishment
of Wekerle neighbourhood and “recently moved-in” includes all the others, irrespective of the
time to move to Wekerle). One should also be aware of the historically particular relationship
between the local government and Wekerle. Wekerle has always constituted, at the same time,
a best practice and an anomaly in the eye of all local governments. While traditions of bottomup citizen movement are underdeveloped in general in Hungary, Wekerle constitutes an
exception with a historically lively community and citizen culture. While in some instances,
local governments were readily built upon this culture of civic independence and self-efficacy,
many times they feared and attempted to set constraints to further development. This is still
the case in today’s political and public administration culture of Hungary.
Turning to the leverages, workshop participants assume that regime actors’ efforts to
transform towards sustainability are supported by the following factors: Wekerle as a best
practice (success story) constitutes a legitimation resource for any sustainability
transformation efforts, citizen self-efficacy and pro-activity as a resource in Wekerle, strong
seeds of a cooperative culture between local entrepreneurs and citizens. Participants also
believe that demolishing the walls separating sectors may create new energies, while there is a
possibility to build a common language and understanding of sustainability transformation
among multiple actors of Wekerle.
Leverages for niche actors as seen by workshop participants are the following: open-minded
citizens committed to transform their lives towards sustainability, citizen initiatives proved to
be successful over time, creativity and civic courage, a few people as bridging/connecting
sectors, Wekerle as a garden city designed for human interaction and community building, good
connection to multiple media for communication (incl. thriving local channels of
communication), community events frequently organised and widely popular, garden city as a
cultural and ecological heritage and resource, sense of place and community feeling.
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It is not surprising to see that barriers were numerous and easily come up with a variety of them,
while leverages might be less in number and most revolves around experience, knowledge, and
skills of active citizens, their groups/initiatives and the infrastructure they have established. It
seems clear that sectors, even if one considers the quadruple helix of innovation, are not connected
well and lack of an experience of cooperation and, subsequently, trust.
4.2.2

Workshop 2: visioning

The second workshop aimed at building a shared vision for local economic development in
Wekerle. In order to accomplish it, a sequential process was designed starting from a reflection
on previous workshop achievements through an individual and small group (of three
participants) reflective exercise on the future wanted until a collective effort to draw the main
features of a desired future of Wekerle’s local economy.
The main features of the vision co-created by participants and competence cell members are as
follows: Wekerle as a set of cooperative communities, influencing the wider context of Budapest
to follow a sustainability transformation as Wekerle engaged with, and democracy
strengthened and practised in a participatory way.
Cooperative communities envisaged include active community initiatives around food,
mobility, cultural heritage (incl. most prominently the townscape, housing), but all sharing the
sense of place of Wekerle (a strong socio-spatial identity). The role of leaders and leadership
were also highlighted, in addition to the permeability between communities. Leadership efforts
are currently appreciated by a local award (Award for Wekerle) which was received so far by a
100 local residents. Leaders are considered key actors in any sustainability initiatives in
Wekerle but the role of members (co-producers) are also emphasised. The vision, in this
respect, points to the importance and appreciation, cooperation, and, perhaps most importantly
as added value, the active linkages between diverse initiatives under an umbrella of local
economic development.
The wider context of Wekerle is Budapest, the capital city of Hungary. While Transition Wekerle
enjoys a good reputation among sustainability-minded networks in Hungary, there seems to be
less influence on Budapest, the city itself. While Transition Wekerle has lively contacts and
partnerships globally (Transition Town Movement) and nation-wide (with other green,
sustainability, social justice initiatives), less working relationship at the district level (Kispest)
and hardly any at the level of the whole city (Budapest). The Wekerle local economic
development initiative would like to achieve the status of a brand, a highly appreciated one, of
a best practice image, one that other neighbourhoods in Budapest will be attracted to follow.
This way, Wekerle herself will enjoy less difficulties on the bumpy road towards ecological
sustainability and social justice.
Democracy and autonomy seem to be of high significance to Wekerle’s sustainability vision. In
one respect, it covers the relationship between existing governance structure in the public
domain (i.e. local government system at district and city levels in Budapest). Wekerle has
always been searching and pushing for a more autonomous governance structure that enables
them to control some decisions (self-governance) over their neighbourhood (which is in the
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current system not possible with only one local councillor in the local assembly of the local
government of Kispest). More autonomy at the neighbourhood level will provide better space
for participatory democracy to be enacted. In another respect, democracy needs to permeate
other walks of life (beyond the immediate political sphere), from education in schools through
managing cultural heritage to economic activities. A more localised, face-to-face exchange
based, but diverse service provisioning economy is associated with democracy and autonomy
in the vision of Wekerle as participants constructed during the workshop.
4.2.3

Workshop 3: project concept design

The third workshop provided space for reflection in multiple ways. A professional story-teller
was involved who – after consultation about the FoTRRIS TE process with the lead researcher
of ESSRG and the leader of Transition Wekerle initiative – developed a fairy tale like story of
Wekerle. Participants enjoyed the story that created a more emotional atmosphere and
provided space for contemplation while listening. The story was constructed in a way to mirror
the substantive achievements of the workshop process and, deliberately, attempted to pave the
way for an action planning phase.
Some of the members of the competence cell were also invited to provide brief inputs in terms
of lessons learnt, critical decisions to be made, and potential ways forward. Circles of
discussions were created in order to provide space for local participants to respond to and think
further the messages competence cell members shared with them. A lively discussion was
ensued and a number of points were clarified while some disagreements among participants
have clearly surfaced.
There groups were formed around three substantive topics in order to move towards project
concept design for local economic development in Wekerle. The three substantive topics
included community or social business, community engagement, modes of cooperation. Finally,
some steps to be taken were co-designed targeting the development of a “Wekerle-brand” for
sustainable local economic development.
Although four social business ideas have been formulated, or strengthened, during the FoTRRIS
TE process, some of the initiators were reluctant to discuss these social business ideas together
with other participants. This reluctance was respected by facilitators, so more general issues of
establishing community enterprises or social businesses were discussed. It was not possible to
co-develop any of the ideas as a collective exercise. It should be noted here that social business
experts of the competence cell provided special consultancy upon request and shared other
possibilities to develop further social business related ideas of the local participants. This
special consultancy has contributed to the development of all four ideas into business plans
and, currently (March 2018) all four are still alive, under co-development by local residents and
experts, or already in operation as a social enterprise.
Participants have collected ideas on how to engage more residents of Wekerle and discussed
the possibilities to further cooperation on local economic development. However, no
agreement has been reached on how to realise the ideas collected. Further efforts are needed,
bringing together local participants and experts/researchers, in order to co-design a solution
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that most participants can agree upon, engaged with, and see their roles in making it
operational. The third workshop was instrumental to agree that something like a “Wekerlebrand” is needed and organisational options to realise it needs further thinking and reflection.
Note that, though FoTRRIS TE process has officially ended, the co-creation efforts are still going
on in order to find the locally appropriate solution for managing sustainable local economic
development.

4.3 Workshop process
In this section, please share the details of the process as implemented. Provide details in order
to be clear how co-creation in each phase has been realised. Please, report on the use of the
web-based platform. Information in due details is needed on the selection of participants and
their roles in the process. The characteristics of facilitation will also need to be explained. It is
expected the one can learn some details on the dynamics of interactions and deliberation as
you experienced throughout the process. It is highly important to share details of
communication activities applied throughout. Potential future development of the case will also
carry relevant information. If you not indicate otherwise, all descriptions will be considered as
your own narrative.
4.3.1

Preparation process

It should be noted that a long-term relationship has existed between researchers (ESSRG as
FoTRRIS partner) and local activists of Transition Wekerle. Prior personal working
relationships and shared commitments to sustainability has contributed to the collaboration
on FoTRRIS transition experiment (TE). Other EU-funded projects has provided opportunity to
analyse the Transition Wekerle case, for example, as a transformative social innovation process
(see TRANSIT FP7 project at http://www.transitsocialinnovation.eu/resource-hub/transitiontowns). The prior scientific analysis and research experience all provided needed
inputs/insights to the FoTRRIS TE process in order to make it a co-created one between
researchers and local participants. Since Transition Wekerle is well-known of her autonomy (it
is not even a formal organisation) and of her participatory, community-based practice, it was
clear that local activists and other participants will expect a very active role in forming the
process itself and not only the content of it. In preparing for FoTRRIS TE, researchers attempted
to pay due attention to, and build upon, these characteristics and joint history as far as the
FoTRRIS project design allowed.
While designing the process, due care was taken regarding the choice of venue where
workshops were held and the timing of workshops. Following the advice of the leader of
Transition Wekerle, a local community place was chosen as venue where many other events
usually take place and local residents are familiar with – thus, comfortability and accessibility
regarding the venue can be achieved. All workshops were hosted by the Wekerle Library and
Cultural Centre providing an easy access to local participants. Timing was decided following
previous experience of local event organising: Saturday afternoon was chosen to have all three
workshops within a three-month period. The idea was that organising for catering should also
reflect the substantive topic of the transition experiment. So, local catering providers have been
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chosen, different ones for each workshop. Partly confirming the idea of buying local, partly
strengthening the local economy through the project budget. Compensation for participation
was also discussed and agreed upon by researchers and the leader of Transition Wekerle. While
external experts populating the competence cell were offered a monetary remuneration (by
contracting them to attend workshops and other events and applying their expertise as inputs
in a variety of ways), local participants received a voucher for each workshop they participated
at. Being aware of an existing scheme developed by a local resident to motivate buying local (a
locally accepted “Wekerle-card”), a contract has been made with him to issue a special card for
the FoTRRIS TE process which can be used within a month after each workshop at local service
providers specified at each workshop. This way, a variety of local sustainable services were
used by local residents, either ones they were familiar with and had a preference for or could
try new ones. This strategy of compensation for participation was announced in the invitation
letter.
4.3.1.1 Process of defining the systems goal
The topic of local economic development was decided jointly by the leader of Transition
Wekerle and the lead researcher of ESSRG. The topic was informed primarily by the long-term
experience of Transition Wekerle and, secondarily, the strategy of the global Transition Town
Movement. However, local economic development as such was not defined before the first
workshop. Indeed, the first workshop was designed to devote time to co-develop a joint
understanding of local economic development by participants, both local citizens and
competence cell members (experts). This commitment to participation at each stage of a
process is strongly entertained by the culture of the local transition movement in Wekerle.
4.3.1.2 Process of selecting and inviting TE participants
Selection of participants was carried out by the leader of Transition Wekerle and the
researchers of ESSRG based on the idea of representing the quadruple helix and knowledge of
active and/or influential actors in Wekerle. Due attention was paid to represent the diversity
of existing local sustainability initiatives but move beyond the activists of Transition Wekerle
in order to avoid involving exclusively the usual suspects and mirror the diversity of the local
microcosm of Wekerle.
Formal invitation was sent by email by the lead researcher of ESSRG. In addition, informal word
of mouth was deliberately used to spread the information on the local economic development
process starting and make clear that everyone is welcomed to join the process.
4.3.1.3 Process of selecting and inviting competence cell members
Competence cell members were selected by the leader of Transition Wekerle and the lead
researcher of ESSRG. Careful attention was paid to invite experts that either have hands-on
experience with local economic and community development or are specific knowledgeholders who can well be expected to bring in insights and skills that are missing in Wekerle (e.g.
social business expertise). Diversity of experts in other usual respects (e.g. gender) was also
taken into consideration.
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4.3.1.4 Web-based platform used
The web-based platform was introduced to ESSRG researchers and the leader of Transition
Wekerle. After consultation, a joint decision was made, following the opinion of the leader of
Transition Wekerle, that the web-based platform will not be used directly as a communication
tool with transition experiment (TE) participants. It was agreed that sharing information and
knowledge about the FoTRRIS TE process can only be effective and influential if those
communication patterns are followed that existing local initiatives routinely use. Therefore, a
facebook group was created and used as an online platform for sharing knowledge,
disseminating all relevant information on the TE process. It was argued that otherwise the
process risks to be hardly visible and accessible to many of the local residents and other TE
stakeholders. Building on the existing practice of using facebook for community organising
seemed to be a valid choice for the wide visibility and accessibility of the FoTRRIS TE process.
4.3.2

Post-workshop process

4.3.2.1 Outputs and outcomes
The FoTRRIS transition experiment (TE) in Wekerle has resulted in some tangible outputs and
intangible outcomes. As to the outputs, competence cell members generated some specific
analysis (in the form of brief papers), shared through the facebook group, that reflects upon
important aspects of Wekerle local economic development (1). More indirectly, the co-RRI
process has contributed to the emergence and clear formulation of four social business ideas
that were subsequently developed into business plans (2) and one of them is an operating
enterprise (WEKI co-working office) (3).
As to the outcomes of the co-RRI process in Wekerle, one might consult with the FoTRRIS
deliverable D3.2 on the evaluation of the transition experiment by local participants,
competence cell members, and researchers. One of the most significant outcome is learning
diverse perspectives on local economic development ideas that was reported by participants
(1). Relatedly, they reported that local networks have been extended beyond Wekerle to the
local government of Kispest and within Wekerle in-between some local residents and local
entrepreneurs (2).
ESSRG considers as a highly significant learning experience of the FoTRRIS co-RRI process the
chance for learning by doing. Invaluable experience has been gained, among others, on the role
expectations researchers routinely confront which may limit their possibilities for innovative
research. ESSRG has started to initiate a structured knowledge sharing process with likeminded researchers in order to reflect upon this and other issues, better prepare for further coRRI experiments and collect a community of experts committed to co-RRI.
4.3.2.2 Communication and outreach plans
The Hungarian FoTRRIS transition experiment (TE) in Wekerle aimed for an open, inclusive,
and transparent process throughout. It was possible to join any phases or events of the process
that proved to be useful since more numerous and diverse local residents and other
stakeholders could participate. Using an open facebook group for communication also served
these purposes.
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Communication was strategically strengthened by inviting the local media to follow the process
throughout and report on it without any influence by the process organisers. Fortunately, each
workshop was attended by the local (district level) media, incl. “Kispest TV”, the television
channel for the whole district Kispest (owned by the local government) and other journalists
working for local printed news (incl. the Wekerle news owned by a local non-governmental
organisation, called “Wekerlei Társaskör”). Reports on all three workshops were prepared and
broadcasted.
In addition to the local social media, ESSRG contracted a team of two independent film-makers
to follow the FoTRRIS process throughout and make a film as they see the process. This approx.
11-minutes film was first shown at the outreach/validation workshop (June 2017) and, then,
made freely accessible at ESSRG’s youtube channel.
For the outreach/validation workshop diverse participants were invited, including, on the one
hand, researchers with relevant profile either to the substantive topic of the Wekerle transition
experiment (i.e. local economic development) or sharing a similar participatory and actionoriented practice to research and innovation, and, on the other hand, representatives of other
transition communities or experts of civil society organisations working with local
communities towards sustainability transformation. (See more details of the
outreach/validation workshop experience in FoTRRIS deliverable D3.3.)
4.3.2.3. Signs of and plan for continuity
There are plans and ongoing activities with some achievements that all demonstrate that the
process of co-created responsible research and innovation continues in Wekerle in partnership
with a variety of actors. One of the related initiatives is a collaboration primarily between
Transition Wekerle and the local government of Kispest in developing a sustainable food
strategy for the whole district of Kispest, partly learning from the multiple initiatives thriving
in Wekerle. ESSRG researchers took part on the first planning event and one of the FoTRRIS
competence cell members delivered a report on relevant international and Hungarian
examples, summarising alternative food networks operating in Wekerle, and providing
recommendations for local policy-makers.
ESSRG, in cooperation with the Corvinus Science Shop (based at Corvinus Business School,
Corvinus University of Budapest), has initiated a course-based bachelor student project on
Wekerle, mentored by a professor of brand management. Within the brand management
course, groups of bachelor students have worked on the development of the concept of the
“Wekerle-brand” and the professor has provided consultancy to a local citizen group in Wekerle
interested in further develop this idea emerging from the FoTRRIS TE process. Other
cooperative activities are also under way with the assistance of Corvinus Science Shop. The four
social business ideas and their local initiators have also benefited from, or is benefiting from,
course-based student projects that aim to assist in solving some specific business problems
these newly established social enterprises are currently experiencing.
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ESSRG can build upon its wide academic network within Hungary and connect needs of local
economic development in Wekerle with the specific expertise and experts needed. ESSRG as a
“co-RRI hub” will continue this bridging activity in the longer term.
4.3.2.4 Web-based platform used
While the web-based platform was not utilised directly in the workshop process with local
residents, it turned out to be an important learning instrument for peer-to-peer collaboration
among researchers committed to co-RRI and sharing information on co-RRI projects to a wider
audience. Plans are being formulated how to extract better the platform and other available
online resources in the service of an emerging co-RRI community of practice in Hungary.

4.4. Learning and adaption during the process
As indicated in the Section 4.3.5.1 on Outputs and Outcomes, learning on role expectations
constitutes invaluable insights. A co-RRI process seems to raise challenges to standard role
models of researchers who collect and analyse data, then report the findings to an audience. We
researchers experienced that our process design and facilitation work have not been
considered as research contribution. We were frequently urged to produce analysis showing
the way forward. Partly, we have tried to adapt to these needs, but partly we have resisted and
continued with our focus on the process design to be responsive to the emerging knowledge
needs and connect them with relevant expertise/knowledge-holders. Role expectations might
better be made explicit and discussed at the beginning of a co-RRI process.
We have also learned about control and ownership. Although we have tried our best to share
the process with members of the competence cell and the local participants, we have
experienced some discontent. On the one hand, many of the competence cell members hardly
found their roles as experts who provide inputs to the process in a pro-active way. Our
assumption that they will pro-actively prepare themselves for the task and search for options
for contribution was realised only to a limited extent. It seems that prior joint preparation for
a co-RRI process in a structured way is inevitable. ESSRG has decided to invite nine members
to the competence cell at the very start of the workshop process, assuming that the diversity of
expertise is better to possess at the very beginning. However, it might be a wiser strategy to
invite a few members at the start and, as the process unfolds, invite new members assigning
specific tasks to them.
On the other hand, some of the local participants are well experienced with participatory
processes and have their own ideas how to implement such a process. It might be, thus,
important to devote time at the beginning to engage them in process design in order to share
ownership of the concepts behind the process. In a sense, it might be considered a mistake not
to share the implications of an EU-funded projects with all participants since the majority of
them has no experience at all with the conditions, limits and opportunities such a project logic
sets to any participatory and co-created process.
It seems to be a very positively received feature of the Hungarian transition experiment process
in Wekerle that it was responsive to emerging knowledge needs and organised beyondPage 90 of 147

workshop events to provide space for learning and exchange of experience with invited experts
and practitioners on topics of immediate local interest. Thus, co-RRI processes seems to invite
a built-in flexibility that provide space for responding to emerging needs of participants.
It should be emphasised that the language used in the process should be one that is as inclusive
as possible. If this aspect is not reflected upon, serious barriers might emerge to effective cocreation. Thus, any conceptualisation of sustainability transformation should be accessible to
the audience the co-RRI process aims to engage.

Annex 4: Workshop 1-3
Workshop 1
Outline of WS1
-

-

-

-

-

-

30 minutes for introduction, incl.
o Welcome by local host (leader of Transition Wekerle) and lead researcher
(ESSRG)
o Aim and outline of the workshop by lead researcher
o Introduction by participants by (i) finding someone who is unfamiliar, never
talked to before (speed-dating), (ii) move to groups of stakeholders based on
quadruple helix (groups of business, civil society, public administration, and
researchers), (iii) personal introduction of the members of the competence cells
+ researchers (emphasising external expertise available to local participants)
o Content and process (incl. expected behaviour) outlined by the lead researcher
70 minutes for co-defining the goal of local economic development (LED)
o Work in three groups of diverse participants, each group include a balanced
pool of representatives of the quadruple helix
30 minutes for collecting actors of LED
o Individual exercise (post-its) combined with facilitated group discussion to codesign a map of actors on the sustainability curve
30 minutes for co-defining barriers to regime and niche actors
o Working in 4 groups of diverse participants, 2 groups dealing with regime
actors and the other two groups pay attention to niche actors, at half time
groups move and cross-change
30 minutes for co-defining leverages to regime and niche actors
o Working in 4 groups of diverse participants, 2 groups dealing with regime
actors and the other two groups pay attention to niche actors, at half time
groups move and cross-change
25 minutes closing circle (reflecting on the day)

Facilitation
Facilitation was done by researchers of ESSRG and some of the competence cell members
experienced in facilitation contributed to facilitating group work. Facilitators were asked to
provide space for everyone to contribute and act against domination by any participants during
discussion. Moreover, an open and appreciative style of facilitation was asked for. Open means
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that provide space for emerging ideas (built-in flexibility). Appreciative means that facilitators
provide a safe space of opinion exchange in a non-judgemental atmosphere (collecting as many
ideas as possible is more important than selecting them at this early phase). Time management
is of crucial importance in order to keep the agenda and respect participants.
Role of participants
Participants were expected to take a very active role. The workshop was designed to provide
space for their free exchange of ideas among each other, feel free to be able to individually
contribute, discuss in smaller groups and in plenary (get to know others’ perspectives). It was
important to take note of the needs participants expressed at any point of the process but there
was possibility to include them meaningfully if they directly related to the ongoing workshop
agenda (all other ideas were taken note of). Attention was also called to the possibility, when
giving feedback at the end of the day, to include all needs, suggestions, recommendations that
they felt important to share with us in order to take them into consideration in the next steps
of the process design.
Role of competence cell members
Competence cell members were asked to listen carefully, let local participants to occupy the
communication space, and contribute as briefly as possible when they felt there are insights or
experience that, if shared, contribute to the process constructively. Whenever they were asked
by participants, they could also join more actively the discussion and deliberation. Their major
role however was to listen and learn in order to contribute later with analysis and
recommendation to process design. It was expected by the researchers that competence cell
members will be actively seeking for making their contribution effective and find their
place/role in the process as a whole. Competence cell members were frequently contacted,
either individually or in a group setting, in order to discuss the process ongoing and assist them
to find their respective roles and contribution based on their individual expertise and learning
from participants what they need to progress with local economic development.
Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
The atmosphere of the day was relaxed, friendly, and constructive. The first introductory
exercise of so-called speed-dating with an unfamiliar other participant proved to be successful
in contributing to a friendly and lively atmosphere. Introductory grouping provided an
overview of representation of the quadruple helix. Introducing the FoTRRIS project and the
concept of RRI proved to be more difficult in a language accessible to all. The language of EU
projects and concepts applied in EU policy-making seemed to be unfamiliar and difficult to
make sense of by local citizens. It seems to be important to be prepared with a language and set
of concepts that can easily be linked to the lifeworld of citizens (of diverse backgrounds) in
order to demonstrate the immediate relevance of the process and each exercise within it.
Facilitators reported no tensions during group work. It seemed positive energy was high on all
day through. However, it was clear that the concepts of “sustainability curve” and
“regime/niche actors” and “efficiency vs. resilience” constituted a rather abstract language and
mind-set, not familiar to the language of citizens, business, or local public administration. It is
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hard to translate them into a common language and, perhaps, even harder to grasp them as
useful conceptualisation at the level of everyday sustainability practice. Participants’ usual
language use should, therefore, take into account by co-RRI process designers and facilitators
in preparing for workshops.
Participants reported satisfaction with the process much more than the content. This might
relate to the rather abstract language dominating at the first workshop. The leader of Transition
Wekerle, who was involved in process design, emphasised the need for change in language and
getting closer to the immediate concerns of local residents.
Web-based platform used
The FoTRRIS web-based platform was not used at this stage due to reasons mentioned above,
see Section 4.3.1.4.
Workshop 2
Outline of WS2
-

-

-

-

-

-

20 minutes for introduction, incl.
o Welcome by local host (leader of Transition Wekerle) and lead researcher
(ESSRG)
o Short summary of workshop 1 and other events organised in the FoTRRIS TE
process by lead researcher
o Aim and outline of the day (workshop 2) by lead researcher
o Q&A
40 minutes for discussing main results of workshop 1
o “Tour de posters”: in groups of similar participants (quadruple helix based),
each group spends 10 min at each poster, researchers taking notes
60 minutes for envisioning Future Wekerle as desired
o 15 min individual exercise to create a mini-story of Future Wekerle as desired
(facilitators prepared with some questions to assist in visioning)
o 15 min sharing of each participant’s story
o 30 min group work of designing a community story of Future Wekerle as
desired, draw it on flipchart paper (facilitators group participants that shared
very different individual mini-stories)
40 minutes for free walking around and chatting about visions co-developed
o “Tour de posters”: participants walk around to see each other’s community
story, while facilitators search for common topics of the future visions drawn by
participants, select four topics to be discussed further
40 minutes for co-developing some substantive fields/topics of Future Wekerle
o Each participant can freely choose a topic group, but if there are 10 participants
in a group the next one coming should find another group of a smaller number
of participants
o the topic is developed by group work facilitated
20 minutes for plenary feedback on each topic for Future Wekerle
20 minutes for closing circle (reflecting on the day)
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Facilitation
Method of facilitation was similar in style to workshop 1 (see Section 4.3.2.2). However, at the
point of selecting the substantive topics to be further discussed and developed by participants
in order to envision Future Wekerle, facilitators (researchers and competence cell members)
were exercising a discretionary power, by implication constraining participants’ influence on
the process.
Role of competence cell members
Competence cell members’ expected role was similar to workshop 1 (see Section 4.3.2.4). Some
of the competence cell members experienced in facilitation were acting as facilitators for group
work. Other competence cell members, who did not facilitate, either contributed by note-taking
or active listening and searching for ways of potential expert inputs needed in coming phases.
Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
Generally, very similar to workshop 1 (see Section 4.3.2.5). However, it should be noted that
while workshop 2 was evaluated more favourably than workshop 1 regarding content, the
discretionary power exercised by facilitators when deciding upon the topics to be developed
further for Future Wekerle raised immediate negative reaction from a few local participants,
incl. most prominently the leader of Transition Wekerle. They felt that the participatory nature
of the process was negatively influenced and suggested to make a joint decision. However, due
to time constraint, the lead researcher of ESSRG declined the idea of a joint decision and insisted
to go ahead as quickly as possible with the topics chosen. It is important to be prepared to
decisions under time pressure and design the process to eliminate the risk of unwanted
domination over the process.
Workshop 3
Outline of WS3
-

-

-

10 minutes for introduction, incl.
o Welcome by local host (leader of Transition Wekerle) and lead researcher
(ESSRG)
o Short summary of recent events organised in the FoTRRIS TE process by lead
researcher
o Aim and outline of the day (workshop 2) by lead researcher
o Q&A
40 minutes for “A Story of a Transition Community”
o 30 min by a professional story-teller (sharing fairy-tale like story developed for
Wekerle in the FoTRRIS TE process)
o 10 min for reflection and discussion by participants
60 minutes for Fishbowl exercise
o 30 min first round: a competence cell member can deliver a message based on
her/his experience of the FoTRRIS TE process so far (5 min each) and those
who sit in the inner circle can discuss the message, pose questions, deliberate
(another competence cell member can deliver input if there is time, etc.)
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-

-

o 30 min second round: a competence cell member can deliver a message based
on her/his experience of the FoTRRIS TE process so far (5 min each) and those
who sit in the outer circle can discuss the message, pose questions, deliberate
(another competence cell member can deliver input if there is time, etc.)
60 minutes for discussing next steps (project concepts)
o participants allocated to three topic groups by the lead researcher in order to
develop project concepts for each topic
o each topic is developed by answering the same questions, incl. Who will be
involved? What type of resources needed? What is the timeline? What risks and
threats might emerge? What will be the key performance indicators?
30 minutes for plenary feedback and discussion
30 minutes for closing circle by sharing voluntary individual steps to be taken next

Facilitation
Facilitation was practised with a spirit similar to previous workshops (see Section 4.3.2.2).
However, the group exercise for project concept design (in three groups: social business
development, community engagement, form of cooperation) was relatively strictly structured
by the questions above. Time management was particularly important.
Role of participants
Similar to workshop 1 and 2 (see Section 4.3.2.3) with some important differences. Local
participants have more listening compared to previous workshops due to the professional
story-telling and the Fishbowl method. Moreover, group work this time was clearly more
structured than during previous workshops.
Role of competence cell members
Workshop 3 provided more structured space for inputs by competence cell members. This was
a deliberate design influenced by feedback from local participants asking for more explicit
contribution and reflection by competence cell members. In addition, it was clear to researchers
that not all competence cell members were able to find space for contribution, thus the space
was intentionally created by applying the Fishbowl method. Competence cell members with
relevant expertise facilitated the three group work with the support of researchers. In sum,
most active role was exercised by competence cell members at the last workshop.
Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
Group dynamics was active, lively, positive as concerns the first part of the workshop, incl. the
professional story-telling and the Fishbowl. However, due to time constraint, it was not possible
to let more extensive discussion during the Fishbowl and this caused frustration on the part of
some participants (incl. both competence cell members and local residents). Here, the lead
researcher, although let more discussion than planned originally, made the decision to continue
with the other steps as planned. However, by hindsight, one may say that letting the discussion
go on and re-designing the whole workshop on the spot and announcing a fourth workshop for
project concept design might have been a better choice. Perhaps due to the time-constrained
discussion and the implied discontent, some of the group work was not so constructive or,
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under time pressure, facilitation could not realise what was planned. Though, again, lot of ideas
were shared and contributed to clarifying what needs to be designed as a project concept, other
topics were not discussed as planned. The group discussing social business development was
only able to address the topic at a relatively general level due to the fact that the four specific
social business ideas, emerged during the TE process, were not used to structure the discussion
(as was previously planned by researchers) upon the request of the local initiators of those
ideas. By hindsight, one might claim that researchers, in this case, might have attempted to
argue more persuasively for the benefits a social business idea (as any business idea) can gain
from confronting the diverse understanding and opinion of the multiple participants at the
workshop. This opportunity was missed. The other group responsible for discussing the
organisational form of cooperation for local economic development, i.e. different options for
organising (formal organisations) could not reach any agreement or conclusion. It might be
claimed that at some point facilitation was broken down due to the passivity of participants.
This might be a sign of latent conflicts that the consensus-oriented MISC approach has hid to
this point. This stalemate has influenced the atmosphere of the end of the workshop, especially
due to the fact that the lead researcher, when reporting back from group work,
straightforwardly shared the inconclusiveness. This act clearly divided the audience – some
reported after workshop that it seemed too negatively judgmental to claim for a stalemate.
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5. Italian report on co-RRI transition experiment9
5.1 General summary
The Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) concept, as defined in the Madonie transition
experiment in Sicily-Italy, which called for a tight cooperation between societal actors
(researchers, citizens, policy makers, business, third sector organisations, etc.) during the
research and innovation process, with the aim to introduce the values, needs and expectations
of local society. Multi-actor participation and public engagement have been pursued as a key
factor for positioning the project both in educational, business and civil communities, enabling
the access to knowledge and to formal and informal learning processes.
We have been driven by the consciousness that research and innovation system, in order to
address the big territorial challenges, has to face a transition phase where comprehensive
collaborative practices should be introduced. Both social and economic trends must be
considered, during the R&I process, as a guide for the optimization of resources, the orientation
of impacts, the evaluation of outcomes.
The local Transition Arena was set up to map the system and interesting experimental
initiatives relevant to the theme of Sustainable Energy and to facilitate the interaction between
research, innovation and local development actors and the representatives from the rural
communities concerned (policy, business and citizens) the energy transition process.
The area of Madonie is at the centre of Northern Sicily, east from Palermo, and includes 21
urban centres, scattered in a mountain territory and characterised by a valuable natural
heritage and landscape. Some of the problems which affect the territory are the following:
-

increasing depopulation process;
competition with medium and large businesses able to supply the markets of large
retailers;
state of degradation of wide agricultural zones and reduction of the variety of
traditional crops and local biodiversity products;
land erosion and hydrogeological instability;
external public capital and resources, industrial expertise and raw materials;
fragmented educational offer in the school system, disconnected from the smart
specialisation of the area and its productive excellence.

Local sustainable development policies were driven by the local communities, focusing on the
quality of life of the people and landscape management, recovering tradition and exploiting
territorial assets, the connection between work and income of the producers, the value of eco-

9

Jelena Mazaj, Roberta Lo Bianco, Vito La Fata (CESIE)
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systemic services for collective benefit. Some of the following solutions to the territorial gaps
were put forward:
-

-

-

-

recover local agricultural crops and support small producers and new practices of
regenerative agriculture;
establish a direct connection between the use of energy from renewables with a
reduction in the energy bill costs for different kind of users (public institutions,
families, companies);
reinforce the governance structure at the inter-municipal level through a Union of
Municipalities in charge for managing core trans local services;
set up the school network of Madonie to rationalize and integrate the training offer,
develop soft and cross-disciplinary skills related to the smart specialization of the
territory, overcome the digital divide in teaching, improve labs and non-formal
learning;
highlight social innovation practices;
set up fablabs at school, as technical workshops for experimentation related to
scientific knowledge with a special focus on renewable energy;
e-participation and open government digital networks for citizens;
develop renewable energy local supply chains to experiment a sustainable energy
model to achieve the goal of 100% renewables within 10 years, covering the electricity
need of the communities through local sources;
energy citizenship and ownership in consumption, production and management
through participatory distributed investments such as the RESCoop (local cooperative
networks of energy services).

As a result of transition experiment the Madonie Living Lab project concept was created. In the
Madonie transition experiment a collaborative RRI approach has been introduced, particularly
in the design and early implementation phase of a Madonie Living Lab as catalyser of innovative
sustainable processes: locations, energy services, technologies have been identified through an
interaction with local authorities, local companies, professionals, trainers, technology
providers. Such an ongoing interaction and cooperation, if properly managed and
supported/facilitated, can gradually turn into a structured community and, finally, into a fully
developed innovative ecosystem, where knowledge flows, social needs and solutions, business
opportunities are tightly interconnected and each is deeply influencing the others.
The RRI concept is strongly interconnected with the ‘living lab’ approach, as it is user-centred,
open-innovation ecosystem, which operates in a territory cultivating R&I results of co-creation
processes. Madonie Living Lab is a place where will be possible to consolidate the collaborative
innovation actions, implementing a living lab community.
The added value of the MISC approach is that the system goal has been jointly defined by
researchers/local development agents and transition actors. A competence cell including
different actors engaged in the energy transition experimental process has been set up and has
drawn up the guidelines for a rural Living Lab on sustainable development, together with a
network of qualified resources. The sustainability curve has been considered with great
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interest: the cultural change of mind leads to replacing the externalization of functions
(administrators vs. citizens, producers vs. consumers, etc...) in the capital economy with the
internalization of functions (prosumers) as a key to implement the sustainability curve for
energy. Perspectives of informal innovation actors were taken into account. Niche actors have
been heard. A systemic, user-driven approach has been consolidated and converged in the
Living Lab proposal. The different contributions will be complementary and synergistic within
an ecosystem of solutions. Actors from the quadruple helix groups invited to the workshops
have presented some pioneering experiences or innovative ideas for energy challenges, on
which to build a new energy vision as leverage for change.

5.2 Workshop content
The sector chosen in Sicily for the transition experiment was renewable energy, notably to
promote an ‘energy transition arena’ in the Madonie mountains, gathering resilient
communities which are going to gather, capitalize and further develop the consulting,
participatory and concerted actions launched within the drafting process of the National
Strategy of Inner Areas (SNAI).
Three workshops, scheduled from January to April 2017, have taken advantage from the
consultation of stakeholders who are active in the Madonie area, with competences in the field
of renewables, belonging to different organizations from public administration, research,
industry and civil society.
5.2.1 Workshop 1: systems mapping
The first workshop has been held at ARCA University Business Incubator in Palermo on 13
January 2017. The place itself represents a hub of innovation and entrepreneurship supporting
research results transfer, scientific knowledge exploitation for the benefit of local communities,
new business models and support to territorial development.
The rural communities of Madonie met the research and innovation actors to set up an energy
transition arena, integrating social and economic innovation with technical solutions and
involving residents in the area concerned as crucial actors from the early stage of the energy
transition process. In fact, residents’ knowledge of the complex problems to be faced was meant
to be crucial for innovation at a systemic level.
For this reason, a participatory approach has been pursued. As a matter of fact, researchers and
facilitators of sustainable development processes had started a few months before the first
workshop to interact with the local communities enhancing an open discussion to set up a new
energy vision for a resilient area.
The FoTRRIS methodology as applied to Madonie case could count on the added value of
increasing self-awareness of an on-going reflective process. This process was a part of open
consultation in the framework of the National Strategy of Inner Areas (SNAI), which focused on
distributed energy systems and models, natural and cultural heritage management,
development of sustainable food chains as priority axes and identified the school network in
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the pilot area as the most suitable test-bed to enhance change. In the consultation process, an
active role was played by the local development agency, by public administrators at the
municipal level, by groups of citizens, with the facilitation of innovators as enabling force for
change. Several meetings had been organised in 2016 at municipal buildings in the Madonie for
brainstorming and design of concerted actions and the results led to draw up the strategy for
the inner area under the supervision of the national government, which considered the area as
a pilot site.
The FoTRRIS succeeded in providing a methodological framework to outline the value of
responsible research and innovation to drive the transition to sustainable development.
Furthermore, the reflection process enhanced from FoTRRIS led to choose the Living Lab codesign and co-ownership approach to define the roadmap for the development of the area.
MaLL (the Living Lab project) summarised the outcomes of the consultation process, which was
ongoing even before the adoption of FoTRRIS methodology, and paved the way to manage the
joint development of platforms and services connected to local challenges and the
establishment of a smart & green community.
Thus, in the first FoTRRIS workshop, thanks to the valuable coordination of SOSVIMA local
development agency and the facilitators, 20 stakeholders from the quadruple helix entities (i.e.
local authorities at the municipal level, companies in the energy sector, researchers,
representatives from the resident population) who had already been involved in the
consultation process on the glocal challenges of the National Strategy for Inner Areas (SNAI),
have been invited to join the energy transition arena.
All the groups were represented both from the public and private sector (civil society: 3;
companies: 4; research and innovation: 5; policy: 8). The preparation of the first workshop thus
allowed to map all the stakeholders relevant to the theme, ensuring a variety of actors and
views represented. The goal setting concerned how to catalyse the contribution of formal and
informal innovators to foster energy transition and ensure a better quality of life in the rural
areas, while reducing the consumption of natural resources and the big capital investments.
The system goal was defined as the need to guarantee access for all residents to clean energy
with a sustainable, inclusive and economically profitable approach. The first workshop allowed
also to map interesting experimental initiatives relevant to the theme, as well as constraints to
prevent these initiatives from getting out of the niche and scale up. After an introduction to the
theme and the presentation of participants, some of the problems which affect the territory
have been highlighted:
-

increasing depopulation process;
competition with medium and large businesses able to supply the markets of large
retailers;
state of degradation of wide agricultural zones and reduction of the variety of
traditional crops and local biodiversity products;
land erosion and hydrogeological instability;
external public capital and resources, industrial expertise and raw materials;
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-

fragmented educational offer in the school system, disconnected from the smart
specialization of the area and its productive excellence.

Then, contributions to the co-definition of the system goal in the view of resilient energy
communities in rural areas were collected and the role of governance institutions and private
actors highlighted. Lock-ins and leverages in the system were identified to analyse what
prevents the institutions from steering effectively innovation processes and actors
representing the niches from impacting on the whole system. At the end, participants tried to
devise how they could pool their resources and skills to build up an eco-system of solutions to
local challenges.
The discussion was carried out on a plenary level. Some findings are hereafter reported:
-

-

-

from the research side: the adoption of a responsible research and innovation
approach may generate sustainable technological applications and a systemic
approach in which the advantage for the system has spill over effects on each
component of the system itself. Intergenerational shift of competences and turnover
can support young people either not to leave or to come back to the rural areas under
risk of depopulation. The change of mind from conventional research to responsible
research and innovation must be transferred from the political to the operational level,
and energy is the optimal field of experimentation
from the governance side: the pilot application of SNAI strategy has been called
“Resilient Madonie: laboratory of future” and aims at converging effort of citizens,
institutions, technicians and companies towards the goal of 100% energy production
from renewables, recovering the memory of using local sources for heating and
cooling. Energy transition, according to the SNAI vision, is detached from the political
choices and overcomes the cultural barriers and regulatory constraints, stimulating a
pro-active behaviour and activating a virtuous circle to be replicated in the food cycle,
waste cycle and so on, within a systemic view. Moreover, the institutional innovation
(expressed in the area through the model of Networked Cities) is crucial to launch a
new interconnected system of service management
from the business side: although 52% of energy production in the Madonie comes from
renewables, this result has not significantly improved the economic conditions of the
territory or produced saving in the energy bills, because it has been generated through
a concentration of big plants and a capital economy approach. The new way suggested
is the distributed generation which can provide benefits for the families and the
citizens. The concentration of investments in few hands can be avoided through
solutions such as the ‘participatory foundations’, where citizens and the union of
municipalities act as shareholders. The achievement in terms of energy saving is
directly related to the contribution of energy self-produced, with less waste and the
chance to reuse waste materials as fuel. Moreover, anybody can participate in the
foundation both through financing and services. The benefits are thus distributed in
the community and the citizens are no more passive recipients of political decisions,
but are active in the energy transition. The transition from ownership to service is
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-

-

supported by the social economy. In a financial economy, the introduction of
innovation is delayed until the results of fund raising. In a social economy, existing
resources are shared and their use is optimized.
from the citizens’ side: the cultural turn leads to replacing the externalization of
functions (administrators vs. citizens, producers vs. consumers, etc...) in the capital
economy with the internalization of functions (prosumers, Slow Food biodiversity
products and quality productions at risk of extinction, etc...) as a key to implement the
sustainability curve, recovering the memory of the past to build the future on and fully
exploiting endogenous resources
from the education side: the energy vision is coherent with the central role of the
school network in the SNAI strategy due to the commitment of young generations
through the enhancement of their creativity and the implementation of the labs and
workshops at school.

5.2.2 Workshop 2: visioning
The second workshop has been held on 3rd March 2017 in Petralia Sottana, in the Madonie
mountains, at EXMA, a local meeting space. The premises of the former Municipal
Slaughterhouse which hosted the meeting have become the site of Officine Creative Madonie
(EXMA), with micro-ateliers equipped to support prototype and production processes for startups and professionals operating in the field of energy, agriculture and food supply chain, digital
media and other areas with a high territorial impact. EXMA wants to be a place of reference of
the Madonie youth community, to catch new opportunities and new skills in order to generate
both economic and social value.
The workshop objective was to design a future scenario to be achieved using as leverage the
potential identified (in terms of governance, innovation, community resilience, efficient use of
resources, cooperation) and removing existing barriers, and to proceed to an inventory of
solutions and innovative activities and to the identification of priority interventions to be
launched.
25 stakeholders participated in the workshops (civil society: 2; companies: 8; research and
innovation: 5; policy: 10). Differently from the first workshop, the discussion about what needs
to be done to bring about the change, making use of potential leverages and overcoming
constraints, took place in small groups of about 5/7 people.
Theme 1: How to achieve the citizens’ engagement to a responsible behaviour in the energy
field (from economic incentives to relational benefits) and to co-design sustainable and
responsible local development, on an ongoing basis and in a systemic view?
Goal: Work plan for an awareness action and internalization of functions, to be carried out on a
territorial basis – Submission of a Living Lab proposal within the 11th Wave ENoLL
membership April 2017.
The discussion was focused on the central role of school and families who have hardly prompt
access to relevant knowledge. Environmental education particularly on energy saving and local
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energy sources is fundamental, both in the schools and at home. Sustainable energy habits and
behaviour should be developed to raise awareness. The school system can give a collective
voice to the territory and foster intergenerational knowledge exchange. Connections with
national and international networks can enrich the local green community, as well as the
availability of cost-effective technologies.
Human resources must be at the core of local development policies and human capital must be
enhanced at best. This means also to recover the memory of the past, in which energy was
produced locally. The school system should let the children and students work on that and,
starting from tradition, start an entrepreneurial discovery process (retro-innovation) to ensure
a future to the new generation.
The involvement should not be limited to sensitization, but refers to a makers’ approach to
students’ education as new digital craftsmen (in the energy sector, this could be translated into
‘do-it-yourself’ energy exhibits and small prototypes). The cultural outcome would be to train
students to become change actors and future operators of real applications from renewable
energy sources. An ‘energy manager’ or facilitator at school could facilitate the process.
Any attempt to keep track of the energy memory of the territory through a museum could be
matched with practical recommendations on sustainable energy behaviour at home and at
school (community engagement).
Theme 2: How to match effectiveness of innovation products and services with the social spillover effects in terms of quality of life improvement?
Goal: scale-up of niche innovation on broader territorial impact, new ideas for RRI projects
relevant to the area.
The discussion was focused on how the research and innovation system can set up an ongoing
dialogue and mutual flow of information and experiences with the local communities, in order
to produce innovative products and services which could effectively improve the quality of life
and respond to societal challenges.
In particular, RRI must be rooted in the territory, instead of top-down led, and take into account
economic, demographic, social and natural issues. During the team work, it has been outlined
that:
-

-

-

The set-up of a Living Lab at EXMA can design a roadmap and a working procedure for
local development actors to define a new knowledge value chain which empowers also
the production chain
The Living Lab, as a physical and virtual co-owned innovation hub, should bring about
both a cultural and ethical change of mind (sustainable development means to ensure
welfare and quality of life and equal distribution of resources) and the possibility to
carry out experimentation through its facilities
The energy/agro-food nexus is valuable to recover lost traditions in agricultural crops,
cost-effective and sustainable processing methods, waste reuse and energy production
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-

-

A closer connection between the school system and local companies can help the last
ones to find trained profiles who match the specialised labour demand
There is a huge unexploited potential in energy self-production through small-scale
distributed systems for domestic use (regenerative agriculture, high temperature
compost systems, permaculture); individual experiences could be shared as good
practices and linked with additional expertise requested for distance monitoring and
control of system operation
Mini hydroelectric power plants could exploit the water resources of the area (as the
major plant active until the 1960 and then closed allowed to)
Energy data collected in the past few years from the municipalities and from SOSVIMA
could help not only to map but also to quantify the renewable energy sources available
in the area (water, sun, wind, biomass)

Theme 3: Participatory governance and business models to maximise the local effects of energy
transition
Goal: identify the most appropriate business models for citizens’ shareholding (participatory
foundation, short networks and local supply chains, ESCO, social enterprises, sharing/circular
economy)
The discussion was focused both on business and governance models which could support
smart, inclusive and sustainable development of the area. The model of the ‘participatory
foundation’ has been analysed, with the following characteristics:
-

-

A unique operational model, where different entities (private/public, associations,
public boards) are well represented and actively involved in the design and operation
phase
A structure, which can be participated by founders, members, supporters, donors, who
bring in either capital funds, tangible or intangible assets such as their volunteer work
A public-private no profit body, with the legal status of a private law entity, where
public and private participants have their different roles fully acknowledged
A capital fund and a management fund to support the current operation of the
Foundation; the first one can be progressively increased as the Foundation has an open
structure

The role of the Foundation in the energy sector should be to support:
-

Integration of education, training and labour systems
Research and innovation particularly in the technology transfer to small- and mediumsized companies
Continuous training and lifelong learning
Community energy awareness and engagement
Access to inter-professional funds to increase employment
Implementation of the 100% renewable energy strategic vision
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-

Tutorship and technical assistance for the adoption of distributed energy generation
systems
Joint energy purchase groups
Sustainable mobility powered by self-produced energy

5.2.3 Workshop 3: project concept design
The third workshop, organized in the Madonie area, introduced the project concept to a
restricted audience,10 consisting of about 12 people including researchers, SOSVIMA
development agents and representatives from companies, policy and citizens, eliciting the codesign of the steps to be taken, the timeline, the resources needed, the risk analysis and
management, the communication initiatives. The Living Lab structure was debated on with
regard to:
-

its distinctive features
its multi-stakeholder partnership
its organization, management and governance
communication and open innovation for user engagement
appropriate facilities and infrastructure
expertise which is needed to be gathered
the sustainability of its business model
critical success factors and risks

The project, developed by the FoTRRIS competence cell and SO.SVI.MA. as the local
development agency, capitalizes on the results of other EU-funded projects and initiatives (STSMed, ZERO-PLUS, HABITATS), IT company-school network, social innovation organization
university local action group, municipalities association, business incubator, NGO. It uses the
Living Lab approach to establish MaLL – Madonie Living Lab as an overall methodological
framework to facilitate the participatory planning process, involve different groups of
stakeholders – citizens, administrators and local companies – in the co-creation and joint
development of platforms and services connected to glocal challenges and in the establishment
of a smart & green community.
MaLL was also meant as a territorial innovation hub in which all actors of the Inner Areas
Strategy would participate, a network of physical and virtual spaces for the development of
suitable solutions for glocal challenges, a link between the pillars of the sustainable rural
development strategy for Madonie area through demonstration and scale-up actions.
MaLL project objectives are:
-

to support local communities through participation in experimenting new approaches
to responsible research, innovation and entrepreneurship;

The third workshop was restricted to the facilitators of the process (innovators, local development agents and
researchers, supervised by local authorities) to formulate the roadmap of the Living Lab project (MaLL) to be
submitted to ENoLL European Network of Living Labs for an external acknowledgement, before going back to
the communities for the executive planning of its operation.
10
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-

to provide equipped spaces and facilities to allow competence and experience sharing;
to match the demand of local communities for strategic planning of sustainable
development, quality of life improvement and smart management of local resources.

International acknowledgement within the ENoLL (European Network of Living Labs) has been
asked for, in order to learn new methodologies for the growth of rural community through the
participation in integrated projects, to exchange good practice through contacts with
international organizations and associations, to search for mobility opportunities for students,
staff and professionals.
The process for the implementation of the MaLL project would include four main steps:
1. Vision at the political and administrative level and participation to maximise local
value creation, raising awareness and community empowerment
2. Knowledge and design thinking (analysis of data, promotion of idea-generation
initiatives)
3. Demonstration of appropriate technologies in relevant, open environments
4. Business models (attracting investors and partners, project financing and
crowdfunding, cross-sector engagement, co-ownership)
RRI would inspire innovation process design in MaLL to link the innovation topics to effective
local needs, to foster open consultation of stakeholders, to promote user-driven ideageneration supported by an open innovation platform, to set up dedicated innovation labs to
accelerate solution development and validation by final users. Visibility and communication
will be crucial: a story-telling process that keeps the memory of lessons learnt from success and
failure will be devised and realized.
5.2.4 Outreach workshop
On the 8th of September 2017 the Italian (Sicilian) 6 hours Outreach Workshop was organised.
It was moderated by Transition Experiment’s (TE) facilitator Mr. Fabio Montagnino with a
support of the Competence Cell members. The overall aim of the workshop was to disseminate
information of the CO-RRI TE in Italy and to receive external feedback of the process, results
and impact. Additionally, this workshop helped to create local network of actors of the
Quadruple Helix model for the innovation’s creation based on sharing of knowledge and
transfer of know-how. The strategic aim of the workshop was to create alliances and gain
support for Co-RRI discussing potential role and development of it on local (national) level.
Participants of the OW were selected from the contacts databases: the external group of
stakeholders (representatives of Higher Education and Research organisations, process
experts, local authorities, citizens), TE members, from the pull of the experts (who were
interviewed for the WP1). More than 35 potential participants were invited and in total 27
participants from all stakeholders’ groups took part in this local event.
The meeting started with the presentation of participants and their personal understanding of
the ‘’Responsibility’’ in the frames of the R&I process. After, the concept of the competence cell
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was introduced, presenting Sicilian model and a vision of its functionality in the future was
drafted, after the lunch all participants were asked to present their vision on strategic and
operative canvas for the CC. Insights how to promote CO—RRI on local/national level were
discussed.
Additionally: (1) other TEs (from Austria, Flanders, Hungary, Spain) were presented to the
participants briefly, aiming to show how the CO-RRI can be approached/used differently in
other spheres of research and in the frames of the other social/cultural/economic/other
factors; and (2) FoTRRIS collaborative platform was introduced to support possible p2p actions
in a future.
The Participants of the Outreach Workshop also discussed the impact created by the TA and TE
on local community and region. According to them, these are the key aspects:
-

-

-

-

-

The FoTRRIS concept helped to map and reflect on structural characteristics of local
system (economic, political, social, cultural), it means that new transdisciplinary
capacities (human skills / competences) will stay in community and will be transferred
to other activities.
The TE fostered development of the local governance, as a result the roots of micro
dynamics of the democracy can be visibly better, target groups and their needs can be
identified more significantly.
Moreover, the TE helped to support ownership feeling in community through active
involvement in of key actors and feed the creation of a vision of participative
citizenship. An outcome is a recognition of citizens’’ knowledge and their contribution alternative ways of policy making in regions.
R&I, politicians, business and other actors feel indicate that the MLL is a tool to be
more sensitive to the territory and promote its growth in the region.
Appearance of intermediate body / facilitator for CO-RRI practices and coordination of
such activities has a strong impact on local development, as R&I transdisciplinary is
something that is still missed in local areas.
Definitely, such an experiment has showed that the region has full potential to support
and promote several priorities of the ERAR in Italy (creation of more effective national
research systems; understand sectors where Gender equality gap exists and foster
gender mainstreaming in research; to fill scientific knowledge by circulation and
transfer of citizens’ knowledge).

5.3 Workshop process
5.3.1 Preparation process
Preparatory activities (preliminary to the implementation of the transition experiment) were
made by the CESIE staff in cooperation with the facilitator, ARCA and the local development
agency (SOSVIMA). The MISC framework was analysed and adopted from the target group, the
agenda of the meetings was prepared, reflection methods to evaluate all workshops were
selected, an explanatory note about the FoTRRIS and RRI was prepared, a list of participants
finalised and participants were contacted. For the first workshop, all participants filled in a
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registration form in advance and sent it to the organisers. In the invitation, a short explanatory
note on the FOTRRIS project and its goals was included, as well as the RRI approach and the
plan of the three and outreach workshops, customized on the theme of energy transition.
5.3.1.1 Defining the systems goal
The goal setting concerned how to catalyse the contribution of formal and informal innovators
to foster energy transition and ensure a better quality of life in the rural areas, while reducing
the consumption of natural resources and the big capital investments. The system goal was
defined as the need to guarantee access for all residents to clean energy with a sustainable,
inclusive and economically profitable approach.
5.3.1.2 Selecting and inviting TE participants
Participants have been invited by e-mail and phone 15 days before the workshop, being
selected among the participants in the consultation round tables for the co-design of the
National Strategy for Inner Areas applied to the Madonie district (in the North of Sicilian
Region) and a list of the potential stakeholders.
5.3.1.3 Selecting and inviting competence cell members
The competence cell was initially established from CESIE (FoTRRIS project partner) and ARCA.
CESIE is non-governmental organization represented by implementation of transdisciplinary
activities. The ARCA Consortium was chosen due to its activity profile (one of the core working
sectors of the organisation is an energy sector) and rich business ecosystem (start-ups, coworking spaces, events – all this represent a good collaborative base for transition
experiments). ARCA is a consortium for the application of research and the creation of
innovative enterprises, which has been active since 2003 and has exploited a partnership
between the University of Palermo and a private entrepreneurial group committed to industrial
research and technological transfer. The competence cell was strongly supported by SO.SVI.MA.
local development agency, active in the pilot territory. Furtheremore, transdiciplinarity,
knowledge of the sector, representatives from the community guaranteed the efficiency of the
Competence Cell’s work.
5.3.1.4 Web-based platform used
The competence cell members got familiar with FoTRRIS project platform, which was not in full
operation at the start of the transition experiment process (due to strong F2F cooperation
approach in the group and preferences), but was soon enriched from contributions of EU
partners. Guidelines for the use of the platform were shared and it is proposed as a cooperation
platform for all interested stakeholders.
5.3.2 Post-workshop process
5.3.2.1 Outputs and outcomes
The choice to host the 2nd workshop in the inner area where the action is being piloted was
winning as it showed that the energy vision conveyed through the workshops is rooted in the
communities.
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The choice to keep the two meetings as open as possible to facilitate circulation of experiences
and ideas and co-creation of contents enriched the discussion in focusing at a good extent on
the expected result and in following the MISC methodology.
The group work facilitated a democratic approach with a full overview of the different
perspectives and opinions, none the less it would need to be quite structured to get it useful to
wrap up conclusions which could be functional to the next step.
The vision of the transition arena has been conceived within a systemic approach to energy
transition for the area and this helped to identify and implement follow-up steps for further
development of each innovative solution, method or model identified.
Further to the consultation and co-design process of the first three workshops, the programme
of the outreach workshop was drawn up from the competence cell, with the aim to:
-

set up strategic alliances to ensure a consistent and responsible answer to glocal
challenges;
spread out the effects of experimentation carried out in the pilot territories;
receive an external and independent evaluation to the work done;
enlarge the debate on the barriers of the system, the challenges, the opportunities and
leverages to lead the analysis carried out to a mature step and consolidate it;
assess how to mainstream participatory RRI methodologies in the local, regional and
national research policies;
receive the contribution from participants on how to promote the RRI approach within
the research and innovation system at local and national level.

The Madonie Living Lab project concept was presented to the European Network of Living Labs
and Open Living Lab Days 2017 in Krakow (Poland), creating more sustainable links with not
national initiatives and exchange practices.
5.3.2.2 Communication and outreach plans
The MaLL communication strategy is being promoted through a blended approach making use
of different channels, according to different targets (citizens, students, companies,
administrators, professionals, researchers, investors), namely: social media, videos,
advertising, web info, round tables, rural innovation festivals and exhibitions.
A story-telling process is going to be implemented to gather the most relevant topics and facts
emerging from the LL activity. The story-telling is chosen due to a simple adaptation and use
for sharing and interpreting experience and promotion of citizen’s role active role in local
development. CESIE will promote the MaLL through the transnational meetings and actions,
which are targeting stakeholders’ engagement into R&I actions / empowerment of local
community / sustainable development of a territory.
The starting point of the communication and outreach plan was the FoTRRIS outreach
workshop in Palermo, organised in September 2017.
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5.3.2.3 Signs of and plan for continuity
Recommendations for future actions after the Outreach workshop include to envisage two
levels of consultation, planning and co-design, open in parallel and interacting with each other
(open consultation with a broader audience and in-depth analysis of the outcomes of plenary
discussions in a restricted ‘think tank’ group, plus specific/sectoral working groups in parallel
providing technical contributions to the collective discussion).
The use of the results of the early phase in the formulation of a project idea, inspired from the
Living Lab approach, is the proof of the effectiveness of the work carried on.
The submission of the MaLL proposal to the European Network of Living Labs and the
acknowledgement received are the sign of a long-term vision to be implemented through the
participation of all the stakeholders in the territory.
5.3.2.4 Web-based platform used
As it was mentioned before the FoTRRIS platform was used partly for the development of the
co-RRI project idea. Information before and after workshops was shared via email by the
Competence Cell members and facilitators. Few interactions have been registered so far (lists
of participants, agendas, summary of meetings, public abstract, the presentation of the concept
of MaLL as an energy transition project has been uploaded on the FoTRRIS platform).
Due to the nature of our transition arena, which was based on involvement and participation of
active local actors, who know each other and are used to work together inviting other
stakeholders due to their professional profile, the full potential of platform was not used,
however it is a great source for a communication and repository of material creating common
project ideas.
It is planned that the platform will be used by the local Competence Cell members in a future,
so it will become a main communication and repository tools for the Competence Cell’s co-RRI
projects in a future.

5.4 Learning and adaption during the process
In the view of a smart & green community, the Strategy for Inner Areas in its pilot application
to Madonie is going to use co-RRI as a methodological framework leverage to facilitate the
process of participatory planning and to experiment and consolidate the involvement of
citizens, administrators and companies in co-design of platforms and services for clean energy
and, more generally, for sustainable and inclusive development. It will represent a smart
observatory of citizens with reference to the realization of advanced systems of analysis and
processing of energy data at a territorial scale for governance support, as well as to the proactive participation of civil society in the protection of land and reduced consumption of
resources.
The Madonie Living Lab project will support experimentation and demonstration through
scientific and educational exhibits and pilot systems in the energy sector, facilitating
entrepreneurial paths and participatory business models. It will use equipped facilities and
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meeting places to facilitate exchange of expertise among people and specialized expertise to
support executive design and planning and community engagement.
The main innovation hub at EXMA will interact with the individual thematic
‘FabLab@schools,11 carrying out experimentation in the school network, promoting
digitalization in traditional productive activities and handicraft and realizing technological
exhibits to be up-scaled in municipal buildings.
The Madonie Living Lab will facilitate the definition of the strategic vision of the territory
stepping forward 100% renewable energy through a process of social innovation and
benchmarking with case studies of European / international level. An awareness campaign will
be addressed to young generations, aimed at increasing a clean energy culture inspired from
pioneering initiatives on the European / international level; transformative processes of
projects / ideas into objects / real services will be enhanced, creating new opportunities for
business and employment.
The Madonie Living Lab will also provide policy makers with decision-making support tools to
mainstream innovative solutions for energy self-standing territories, tailored on the analysis
and processing of territorial energy data.
The school network will implement the Madonie Living Lab vision of green communities,
fostering creativity and civic sense for a new ownership of energy local resources, steering
investments for building efficiency, both at public and private scale, to appropriate
technological solutions, able to catalyze entrepreneurial development processes and generate
tangible economic spillover effects. It will give voice, too, to a story-telling which will keep
collective memory of the intangible heritage of energy history of the places and of old jobs
connected with energy sources. Thus, creativity will capitalize on the cultural roots of the sites
and will contribute to attractiveness of territory for tourism and new residents.
The co-RRI approach, coherently with the National Strategy for Inner Areas, will offer to local
communities in the Madonie, for the first time, the chance to address in a systemic way the
issues relating to green services, school and health, with the view of a sustainable and inclusive
growth, and to optimize the integration of the ordinary development policies for citizen’s
services, supported by national funds, with extraordinary actions, supported by EU structural
funds.
The participatory process, focused on listening to and interacting with relevant actors of the
territory, has allowed to build up and strengthen the networking processes of the territory, as
well as a holistic view of local development. Moreover, it has fostered operational strategies
This is an initiative carried out within a vocational upper secondary school in Palermo which set up its own
fablab with the active participation of students, teachers, technical and administrative staff and the support of
external advisors (ARCA staff among them). This provided to students’ facilities, equipment and tools, as well as
the technical assistance related, to develop their own business ideas and unlock their creativity by ‘making’
objects as a tangible output of their ideas. It is meant to extend the initiative also to the school network in the
Madonie area.
11
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oriented to the integration of productive chains and processes of community empowerment,
strengthening territorial identity, social cohesion and active protection of the common heritage.
Local sustainable development policies have been driven from the local communities, focusing
on the quality of life of the people and landscape management, recovering tradition and
exploiting territorial assets, the connection between work and income of the producers, the
value of ecosystem services for collective benefit.
Some of the following solutions to the territorial gaps were put forward:
-

-

-

-

-

recover local agricultural crops and support small producers and new practices of
regenerative agriculture
establish a direct connection between the use of energy from renewables with a
reduction in the energy bill costs for different kind of users (public institutions,
families, companies)
reinforce the governance structure at the intermunicipal level through a Union of
Municipalities in charge for managing core trans-local services
exploit the school network of Madonie to rationalize and integrate the training offer,
develop soft and cross-disciplinary skills related to the smart specialization of the
territory, overcome the digital divide in teaching, improve labs and non-formal
learning
highlight social innovation practices, such as the ‘back to land’ initiative for young
generations, and promote networks of young talents in different sectors, supporting
creativity and innovation
set up fablabs at school, as technical workshops for experimentation related to
scientific knowledge with a special focus on renewable energy
activate e-participation and open government digital networks for citizens
develop renewable energy local supply chains to experiment a sustainable energy
model to achieve the goal of 100% renewables within 10 years, covering the electricity
need of the communities through local sources
promote energy citizenship and ownership in consumption, production and
management through participatory distributed investments such as the RESCoop (local
cooperative networks of energy services)

The benefits for the local communities will be:
-

for young people: a creative community, a supportive place for idea generation,
business opportunities on local challenges
for professionals: attracting competences from urban areas to a “slow life”
environment
for companies: the potential of new clean technologies, availability of making labs and
pilots, contacts with the scientific community
for researchers: RRI methods and processes generating sustainable products and
services, early-stage validation of innovative solutions in operation
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-

for decision-makers: decision-making support systems, tailored solutions for resilient
rural areas, ongoing process of territorial data analysis and processing
for citizens: co-responsibility e co-ownership, awareness of the background and
implications for decisions taken, monitoring the impact of the choices made

Co-RRI has not only impacted on the design process, but has also affected the governance
model, which envisages: two options of membership (active member/external support),
admitted if coherent with the MaLL strategic agenda; contributions of members through
tangible or intangible assets to MaLL activities (human resources, facilities, data, services);
General Assembly of active members; Technical and Scientific Committee, with external
experts; interdisciplinary professional teams; an External Advisory Board for consultation and
strategic evaluation).
In spite of the efforts to ensure a gender balance at a good extent, this was not feasible because
of the limited number of women in the policy and governance levels and in the research
environment in the disciplinary field concerned. This is also related to the choice of a rural inner
area, where the gender gap in R&I can still be found.

Annex 5: Workshop 1-3
Workshop 1
Outline of WS1
The goal setting concerned how to catalyse the contribution of formal and informal innovators
to foster energy transition and ensure a better quality of life in the rural areas, while reducing
the consumption of natural resources and the big capital investments.
The system goal was defined as the need to guarantee access for all residents to clean energy
with a sustainable, inclusive and economically profitable approach.
The first workshop allowed also to map interesting experimental initiatives relevant to the
theme in the region, as well as constraints to prevent these initiatives from getting out of the
niche and scale up.
Facilitation
Taking into consideration the glocal challenge, the characteristics of local community and local
conditions (social/economic and political) it was decided to merge CESIE’s skills and
competences with the external facilitator (expert of the energy sector at local and European
level). Mr. Fabio Maria Montagnino was invited to join Transition Arena and support CESIE in
facilitation of transition experiment. He is graduated in Physics at the University of Palermo in
1991. He is currently the coordinator of research, innovation and international cooperation
activities in a business incubator. He regularly coordinates training activities and mentoring
services in the field of business creation and technological transfer. He holds 3 patents. Such
team created a productive and interactive working environment, as CESIE is an expert in nonformal education and facilitation of training/knowledge upgrading/cooperation activities,
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meantime Mr. Montagnino supported work by his practical experience in development of social
innovations, market analysis, networking with stakeholders.
As the first meeting has a general vision, it was organised using two methods. Introduction
started with the presentation of the Competence Cell members, participants, their interest to
take part in this experimentation, personal professional portfolio and portfolio as a citizen. First
part of the meeting was dedicated to a presentation of the project and MISC framework, it was
done using power point presentations. The second part aimed to introduce an approach of
mapping innovation on the sustainability curve. After all a collective problem-solving attitude
has been adopted, sharing knowledge about existing initiatives to optimise their use and
maximize their benefit. Although the participants belonged to different organisation types (i.e.
local SMEs, education, research, policy level) as well as to civil society, they formulated their
point of view without any previous specific classification, thus enhancing to share experiences
in the most profitable way. No necessary preparation for this workshop was needed. It was an
open talk discussion, everyone was free to share thoughts with all the group and the shift from
a policy approach to RRI to an operational perspective has been decisive to prepare the ground
for experimentation. Thus the outcomes of the first workshop allowed to step forward the
design of the future scenario by exploiting the potential identified, working in groups during
the second workshop.
Role of participants
There were 24 participants (3 F/21 M) from different types of organisations (NGO,
business/industry, University/Research, Policy, Citizens). The highest number of participants
was representing policy making group, due to the fact that the themes of the transition
experimental workshops were closely related to the strategic agenda which the public
authorities in the area are working on for the next planning period. These participants were
involved in a first - preparatory for the co-creation process – meeting and were asked to be
active and critical listeners. They presented their reflections verbally in a session of the round
table discussion. Such discussion went smoothly, as everyone agreed with the topic and all of
them has an equal right for participation.
Role of competence cell members
The competence cell members shared their roles and workshop was organized following such
logic:
-

CESIE in cooperation with the Facilitator prepared a list of potential participants,
which was fulfilled by the local development agency - SO.SVI.MA. team.
Invitations were sent by CESIE and the Facilitator and monitored the registration
processes, trying to ensure gender balance in the working group.
Preparation for the workshop (development working tools, presentations, facilitation,
follow up, etc.) was done by the mentioned team in group work. Meantime, ARCA
helped with the location, catering and necessary equipment, it ensured the
participation of relevant actors and stakeholders, introduced and facilitated the
discussion, wrapped up conclusions of the workshop and took care of the follow-up for
the next step.
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After the workshop the Competence Cell summarized the result of the meeting and prepared a
list of topics to discuss during the second workshop.
Summarizing, it is important to underline that such team should have transdisciplinary skills
and to be familiar with local actors and situation in which transition experiment should be
implemented. It is good to combine experiences such us sectoral skills and non-formal skills, as
it will guarantee that co-creation process is well structured and fulfilled by sectoral information
and organisational.
Interactions and deliberation
The first workshop allowed also to map with the participants interesting experimental
initiatives relevant to the theme, as well as constraints to prevent these initiatives from getting
out of the niche and scale up.
After an introduction to the theme and the presentation of participants, contributions to the codefinition of the system goal in the view of resilient energy communities in rural areas were
collected and the role of governance institutions and private actors highlighted. Lock-ins and
leverages in the system were identified to analyze what prevents the institutions from steering
effectively innovation processes and actors representing the niches from impacting on the
whole system. At the end, participants tried to devise how they could pool their resources and
skills to build up an ecosystem of solutions to local challenges.
Web-based platform used
CESIE as FoTRRIS project partner shortly introduced at the beginning of the 1st workshop the
project platform as a tool to provide information on the case studies and on the local transition
arena development. No further use of the platform at the first stage of the transition experiment
was planned, as facilitators became responsible for the follow up and sharing all info with the
participants via email. Email was chosen as fast communication tool between knowledge actors,
which informs an actor about receipt of new information as soon as it appears in inbox.
Workshop 2
Outline of WS2
The second workshop was held at EXMA. It is an innovation hub in a refurbished building,
located in Petralia Sottana (Madonie) that a private company has been authorized to manage
on behalf of the local municipality, hosting a creative and generative rural community. It
provides micro-ateliers equipped to support prototype and production processes for start-ups
and professionals operating in the field of energy, agriculture and food supply chain, digital
media and other areas with a high territorial impact. It offers opportunities especially to the
resident young people to create their job through the entrepreneurial discovery of possible
solutions for the community challenges in the prioritized fields of interest. EXMA will be the
main site of MaLL – Madonie Living Lab and should act as catalyser of social innovation
processes in the area.
The workshop objective was to design a future scenario to be achieved using as leverage the
potential identified (in terms of governance, innovation, community resilience, efficient use of
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resources, cooperation) and removing existing barriers, and to proceed to an inventory of
solutions and innovative activities and to the identification of priority interventions to be
launched.
Facilitation
Main facilitator of the workshop was Fabio Montagnino. During the group work, additional
moderators in the parallel sessions were invited (they are selected based on the existing
competence in the theme proposed for their sessions):
-

-

-

Stefania Zanna (ARCA) – Aurelio Coppola (SOSVIMA) for Theme 1: How to achieve the
citizens’ engagement to a responsible behaviour in the energy field (from economic
incentives to relational benefits) and to co-design sustainable and responsible local
development, on an ongoing basis and in a systemic view
Calogero Serporta (ISSIA-CNR) for Theme 2: How to match effectiveness of innovation
products and services with the social spill-over effects in terms of quality of life
improvement.
Alessandro Ficile (SOSVIMA) for Theme 3: Participatory governance and business
models to maximise the local effects of energy transition.

The second meeting started with the follow up results of the first workshop. Participants had
time to share their insights with all the group before starting parallel sessions based on the 3
themes described before. Participants were divided into three groups according to their
profiles. Moderators presented the topics/questions to the groups. After this, the participants
were asked to co-create and share the ideas between in the group’s members. Moderators were
responsible to moderate such ‘ideas sharing debates’ and to help the participants to describe
the main components of them, which are necessary to transfer these ideas into projects.
At a final session of the meeting dedicated to the presentations of the generated ideas,
moderators were responsible for such follow – ups, which were collected by the Facilitator.
Role of participants
25 stakeholders participated in the workshop (civil society: 2; companies: 8; research and
innovation: 5; policy: 10). Together with the invitation, a report from the 1st workshop was
sent to them. Participants were invited by e-mail and phone 10 days before the workshop, being
selected among the group who had attended the first workshop plus other local representatives
active in the innovation hub start-up.
The discussion about what needs to be done to bring about the change, making use of potential
leverages and overcoming constraints, took place in small groups of about 5/7 people. The
groups were created based on the competences of the participants and ensuring (approx. equal)
participation of each stakeholder representative in the groups. These participated contributed
to the workshop by sharing their knowledge and visioning of future perspectives of the local
area in Sicily and at national level through the brainstorming exercises. The role of the
participants can be characterized by: readiness for cooperation in trans sectoral group,
openness for diverse ideas, active participation in co-creation of ideas, support in generation of
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follow up activities, investment of personal time in such activity, etc. Accepting invitation to this
arena, participants accepted a role of the participant, who is involved in a multi-stakeholder
innovation creation and citizen-centred design process.
Role of competence cell members
The competence cell members (CESIE, the Facilitator with the support of SO.SVI.MA. team)
guided and facilitated the discussion in the working groups and helped to draw up conclusions
from the findings presented by the moderators. They had also a crucial role in linking the
progress of the discussion with the priorities outlined in the Strategy for the Inner Areas
approved by the National Agency for Territorial Cohesion, this linking was organised after the
workshop evaluating developed ideas and potential to present them as project ideas for
upcoming call in the frames of different EU programmes. Such evaluation was done using round
table discussion.
Interactions and deliberation
Participants co-created their ideas in three groups, these groups had one specific question to
discuss:
1. How to achieve the citizens’ engagement to a responsible behaviour in the energy
field (from economic incentives to relational benefits) and to co-design sustainable
and responsible local development, on an ongoing basis and in a systemic view
2. How to match effectiveness of innovation products and services with the social
spill-over effects in terms of quality of life improvement.
3. Participatory governance and business models to maximise the local effects of
energy transition
The moderators introduced the theme within each group. The findings from the discussion
were reported in plenary by the moderators, collected and analysed for future actions by the
Competence Cell members.
Web-based platform used
The use of FoTRRIS platform was limited to the competence cell members due to the reasons
explained before. The platform was used to plan the meeting, to update the list of contacts and
share outcome of the first meetings.
Workshop 3
Outline of WS3
The third workshop, organised in the Madonie area at EXMA on April 27, aimed to introduce
the concept of the MaLL Madonie Living Lab project to a restricted audience, consisting of about
12 people including researchers, SOSVIMA development agents and representatives from
companies, policy and citizens, eliciting the co-design of the steps to be taken, the timeline, the
resources needed, the risk analysis and management, the communication initiatives.
The goal of the workshop was to develop the co-design of MaLL project and in particular to
analyze the action plan for the activities of the startup phase, its synergies with the Inner Areas
Strategy, its sustainability model and its governance, as well as opportunities for further
development. Furthermore, it was partly devoted to plan the structure of the final outreach
workshop in Palermo.
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Facilitation
All participants worked in one team. The meeting started with the presentation of the follow
up of the previous co-creation of ideas workshop. As the aim of such transition experiment
according to the FoTRRIS project methodology was to develop a project idea, the facilitator was
responsible to find suitable EU calls for the project idea developed by the local community
(participants of the transition experiment) and presentation of the follow – up results after the
second workshop. Moreover, he was leading the workshop by giving a key questions, which
were linked to the project proposal development, collecting information from the participants,
summarizing it. As a facilitation method the round table discussion was chosen as it is suitable
one, due to the characteristics which suits for the work in a small group.
Role of participants
Invited participants had taken part in the previous workshops, mainly representing the
research and policy group working on the design phase of the MaLL project, focused on the
energy vision of the area and the tools to implement it, plus one representative from each of the
organizations who would provide external support to the project idea. All of them were active
listeners and planners of the Lab’s project stages. ‘Rain of thoughts’ was moderated the
facilitator and key finding were discussed by all participants and agreed to use in the
application.
Role of competence cell members
The competence cell members guided and facilitated the discussion according to a structure
which could be compared to a focus group meeting. They distributed tasks both in the future
governance and operational model of the MaLL and in the organization of the last outreach
workshop within FoTRRIS. The main role of the competence cell was to make the ideas of the
participants adaptable to the ‘project writing terminology’ and present the follow up (the
project concept) to the participants and the Call - European Network of Living Labs.
It is important to underline, that sometimes local communities miss project development skills
and knowledge of the EU funding programmes. This is why it is important to have such
competence in the Cell, as such person can help to structure the ‘body’ for the co-created ideas
and to give a sustainability for the project idea created.
Interactions and deliberation
The invited participants have had access to the first draft of the project idea, which has been
submitted for acknowledgement under the European Network of Living labs on April 21. The
participation was active and lively and constructive with regard to the purpose of the meeting.
It is worth to note that invited participants felt their personal responsibility for the local
community and this helped to elaborate common solutions based on their knowledge, skills and
future visions.
Web-based platform used
The platform was started to be used actively by members of the competence cell, enlarged to
SO.SVI.MA, to encourage exchange and co-creation on local level. The platform provides a list
of contact and developed project idea, so everyone interested has an open access to it and can
present future ideas for the co-development.
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6. Spanish report on Refugee co-RRI transition experiments12
6.1 General summary
The three RRI workshops on refugees used the quadruple helix approach (also called multistakeholder focus, including civil society, academy, business and policy makers) when
designing the TE participant lists, with the intention to foster the participation of refugees, civil
society members and organizations, as well as private companies, as these groups are often
ignored when designing projects incubated within the academy. Gender balance was taken into
account and even positive discrimination towards female participation was done. The goal was
to collectively design a refugee R&I project, including both research and innovation actions,
with the aim to respond to a potential project call at European level, once new calls for 2018
would be published. This is why the core competence cell from UCM decided to make the
workshops international, with the participation of stakeholders and civil society members from
France, Bulgaria, Italy, Turkey, Venezuela, Syria, Honduras, Switzerland, Hungary and Spain.
The goal responds to one of the most emergent societal challenge faced by today's society, in a
moment when we have the largest number of refugees since World War II, more than 50 million
of persons and figures daily increasing. The challenge of migration has become a key issue in
European policies and both pan-European and national authorities have failed to give asylum
and guarantee the basic human rights for millions of persons escaping from war and conflict
areas, mainly from Syria and South Sudan (May 2017). Research of the main causes as well as
innovative solutions, simulating the effective and positive measures taken by civil society
organizations are urgently needed in order to get efficient responses of European and national
refugee administrations. The migration is a global challenge in the agenda of UNHCR, IMO and
a large number of refugee aid organizations as well as one of the most urgent societal challenges
for European horizon project calls, to be published in brief. RRI is a cross-cutting issue in
Horizon 2020, so it perfectly adjusts to finding solutions and designing projects related with
the challenge of migration.
Local solutions for global problems are needed in terms of the refugee crisis, as the social
realities and asylum processes are diverse in different European countries. Representatives
from several countries offered a local point of view for the global challenge of migration and
refugee crisis.

6.2 Workshop content
6.2.1 Workshop 1: systems mapping
The objective of the international workshop 1-2 was to collectively develop a research and
innovation project proposal related with migration/refugees, using the principles of
Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI). The core idea was to benefit from the
methodological synergies created by a previous H2020 research project titled FoTRRIS

12

Susana Bautista, Tamara Bueno, Rubén Fuentes, Noelia García, Liisa Hanninen, and Juan Pavón (UCM)
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(http://fotrris-h2020.eu/), using the present experiment (workshop) as a tool and a kick-off action
for planning a new international project proposal.
Both workshops 1 and 2 were celebrated on 13th December 2016, the first one before lunch in
a morning session and the second one as continuity, in an afternoon session. In workshop 1, we
created a system map for an international Refugee R&I project, including the following mission
statement or system goal: Strengthen cooperation (European Union) between countries of
origin and transit; exploring the root causes of the refugee problem and the potential of
migration as a driving force for development.
Afterwards, a concept map of realities was designed using individual proposals and creative
couples (get up and go exercise) where the participants offered different ideas for R&I. The
concept map is visualized in Annex 6.2. Also, leverages and barriers were discovered when
using these individual or couple dynamics to foster creativity, including the following:
-

-

Leverages: opportunities for a common base of understanding across European
countries offered by RRI working strategy, urgency to find solution and the good
practices of civil society that can serve as benchmarking for global activities.
Barriers: Contradictory political and economic drivers, xenophobic reactions, extreme
and intolerant nationalist movements, lack of finance, lack of historical memory, scarce
will to change things, self-centred state of mind, migration bureaucracy, border
restrictions, etc.

The curve of sustainability was adjusted to the refugee case using the following schema:
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In this case, economic drivers and the requirement of efficiency (economic growth) are in
counter position with the social sustainability and resilient solutions necessary for solving the
global refugee crisis.
Explaining MISC using the “sustainability curve” helped workshop participants to see how all
the societal actors are interconnected, and that finding more sustainable solutions requires a
more resilient approach, not merely based on efficiency. Nevertheless, quitting the regime point
of view is not possible, but a general paradigm change is needed. Though innovations take place
at different levels in the system (from niches to regimes), to make things/change happen it is
necessary to see ways of up-scaling bottom-up innovations (niche innovation). Related to the
main issue of our workshops, migration/refugee crisis, it was interesting to see how grassroots
initiatives (civil society initiatives) had a strong presence and were largely discussed, even by
institutional/research actors. These can be observed in Annex 6.2.
6.2.2 Workshop 2: visioning
In workshop 2, the working team had the task of visioning solutions towards a collective project
proposal. The desired future in terms of the migration issue is a more welcoming and tolerant
European society, a better understanding of the reasons of migration and accepting
“otherness.” This necessarily translates to an easier process for asylum seekers and a much
larger number of refugees accepted by European countries, as well as improved integration
policies.
Small work groups (we called them “partner teams”) were set and produced 5 different project
proposals, reducing the large number of individual/couples' ideas from workshop 1. These
creative multi-stakeholder teams offered the following project concepts and action plans:
-

-

Team I: Creation of a database. Considering socioeconomic variables (work,
production and survival system), demographic and cultural variables (education,
gender, religion…) of asylum seekers in countries of origin, transit, and destination.
Other variables can be added: natural disasters, armed conflicts, political instability.
Crossing variables and datasets with the different groups of migrants and the policies
of countries of origin, transit, and destination. The aim is designing and managing
better the global migratory policies. Discover the safer countries for transit and
destination.
Team II: Operative proceedings adapted to the situation of refugees. Applicable in
refugee camps, countries of origin, transit, and destination. 2 years plan: During the
first year, interdisciplinary working groups will be created. The will create the
"concept map of realities". Participatory observation and reflect on refugees' situations
to feed the conceptual map. Those who work operationally in the field will observe and
researches will reflect. From 12th to 21st month, the interdisciplinary working groups
will be formed by executive groups, reflective groups, and refugee groups. During the
last months, conclusions will be made based on the results of these operative
proceedings.
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-

-

-

Team III: Creating art and audio-visual workshops to achieve integration in society by
means of art. An itinerant project of educational activities where users will develop the
expressions of their feelings and the sensibility. Change the situation, image and
opinion of refugees with the aid of local people.
Team IV: Consider the benefits of immigration in the destination context as the focal
point. Civil society will develop an online platform where migration will be seen as a
driving force for development. Different activities will be put into practices to achieve
that: in-depth interviews to sectors and evaluation of the social impact, showing a
documentary film about refugees' situation.
Team V: A research based in refugees' life stories in Turkey. This proposal implies
serious obstacles and internal barriers such as bureaucracy, the political system and
the difficulty of obtaining information. Furthermore, all information should be
favourable for the Turkish government.

With this workshop a network was created to obtain collaboration and initiatives to foster good
practices for the asylum seekers including the perspectives of the different contexts, to analyse
the real situation of refugees and the problems of the internal system. Part of the network has
already set up meetings and will share communications at conferences, for example in the
forthcoming ECREA Migrations and Media Conference in Bilbao, on November 2-3, 2017. Also,
Erasmus interchanges for lecturers and researchers will be used to settle meetings between
participating universities and organizations, in Helsinki, Palermo and Madrid, for example.
6.2.3 Workshop 3: project concept design
As seen before, the objective of the series of international RRI on refugees workshops our team
has organized during Winter 2016 and Spring 2017 was to collectively develop a H2020
research and innovation project proposal related with migration/refugees, using the principles
of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI). The core idea was to benefit from the
methodological synergies created by a previous H2020 research project titled FoTRRIS
(http://fotrris-h2020.eu/) and use system thinking as a guideline for collective work, with the
intention of listening to all societal actors.
The first two workshops, organized 13th December 2016 served as kick-off actions for starting
to plan a project idea. In the first one, we developed a system mapping for a potential
international refugee R&I project proposal: we defined the challenge, set goals and approached
the context of refugees. In the second part, we were visioning solutions: we shared diverse ideas
from all workshop participants and then picked the most interesting ones for further
development, making an inventory of the best R&I ideas for a future project proposal.
In our April workshop, the participants were invited to take part and work in a specific refugee
project proposal adjusted to the requirements of the new Horizon 2020 R&I calls for 2018,
expected to be published in late 2017, early 2018. The collaborative work team selected two of
the orientations marked in the "scoping paper" (provisional plan) of European Commission
marked in the field of Migration and Refugee Crisis and defined a project concept as well as
further designed a research and innovation plan to be presented in the next H2020 call. The
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ideas generated in the two previous workshops will be used as a starting point for making
applications for the forthcoming project calls.
Working on two different issues: refugee narrative on todays' media and refugees' inclusion on
urban regions, a list of objectives was offered. On the one hand, the premises of 'better
formation and access to information throughout the media of the receiving countries' and 'an
adaptation of their narratives as identifying and positive impacting platforms for these
vulnerable groups' were selected for this first topic. On the other hand, the main interest of the
second subject was 'to work on refugees' independence and, consequently, self-esteem'; while
secondarily, a) focusing with singular attention on gender perspective, b) establishing good and
bad practices while setting comparative frameworks and c) creating a network of stakeholders.
As a conclusion, it was determined as primary goals to effectively adapt media narratives and
structures according to refugees' reality and to give refugees' the recognition needed to
facilitate being understood and integrated in the receiving societies. Some of the most notable
evaluation and communication actions proposed to complement the project were: developing
direct and indirect refugees' studies (surveys or focus group techniques, along methodical or
legal matters), and using social media and innovative communication formats as main tools of
content creation and raising social awareness.

6.3 Workshop process
6.3.1 Preparation process
6.3.1.1 Defining the systems goal
In the planning session, competence cell members from UCM decided to duplicate the
experiment and make two series of RRI workshops, one with reference to disabled women and
the other, referring to refugees, due to expertise and interests of the problem owner team.
When it comes to the RRI on refugees workshops, the team decided to set the system goal as
visioning a forthcoming European project call: to collectively design a refugee research and
innovation project, using the principles of RRI and listening to all societal actors participating
in the workshop.
6.3.1.2 Selecting and inviting TE participants
The transition experiment members were selected using the competence cell members former
professional contacts due the previous research and innovation activities developed by them.
In the specific case of refugees and asylum seekers, some personal contacts were provided by
NGOs and Complutense University. Inter-disciplinary and inter-sectorial audience, in order to
get a diversity of perspectives on the refugees. 32 people were invited from different countries
such as Syria, Honduras, Turkey, France, Spain, Hungary, Italy, Switzerland and Finland. Finally,
there was an average of 20 participants per workshop. The workshop hosted refugees from
different fields (including a blue-collar worker, a university student and a journalist);
researchers from the field of sociology, communications science and computer science, from
Spanish, Italian, Hungarian, Finnish and Turkish universities and research institutes; UNHCR
representatives, NGO representatives, a Madrid City hall representative, a judge from France,
an artist and a video producer.
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6.3.1.3 Selecting and inviting competence cell members
For the three RRI workshops on refugees we have used our multidisciplinary team of
researchers from UCM to achieve a working group like competence cell, as many of them had
professional experience in asylum, gender, human rights, new technologies and
communication. This was the first time the group ever got to work together.
6.3.1.4 Web-based platform used
We have successfully used the FoTRRIS web-platform to control the list of participants and
different aspects of logistics (like material) and organize presentations and dynamics.
6.3.2 Post-workshop process
6.3.2.1 Outputs and outcomes
After these workshops, we have obtained a deeper perspective of refugees' and asylum seekers'
actual necessities and main problems. As this has been a transition experiment, we will
continue with this R&I topic and human collective to develop a Refugee research and innovation
project based on RRI principles. Part of the network created at the workshop will (most likely)
start to work on a shared project application end of 2017 and, naturally, all participants of the
workshop will be invited to take part as part in the consortium or in the advisory board.
6.3.2.2 Communication and outreach plans
Part of the results will be shared with the academia during the ECREA Diaspora, Migration &
the Media conference “Migration and communication flows: rethinking borders, conflict and
identity through the digital” under the title “Responsible Action Research: Co-defining Solutions
to Forced Migration and Communication Flows” (2 and 3 November 2017). More information
about the call available at http://www.koenleurs.net/2017/02/call-for-papers-ecrea-diaspora.html
6.3.2.3 Signs of and plan for continuity
Considering the interest of the competence cell and part of the participants from several
European countries, the resulting network plans to apply for a new Horizon 2020 call related
to migratory flows. Our attendance to ECREA conference will allow us to enlarge the network
for the new Horizon 2020 call in 2018.
6.3.2.4 Web-based platform used
The platform will be used as previous workshops for the preparation of the Outreach workshop
and to gather the main conclusions of the meeting, as well as a tool for saving all the preparatory
and resulting FoTRRIS documents applied to this transition experiment, to communicate with
the rest of the network and to prepare the next Horizon 2020 call.

6.4 Learning and adaption during the process
Paths for solutions were nearly as varied as participants, as the issue was approached from
diverse perspectives and maybe none of them would even pretend to solve the situation on its
own, but summing up and adjusting, and regime permitting (requires a paradigm change),
niche innovations would help to make the system more sustainable. The regime (EU, national
legislations, migration authorities, etc.) not only hinders the upscaling of niche innovations (of
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activists, collaborative citizens, NGOS, alternative political movements, etc.), but can also make
problems worse, generating "externalities" in its' blindness to see and use a holistic paradigm
when looking for solutions to the grand challenges of our times. We explained this by using
images of how everything on planet is interconnected and you cannot separate social
sustainability from environmental sustainability, a prove of this being "climate refugees". A
good example how opening a more holistic and collaborative point of view to a global challenge
can help to open lock-ins was actually seen in the Project "call" that we used to define the
objectives and main guidelines.
The MISC methodology was useful as it permitted us to explore a large number of different
approaches and ideas, listening to diverse stakeholders at the very early stage of project
planning. This is a totally different approach to problem solving and project design, based on
the collaborative ideas of RRI, that offers a holistic way of analysing things using the idea of
mapping. Permitting citizens, academy, companies, artists, administration, e.g. take part in the
design of a project concept is not often used in R&I, even if they are often listened to once plans
are already made.
We used simplified language for explaining the system thinking approach, and approached the
methodology indirectly, not explaining all the theory behind, but applying the principles to our
working method during the workshop. For example, we discussed and explored diverse action
options for desired outcomes or goals (to find solutions for the refugee crisis) and saw how
growth/economic efficiency as a driver for many European governments makes these goals
difficult to reach…instead of defining them as "balancing and reinforcing feedback loops".
Otherwise, we found no special difficulties in terms of the vocabulary related with RRI, as we
used a more common vocabulary for complex terms.
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Annex 6.1: Workshop 1-3, Case 1: Refugees
Workshop 1
Outline of WS1
Program for Workshop 1: SYSTEM MAPPING FOR AN INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE R&I
PROJECT
10-11.30 THE CHALLENGE OF MIGRATION, FRAMEWORK AND GOALS





Role play to get to know the team. Presentation of team members.
Introduction to Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI): FoTRRIS project work
principles.
RRI as a framework for refugee studies. How to implement RRI to a H2020
Research and innovation project application?
Presentation of H2020 call: ENG-GLOBALLY-03-2017: The European Union and
the global challenge of migration.

11.30-12.00 Coffee break
12:30-13.30 WORK STRATEGIES & CORE IDEAS FROM DIVERSE STAKEHOLDERS, CODEFINING A PROJECT SYSTEM MAP



Get up and go: Brainstorming for specifying the project goals and introducing
new refugee project ideas. Individual proposals.
Collective feedback on ideas: Mapping of proposals, problems and opportunities.

13.30-14.30 Lunch
Facilitation
The workshop was performed in a large meeting room at the Faculty of Computer Science,
Complutense University of Madrid, on 13th December 2016, from 10 to 14:30 (lunch included).
This room has a large round table, and four separate tables, so it was possible to perform group
dynamics. There was support for multimedia presentation, whiteboard, and material for
brainstorming.
We considered celebrating this workshop in our Faculty because we have a spacious and
adequate space to get people together, that fosters creativity and discussing the topic with the
different stakeholders. UCM team member acted as facilitators, using different techniques to
foster the teams' creativity. "Get up and go" was a brainstorming exercise, carried out
individually or in couples, that consists writing keywords of ideas on post-its and then reading
them out and sticking them to a whiteboard or canvas. As participants are forced to move
around, this relaxes the atmosphere. Collective feedback was used to map ideas together. All
UCM team members actively fostered interaction between the participants and helped
facilitators in their tasks.
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Role of participants
All the attendants (representing the quadruple helix) participated in all the dynamics that were
carried out during the workshop.
Role of competence cell members
Juan, Liisa and Susana, members of UCM-team, were the facilitators of the workshops to present
the project, our topic and some dynamics carried out during the workshop, and Tamara, also
part of the UCM team, carried out an ice-breaker exercise at the beginning of the workshop.
Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
A progressive step to step process was established for the workshops 1 and 2. In the first
workshop, a large number of ideas and proposals were produced using individual and small
team brainstorming, giving as a result a project system map, whereas these ideas were reduced
and turned into a specific project proposal during the second workshop (as described later).
After the icebreaker role play and project & task description at the beginning of the workshop,
our idea was to develop ideas individually, but some participants preferred to work in couples
instead. They wrote down their ideas on several post-its, stood up and shared their ideas
sticking the post-its to a white board. After, we used collective discussion about the proposals
to add different perspectives and, finally, all the participants provided individual inputs to
promote a more effective settling. This way, the team produced a system map of proposals,
problems and opportunities related with the issue of refugees and migration.
Web-based platform used
The FoTRRIS web-based platform was used to assist the coordination of the preparatory
information, prior to the workshop, including invitation lists, budget and programme.
Workshop 2
Outline of WS2
PART 2: VISIONING SOLUTIONS: TOWARDS A COLLETIVE PROJECT PROPOSAL
14.30-16.30 INVENTORY OF BEST R&I IDEAS FOR FUTURE REFUGEE PROJECTS



Collective decision on the most original and effective proposals of part 1.
Brainstorming using creative couples to develop the best working ideas.

16.30-17.30 Coffee break
17:30-19:00 INVENTORY OF BEST R&I IDEAS FOR FUTURE PROJECT PROPOSALS



Collective feedback on best working ideas and mapping a core refugee R&I
project.
Discussion on constructing partnerships and alliances for other future
collaborations. Reinforcing networks.
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Facilitation
Workshop 2 was performed in the same facility as workshop 1: in a large meeting room at the
Faculty of Computer Science, Complutense University of Madrid, on 13th December 2016, and
it was the continuation of the WS 1 morning session, celebrated from 15:00 to 19:00.
Role of participants
All the attendants (representing the quadruple helix) participated in all the dynamics that were
carried out during the workshop.
Role of competence cell members
All competence cell members guided and monitored the dynamics. Liisa and Noelia gathered
the stickers that were created during the activities and two recorders took notes of the main
ideas.
Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
As the second workshop was carried out during the same day as the first one, with the same
persons participating, it was easy to start over and get back to work after lunch. During the
morning session, the teams had provided a large number of ideas, a map of proposals. At the
beginning of the second workshop, all the participants collectively decided which of these
proposals would be worth developing. Then, teams of 4 persons picked up these best choices
and worked on them, using canvases to design a concrete project proposal. Five teams
produced a project idea (the proposals are detailed in Annex 6.3). At the end of the workshop,
the teams shared their ideas, discussed about the best final ideas and interchanged impressions.
The atmosphere was very easy-going and relaxed during the workshop, though in the
beginning, some participants were a bit excited or worried, for example, one of the refugees
said she was surprised she could collaborate and exchange ideas with a "high level expert", the
UN spokespersons. There were no tension and interesting cultural differences were pointed
out, for example, the Turkish participant explained that forced migration and the difficulties
that refugees face in her hometown by the Syrian border, is everyday life for her. The
participants found it refreshing to have a genuinely multidisciplinary and cultural workshop.
With this workshop, a network was created to obtain collaboration and initiatives to foster
good practices for the asylum seekers including the perspectives of the different contexts, to
analyse the real situation of refugees and the problems of the internal system.
Web-based platform used
The FoTRRIS web-based platform was used to assist the coordination of the preparatory
information, prior to the workshop, including invitation lists, budget and programme.
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Workshop 3
Outline of WS3
The detailed program was the following:
PART 1: DEVELOPING A TRANSDISCIPLINARY REFUGEE R&I PROJECT CONCEPT
9:30-10.00 WELCOME AND PRESENTATION OF PARTICIPANTS (in the lobby)
10.00-12.00 STRUCTURING A PROJECT PLAN






Introduction to FoTRRIS and RRI.
Brief presentation of the new H2020 calls: Challenge 6, priority Migration and
refugee crisis. Selection of the project orientation.
Brief presentation of the ideas suggested in previous workshops.
Collective brainstorming/creative groups for specifying the objectives and
structuring a core plan. Step by step action plan.
Get up and go: resources needed.

12.00-12.30 Coffee break
PART 2: CREATING IDEAS FOR ASSESMENT AND COMMUNICATION OF THE PROJECT
12.30-14.30 MEASURES FOR EVALUATION AND DISSEMINATION





Collective brainstorming/creative groups defining the timing.
Collective brainstorming/creative groups for defining indicators to assess and
monitor project implementation.
Get up and go: Ideas for dissemination/communication
Collective decision on the most original and effective ideas for a communication
plan.

14.30-15.30 Lunch
15:30-16.30 COLLOQUIUM



Next steps to be taken.
Networks

Facilitation
The 3rd workshop was celebrated at the Faculty of Communication Science in similar
installations as the two previous ones, in a large meeting room with an oval table in the middle.
Micros, black-and whiteboards as well as projector were used in the interactions, as well as
some smaller tables in diverse parts of the room for small team exercises. Team members Juan,
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Noelia and Liisa made the introductory presentation of the project, the RRI working
methodology, the results of the previous workshops as well as an introduction to the new
project calls.
Role of participants
The participants took actively part in all the group dynamics. After the presentation of the
working methodology, etc., at the beginning of the workshop, the participants formed 3 work
teams, each of which had representatives of the diverse societal groups, though this time, one
of the requirements for forming groups, was language used. Thus, we had an English, a French
and a Spanish speaking work team, with around 5-6 members in each one. At least one
competence cell member was included in each team, helping the team to focus in the task and
fostering equal participation of all.
Role of competence cell members
The design, organization, invitations, paperwork and all the practical arrangements before,
during and after the workshop were carried out by the competence cell members, UCM core
team, including travel arrangements for the international participants. Team members Juan,
Noelia and Liisa made the introductory presentation of the project, the RRI working
methodology, the results of the previous workshops as well as an introduction to the new
project calls. The filming for the event video was done by team members Maria and Rubén. The
diverse dynamics were moderated by Liisa, with the support of the whole team and two postgraduate students served as recorders taking notes of the most essential issues discussed.
Interactions and deliberation (group dynamics)
Having in mind the recent tough situation this community is affronting, the aim of the workshop
was to develop a H2020 research and innovation project proposal related to
migration/refugees issues, using the principles of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI).
Hence, to work in a specific refugee project proposal adjusted to the requirements of the new
Horizon 2020 R&I calls for 2018 by defining a project concept and further designing a research
and innovation plan. Methodology wise, this years' action was meant to be benefited from the
methodological synergies created on the previous H2020 research project; using system
thinking as a guideline for collective work. More specifically, it was established a progressive
stage process of: 1) reduced brainstorming groups to specify objectives and structure a core
plan, 2) group presentation to share the previous conceived ideas, 3) collective discussion
about the proposals presented to add different perspectives and 4) individual input to promote
a more effective settling.
Working on two different issues: refugee narrative on nowadays' media and refugees' inclusion
on urban regions, a list of objectives was offered. On the one hand, the premises of 'better
formation and access to information throughout the media of the receiving countries' and 'an
adaptation of their narratives as identifying and positive impacting platforms for these
vulnerable groups' were selected for this first topic. On the other hand, the main interest of the
second subject was 'to work on refugees' independence and -as a consequence- self-esteem';
while secondarily, a) focusing with singular attention on gender perspective, b) establishing
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good and bad practices while setting comparative frameworks and c) creating a network of
stakeholders.
As a conclusion, it was determined as prime goals to effectively adapt media narratives and
structures according to refugees' reality and to give refugees' the recognition needed to
facilitate being understood and integrated in the receiving societies. Some of the most notable
evaluation and communication actions proposed to compliment the project were: developing
direct and indirect refugees' studies (surveys or focus group techniques, along methodical or
legal matters), and using social media and innovative communication formats as main tools of
content creation and social raising awareness.
Web-based platform used
As in previous workshops, the platform was used to assist the coordination of the preparatory
information, including invitation lists, budget and programme. The Web-based platform was
used by the post-graduate students to record the main ideas in real time. Later, those ideas
served to develop further reflection and to upload different documents.

Annex 6.2: Concept map of realities and core R&I ideas produced in Workshop 1
A. CONCEPT MAP OF REALITIES:
 Field research to know the culture and the different conflicts a migrant has to face
(personal, during transit….)
 Find the factors of forced displacement (natural disasters, climate change…)
 Creating a concept map of realities (social, political, education, cultural, armed
conflicts, religion, administration, gender…)
 Defining the causes that foster migration in different geographical areas. Searching for
convergences and divergences in each area.
B. CORE IDEAS, PROJECT SYSTEM MAP:
INTEGRATION:
 Research of the factors that determine the integration of migrants in the reception
communities.
 Generating interdisciplinary groups to create proceedings for an effective integration.
 Understanding the different perceptions of local people in European countries: the
reason why groups against asylum seekers are created.
 Strategies of sociocultural integration for migrants.
 Study the role of migrants as a bridge of information with the countries of origin and
transit, in order to:
o Improve the migratory policies with better information about migratory
processes, different actors, good and bad practices…
o Foster a future integration of the migrants with the experiences of those who
already live in the destination countries.
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LEGISLATION:
 Study how the current European legislation address gender violence and human
trafficking as causes for seeking asylum.
 In-depth interviews and surveys to refugees and asylum seekers to know their causes
for migration.
 How to validate the asylum requests? How to decide in controversial cases?
Stakeholders' bias. Catalogue of causes for asylum.
 Comparative study of the different legislation about migration.
OTHER:
 Empathic instead of Occidental point of view. Give voice to asylum seekers and
favouring their participation.
 Fostering a transdisciplinary research that includes the different actors in its design
and dissemination of results.
 Developing a system of information: seminar of psychology.
 Life stories.
 Observation of different types: sociology, psychology, economics, human resources,
linguistics, religion.
 Analysing the impact of awareness campaigns.
 Analysing religious stigmatization and Islamophobia.
 Helping migrants to show their ideas by means of visual testimonies, drawings, and
audio-visual pieces.
 Adaptation of contents: simplifying texts.
 Studying the positive consequences of migration for the destination countries.
 Study the stereotypes related to migration.
 Study of the rupture and difficulties that migration implies.
 Analysing the role of mass media depending on the editorial line: biased information.
 Social security for migrant people.
 Working with researches that are refugees or asylum seekers.
 Dissemination of the results of researches beyond the academic world: increasing
public awareness.
TECHNOLOGICAL AREA:
 App: wiki (collaborative website): "How to…?" To help asylum seekers and migrants in
their daily lives.
 'Co-learning' app for languages.
 International platform with several countries of origin, transit and destination.
 Developing apps that improve the access to information for asylum seekers.
 Creating a map with the use of systems of geographical information.
 Biometric identification plus electronic profile (managed by European Union).
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FACILITATOR FACTORS FOR INTEGRATION:
 Developing integral systems for innovation considering the possibilities of cultural
diversity and the need for integration. Cooperation among socioeconomic agents
(refugees' centres, local government, companies, NGO's, health centres, education
centres…)
 Promoting citizen initiatives to help refugees and asylum seekers in their daily lives.
 Learning the language of the destination country as the key factor for integration.
 Actions for integration by neighbourhood associations.
 Creating aid groups for migrant / refugees among civilian population.
 Honour conferred by the local government for those people or entities that promote
integration.
 Refugees as driving force for development and integration: art, languages,
gastronomy…
 Creation of an interactive space to gather people (migrants and local people) with art
as a meeting ground.
 Celebrating events between refugees and companies.
 Improve the infrastructures of refugee camps or creating shared apartments to avoid
ghettos.
EDUCATION:
 Special attention to vulnerable groups (children and women): local language, art
workshops, sports… Discover talents (music, poetry…)
 Free language courses and business training.
 Adapting the curricula.
PUBLIC AWARENESS:
 Good practices to avoid stereotypes: integrated or successful migrants.
 Spots to promote acceptation.
 Curricula adapted to the learning or knowledge of the realities of the countries of
origin. ¿Why they escape?
 Curricula for the basic knowledge of Islam and its different branches.
 A campaign for public awareness: Human Rights, causes for seeking asylum, the
difficulties of migrants in countries of transit, informing local people how refugees and
asylum seekers live.
 Refute false arguments: high cost of social security.
 Migration as a human and universal phenomenon.
REFUGEES AS AGENTS OF SOCIAL CHANGE:
 Workshops where young migrants can relate their personal experiences.
 Train them as representatives of their cause.
 Communal radio (online).
 Documentary films with migrants' testimonies. Use of the drawings of refugee children.
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MASS MEDIA:
 Create their own social network.
 Create a European code of ethics for media treatment about refuge. Denounce bad
practices.
DURING THE TRANSIT:
 Possible solutions: good and bad practices.
 Socioeconomic integration process during transit and creation of (real or virtual)
integration places for a multidisciplinary aid (law, psychology, bureaucracy…). All
based in dynamism and proactivity.
 Links between countries of transit and destination to help asylum seekers.
OTHER:
 Creating a tool to detect the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT
matrix).
 Become aware of the differences among all European countries (European disUnion?)

Annex 6.3: Project proposals produced during Workshop 2
Team I:
Creation of a database. Considering socioeconomic variables (work, production and
survival system), demographic and cultural variables (education, gender, religion…) o
asylum seekers in countries of origin, transit, and destination. Other variables can be
added: natural disasters, armed conflicts, political instability. Crossing variables and
datasets with the different groups of migrants and the policies of countries of origin,
transit, and destination. The aim is designing and managing better the global migratory
policies. Discover the safer countries for transit and destination.

Team II:
Operative proceedings adapted to the situation of refugees. Applicable in refugee camps,
countries of origin, transit, and destination. 2 years plan:
During the first year, interdisciplinary working groups will be created. The will create
the "concept map of realities". Participatory observation and reflect on refugees'
situations to feed the conceptual map. Those who work operationally in the field will
observe and researches will reflect. From 12th to 21st month, the interdisciplinary
working groups will be formed by executive groups, reflective groups, and refugee
groups. During the last months, conclusions will be made based on the results of these
operative proceedings.
Team III:
Creating art and audio-visual workshops to achieve integration in society by means of
art. An itinerant project of educational activities where users will develop the
expressions of their feelings and the sensibility. Change the situation, image and opinion
of refugees with the aid of local people.
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Team IV:
Consider the benefits of immigration in the destination context as the focal point. Civil
society will develop an online platform where migration will be seen as a driving force
for development. Different activities will be put into practices to achieve that: in-depth
interviews to sectors and evaluation of the social impact, showing a documentary film
about refugees' situation.
Team V:
A research based in refugees' life stories in Turkey. This proposal implies serious obstacles
and internal barriers such as bureaucracy, the political system and the difficulty of
obtaining information. Furthermore, all information should be favourable for the Turkish
government.
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7. Spanish report on Women & Disability co-RRI transition experiment13
7.1 General summary
The UCM team has addressed the context of women and disability during the workshops. The
main aim during these workshops was working together with different kind of participants,
from different stakeholders, to identify the needs and problems and the opportunities that this
group of people has in our society, focusing on different aspects, like mobility, housing,
employment, etc. To be woman has its challenges, nowadays, and women with disabilities still
have more challenges to overcome.
The three RRI workshops on women and disability used the quadruple helix approach when
designing the TE participant lists, with the intention to foster the participation of women with
disability, civil society members and organizations, as well as private companies, as these
groups are often ignored when designing projects incubated within the academy.
Gender balance was taken into account and even positive discrimination towards female
participation was done. The goal was to collectively design a women and disability project,
including both research and innovation actions, so that after the workshop, an application for a
future Horizon 2020 project call could be presented. Local solutions for global problems are
needed in terms of the woman and disability, as the social realities.

7.2 Workshop content
7.2.1 Workshop 1: Systems mapping
The objective of the workshop was to collectively develop a research and innovation project
proposal related with women and disability, using the principles of Responsible Research and
Innovation (RRI). The core idea was to benefit from the methodological synergies created by a
previous H2020 research project titled FoTRRIS (http://fotrris-h2020.eu/), using the present
experiment (workshop) as a tool and a kick-off action for planning a new international project
proposal. The first and second workshops were celebrated on March 23thand 24th 2017, in the
main room of the Computer Science Faculty, at Universidad Complutense de Madrid, in Madrid,
Spain.
In the first workshop, we created a system map for a Women and Disability R&I project.
Afterwards, a concept map of realities was designed using individual proposals and creative
couples (get up and go exercise) where the participants offered different ideas for R&I. The
concept map is visualized in Annex 7.2. In addition, leverages and barriers were discovered
when using these individual or couple dynamics to foster creativity. The curve of sustainability
was adjusted to the case using the following schema:

13

Susana Bautista, Tamara Bueno, Rubén Fuentes, Noelia García, Liisa Hanninen, and Juan Pavón (UCM)
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In this case, economic drivers and the requirement of efficiency (economic growth) are in
counter position with the social sustainability and resilient solutions necessary for solving the
global women with disability situation.
Explaining MISC using the “sustainability curve” helped workshop participants to see how all
the societal actors are interconnected, and that finding more sustainable solutions requires a
more resilient approach, not merely based on efficiency. Nevertheless, quitting the regime point
of view is not possible, but a general paradigm change is needed. Though innovations take place
at different levels in the system (from niches to regimes), to make things/change happen it is
necessary to see ways of up-scaling bottom-up innovations (niche innovation). Related to the
main issue of our workshops, it was interesting to see how grass root initiatives (civil society
initiatives) had a strong presence and were largely discussed, even by institutional/research
actors. These can be observed in Annex 7.3.
7.2.2 Workshop 2: Visioning
In the second workshop, the working team had the task of visioning solutions towards a
collective project proposal. The desired future in terms of the women and disability issue is
more welcoming and tolerant in our society.
Using the technique of small partner teams, 3 different project proposals were created,
reducing the large number of individual/couple ideas from the first workshop. These creative
multi-stakeholder teams offered the different project concepts and action plans.
7.2.3 Workshop 3: Project concept design
In the third workshop, the participants were invited to take part and work in a specific project
proposal, which ideally should be adjusted to the requirements of the new Horizon 2020 R&I
calls in the next years. The ideas generated in the two previous workshops were used as a
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starting point. The main goals were specifying the objectives and structuring a core plan.
Identify the resources needed and create ideas for assessment and communication of the
project, focused on measures for evaluation and dissemination.

7.3 Workshop process
7.3.1 Preparation process
7.3.1.1 Defining the systems goal
In the planning session, competence cell members from UCM decided to duplicate the
experiment and make two series of RRI workshops, one with reference to women and disability
and the other, referring to refugees, due to expertise and interests of the team. When it comes
to the RRI on women and disability workshops, the team decided to set the system goal
visioning a forthcoming European project call: to collectively design a women and disability
research and innovation project, using the principles of RRI and listening to all societal actors
participating in the workshop.
7.3.1.2 Selecting and inviting TE participants
We have used our networking to invite a group of participants from the different stakeholders.
We have also used the email to disseminate the event to make a call of participation. We
achieved 20 participants. Inter-disciplinary and inter-sectorial audience, in order to get a
diversity of perspectives on the women and disability.
7.3.1.3 Selecting and inviting competence cell members
We have used our multidisciplinary team of researchers from UCM to achieve a working group
like competence cell. We have experts of accessibility, experts of Communication and Gender
issues and experts of Software development.
7.3.1.4 Web-based platform used
We have used the FoTRRIS web-platform to control the list of participants and different aspects
of logistics (like material) and organize presentations and dynamics carried out. During the
workshop, there were two persons taking notes in parallel using the platform. After the
workshop, these were reviewed in order to get a consistent summary of the results of the
workshop. This has proved to be useful to prepare the next workshops, in order to remember
what was the point when finishing the previous.
7.3.2 Post-workshop process
7.3.2.1 Outputs and outcomes
After these workshops, we have obtained a deeper perspective of women with disabilities and
asylum seekers’ actual necessities and main problems. As this has been a transition experiment,
we will continue with this RI topic and human collective to develop a real RRI sustainable
project.
7.3.2.2 Communication and outreach plans
Part of the results will be shared with the academia in future research articles.
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7.3.2.3 Signs of and plan for continuity
Considering the interest of the competence cell and part of the participants from several
associations, the resulting network plans to apply for a new Horizon 2020 call related to this
topic.
7.3.2.4 Web-based platform used
The platform will be used as previous workshops for the preparation of the Outreach workshop
and to gather the main conclusions of the meeting, as well as a tool for saving all the preparatory
and resulting FoTRRIS documents applied to this transition experiment, to communicate with
the rest of the network and to prepare the next Horizon 2020 call.

7.4 Learning and adaption during the process
Paths for solutions were nearly as varied as participants, so the issue was approached from
diverse perspectives. None of them would pretend to solve the situation on its own, but
summing up and adjusting, and regime permitting (requires a paradigm change), these niche
innovations would help to make the system more sustainable. The regime (EU, national
legislations, authorities, etc.) not only hinders the upscaling of these niche innovations (of
activists, collaborative citizens, NGOS, alternative political movements, etc.), but can also make
problems worse, generating “externalities” in its’ blindness to see and use a holistic paradigm
when looking for solutions to the grand challenges of our times. We explained this by using
images of how everything on the planet Earth is interconnected and you cannot separate social
sustainability from environmental sustainability. A good example of how to open a more
holistic and collaborative point of view to a global challenge can help to open lock-ins was
actually seen in the Project “call” that we used to define the objectives and main guidelines.
The MISC methodology was useful as it permitted us to explore a large number of different
approaches and ideas, listening to diverse stakeholders at the very early stage of project
planning. This is a totally different approach to problem solving and project design, based on
the collaborative ideas of RRI that offers a holistic way of analysing things using the idea of
mapping. Permitting citizens, academy, companies, artists, administration, e.g., take part in the
design of a project concept is not often used in R&I, even if they are often listened to once plans
are already made.
We have used simplified language for explaining the system thinking approach, and approached
the methodology indirectly, not explaining all the theory behind, but applying the principles to
our working method during the workshop. For example, we discussed and explored diverse
action options for desired outcomes or goals and saw how growth and economic efficiency as a
driver for many European governments makes these goals difficult to reach…instead of defining
them as “balancing and reinforcing feedback loops”. Otherwise, we found no special difficulties
in terms of the vocabulary related with RRI, as we used a more common vocabulary for complex
terms.
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Annex 7.1: Workshop 1-3, Case 2: Women with disabilities
Workshop 1
Outline of WS1
PART 1: SYSTEM MAPPING FOR WOMEN AND DISABILITY RRI PROJECT
15:00-16.30h THE CHALLENGE OF WOMAN AND DISABILITY, FRAMEWORK AND GOALS





Activity to get to know the team: Presentation of team members. (Susana Bautista, UCM)
Introduction to Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI): FoTRRIS project work principles.
(Juan Pavón, UCM)
RRI as a framework for woman and disability studies. How to implement RRI to a H2020
Research and innovation project application? (Susana Bautista, UCM)
Role play stakeholders: identify different needs and opportunities for diverse stakeholders
involve in the project. (Susana Bautista, UCM)

16.30-17.00h Coffee break
17:00-19:00h WORK STRATEGIES & CORE IDEAS FROM DIVERSE STAKEHOLDERS, CO-DEFINING A
PROJECT SYSTEM MAP


Get up and go: Brainstorming for specifying the needs and opportunities in the project women
and disability. (Liisa Hanninen, UCM)
o Collective feedback on ideas: Mapping of problems and opportunities from the
different stakeholders. Working on creative couples

Output: List of problems and opportunities from diverse stakeholders.

Facilitation
The workshop was performed at a large meeting room in the Facultad de Informática,
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain. It was celebrated on 24th March 2017, from 10am
to 14pm (4hours). This room has a large round table, and four separate tables, so it was possible
to perform group dynamics. There was support for multimedia presentation, whiteboard, and
material for brainstorming.
We considered celebrating this workshop in our Faculty because we have a spacious and
adequate space to get people together, that fosters creativity and discussing the topic with the
different stakeholders. Juan, Liisa and Susana, members of UCM-team, were the facilitators of
the workshops to present the project, our topic and some dynamics carried out during the
workshop. Using different techniques to foster the teams’ creativity. “Get up and go” was a
brainstorming exercise, carried out individually or in couples, that consists writing keywords
of ideas on post-its and then reading them out and sticking them to a whiteboard or canvas. As
participants are forced to move around, this relaxes the atmosphere. Collective feedback was
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used to map ideas together. All UCM team members actively fostered interaction between the
participants and helped facilitators in their tasks.
Role of participants
Our participants played different roles during the workshop because there were dynamics
where they had to consider other roles to identify needs of this collective.
Role of competence cell members
All members of the competence cell had different roles during the workshops. Sometimes as
the facilitator, other times as one more participant, or as observers, in addition to carry out
some dynamics during the workshop.
Interactions and deliberation
A progressive stage process was established for the workshops: 1) reduced brainstorming
groups to specify objectives and structure a core plan, 2) group presentation to share the
previous conceived ideas, 3) collective discussion about the proposals presented to add
different perspectives, and 4) individual input to promote a more effective settling.
In the first workshop, a large number of ideas and proposals were produced using individual
and small team brainstorming, giving as a result a project system map, whereas these ideas
were reduced and turned into a specific project proposal during the second workshop (as
described later). After the icebreaker role play and project & task description in the beginning
of the workshop, our idea was to develop ideas individually, but some participants preferred to
work in couples instead. They wrote down their ideas on several post-its, stood up and shared
their ideas sticking the post-its to a white board. After that, we used collective discussion about
the proposals to add different perspectives and finally, all the participants provided individual
inputs to promote a more effective settling. This way, the team produced a system map of
proposals, problems and opportunities related with the issue of refugees and migration.
Web-based platform used
The FoTRRIS web-based platform was used to assist the coordination of the preparatory
information, before the workshop, including invitation lists, budget and programme. During the
workshop, there were two persons taking notes in parallel using the platform. After the
workshop, these were reviewed in order to get a consistent summary of the results of the
workshop. This has proved to be useful to prepare the next workshops, in order to remember
what was the point when finishing the previous.
Workshop 2
Outline of WS2
PART 2: VISIONING SOLUTIONS: TOWARDS A COLLETIVE LIST OF PROPOSALS
10-11.30h INVENTORY OF BEST R&I IDEAS FOR FUTURE WOMAN AND DISABILITY PROJECTS


Collective decision on the most original and effective proposals of part 1.
o Brainstorming to select the 10 best R&I ideas proposals

11.30-12:00h Coffee break
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12:00- 14:00h INVENTORY OF BEST R&I IDEAS FOR FUTURE PROJECT PROPOSALS




Collective feedback on best working ideas and mapping a core woman and disability R&I
project.
Discussion on constructing partnerships and alliances for other future collaborations.
Reinforcing networks.
General Feedback of workshop

Facilitation
The workshop was performed at a large meeting room in the Facultad de Informática,
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain. It was celebrated on 24th March 2017, from 10am
to 14pm (4hours). This room has a large round table, and four separate tables, so it was possible
to perform group dynamics. There was support for multimedia presentation, whiteboard, and
material for brainstorming.
We considered celebrating this workshop in our Faculty because we have a spacious and
adequate space to get people together, that fosters creativity and discussing the topic with the
different stakeholders. Juan, Liisa and Susana, members of UCM-team, were the facilitators of
the workshops to present the project, our topic and some dynamics carried out during the
workshop.
Role of participants
Our participants played different roles during the workshop because there were dynamics
where they had to consider other roles to identify needs of this collective.
Role of competence cell members
All members of the competence cell had different roles during the workshops. Sometimes you
are acting as the facilitator, other times you are acting as a participant, or as an observer, in
addition to carrying out some dynamics during the workshop.
Interactions and deliberation
A progressive stage process was established for the workshop: 1) reduced brainstorming
groups to specify objectives and structure a core plan of the project, 2) group presentation to
share the previous conceived ideas, 3) collective discussion about the proposals presented to
add different perspectives, and 4) individual input to promote a more effective settling.
Web-based platform used
The FoTRRIS web-based platform was used to assist the coordination of the preparatory
information, prior to the workshop, including invitation lists, budget and programme. During
the workshop, there were two persons taking notes in parallel using the platform. After the
workshop, these were reviewed in order to get a consistent summary of the results of the
workshop. This has proved to be useful to prepare the next workshops, in order to remember
what was the point when finishing the previous one.
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Workshop 3
Outline of WS3
The detailed program was the following:
PART 1: DEVELOPING A TRANSDISCIPLINARY WOMEN AND DISABILITY R&I PROJECT CONCEPT
15.00h -15.15h WELCOME AND PRESENTATION OF PARTICIPANTS
15.15h- 17.00h STRUCTURING A PROJECT PLAN




Brief presentation of the ideas suggested in previous workshops.
Collective brainstorming for specifying the objectives and structuring a core plan. Step by step
action plan.
Get up and go: resources needed.

17.00-17.30 Coffee break
PART 2: CREATING IDEAS FOR ASSESMENT AND COMMUNICATION OF THE PROJECT
17.30-19.00 MEASURES FOR EVALUATION AND DISSEMINATION





Collective brainstorming for defining indicators to assess and monitor project
implementation.
Get up and go: Ideas for dissemination/communication.
Collective decision on the most original and effective ideas for a communication plan.
Next steps to be taken.

Facilitation
The 3rd workshop was celebrated at the Faculty of Computer Science, Complutense University
of Madrid, in similar installations as the two previous ones. Micros, black-and whiteboards as
well as projector were used in the interactions, as well as some smaller tables in diverse parts
of the room for small team exercises. Team members Juan and Susana made the introductory
presentation of the project, the RRI working methodology, and the results of the previous
workshops as well as an introduction to the new project calls.
Role of participants
The participants took actively part in all the group dynamics. After the presentation of the
working methodology, etc., at the beginning of the workshop, the participants formed 3 work
teams, each of which had representatives of the diverse societal groups. At least one
competence cell member was included in each team, helping the team to focus in the task and
fostering equal participation of all.
Role of competence cell members
The design, organization, invitations, paperwork and all the practical arrangements before,
during and after the workshop were carried out by the competence cell members, UCM core
team, including travel arrangements for the international participants. Team members Juan
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and Susana made the introductory presentation of the project, the RRI working methodology,
the results of the previous workshops as well as an introduction to the new project calls. The
diverse dynamics were moderated by Liisa and Susana, with the support of the whole team.
Interactions and deliberation
Methodology wise, this years’ action was meant to be benefited from the methodological
synergies created on the previous H2020 research project; using system thinking as a guideline
for collective work. More specifically, it was established a progressive stage process of: 1)
reduced brainstorming groups to specify objectives and structure a core plan, 2) group
presentation to share the previous conceived ideas, 3) collective discussion about the proposals
presented to add different perspectives, and 4) individual input to promote a more effective
settling.
Web-based platform used
As in previous workshops, the platform was used to assist the coordination of the preparatory
information, including invitation lists, budget and programme. The Web-based platform was
used by two scribas (post-graduate students) to record the main ideas in real time. Later on,
those ideas served to develop further reflection and to upload different documents.

Annex 7.2: Concept map of realities and core R&I ideas produced in Workshop 1
Working in pairs to identify needs and opportunities of the women with disabilities:
Work team (couple) 1: Macro-realities that are related with disabled women
Participants are asked to point out some priorities, but they think the following aspects are all
equally important:




To make the collective visible (changing perceptions)
Women to govern their own lives and find public policies that can assist them
To end up with violence, both symbolical and institutional and to eliminate patriarchy,
endocentric…aspects that generates inequalities

Work team (couple) 2: Academic career and studies
For temporality, in the academic career




Family barriers when it comes to college associations and support products that can
assist the family
In technical careers, they do not have support when they are incorporated - teaching
and business innovation, stock of qualified people who can provide this training
Erasmus: personal and family fears - make the difference of your C.V. within the
professional branch
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Couple 3: Basic life issues





Basic aspects (basics)
Needs
o Choice of places to go for a drink
o Socially inclusive education, the whole world learns to potentiate their senses,
to generate empathy in society
o Adapted public transport: where ever I want to go, I manage to go
Opportunities
o Empowerment
o Regulated studies
o Innovation: coexistence of automatic systems with manual systems: if the
automatic fails, you can use the manual.

Team 4: Deinstitutionalization




Needs
o Disenfranchisement of women with functional diversity (policies)
o Deinstitutionalization of women with functional diversity (gender issues, since
for disabled men there are more actions)
o Recognition of women with functional diversity by other women. Being a
woman includes a lot of diversity. In gender studies, there is evidence of those
aspects.
Opportunities
o Recognition of functional diversity (vs. other diversities that are transient)
o Condition of woman with functional diversity, it can generate anti-normal
stereotypes by the rest of the collective of women in society
o Fostering the culture of social independence: addressing such persistent
discrimination in this field, offers us the opportunity to create a better society!
(discussion about human improvement ... trans-human) -> build a more
inclusive society to live in

Team 5: Autonomy at work



Autonomy---inclusive workplace
Labor mediation measures - reference centres, databases, grants, aids, related
information

Team 6: Independence and self-determination





Independent living - resources to achieve this autonomy
Self-determination: decision making and assertiveness of the person - changing the
social environment, changing attitudes, fostering through education, changing
emotions (or ways of feeling), policies, language and terminology
Empowerment: self-esteem, awareness of what I am and what I can do, self-love, selfworth - generate support networks between women with and without functional
diversity (feel that you are not alone)
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Annex 7.3: Project proposals produced during Workshop 2
First Working Group: Easy to Read
 Needs: eradicate multiple discrimination, accessibility with a gender perspective


Opportunities: change the look, change the social environment, and generate support
networks between women with and without disability



Easy reading with a gender perspective



Cognitive accessibility



Cognitive, computational work (to systematize this)



Empowerment of women



Interdisciplinary: psychological, sociological, technological, and linguistic



Validation groups (women with and without disability)



Impact is to generate support networks (gender, emotions, disability)



Incorporate cognitive accessibility (Easy to Read) combined with other resources
(AACs)



Support web platforms, apps



Transversal: gender perspective



"Change perceptions": reduce stereotypes

Second working group: Creation of a reference centre, a one-stop service for
formalities/bureaucracy, offering the necessary resources (rights, law, advice, leisure
and tourism topics, associations, subsidies for specific cases, technical aids, suppliers ...


Empathy, cooperation



Needs: Family barriers faced by women with disability and making multiple
discrimination visible



Stakeholders



Family



One self



Administration: health, education, social services,



Environment: where you live, associations, neighbours,



Media: social networks



Idea: centralize, organize, filter and present to society.



Doubts: at the national level, at the regional level, at local level....
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Third working group: to detect the knowledge that women have with disability. on the
possibilities and resources available from the market, state, etc.


Needs: empowerment of women with DF, deinstitutionalization, independent living



Yesterday and today we detected in the workshop that there is not a deep knowledge
of all the resources we have to achieve an improvement in the quality of life of women
with disability.



Research: detect the knowledge that women have with disability on the possibilities
and resources available from the market, state, etc.

How?


Documentary, resources, institutions



Qualitative work, life stories, participant observation, interviews, focus groups ... Take
the step outside Spain and identify good practices in nearby countries.



Empowerment -> transparency in knowledge



RRI: "ecology of knowledge", sharing of knowledge



New employment niches: inclusive education, universal accessibility, personal
assistants,



New supports that are transferable, sustainable and made universal



It is important to constantly contrast the resources respecting the Declaration of the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities



Monetize what already exists! Because as there are resources that are not known...



It is not a question of inventing something completely new, it is necessary to reuse, to
make the existing resources profitable.



Requirement of the development of basic regulations



To make visible the lack of resources so that regulations can be applied



Activation of people (women with disability) in terms of pro-positive measures -> proactivity and co-creation



Active participation of users, feedback, creative aspect of users.



You have to change the mentality of passive people to active, those who have needs can
also help.



Perceptions of experts about the figure of a person with functional diversity. The
professionals (also) need to learn



PRO-ACTIVITY ==> CO-CREATION ==> EMPOWERMENT
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